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IINTRODUCTION
This textbook combines in one volume, for the first
time,, most
of the material covered in the Fallout Shelter Analysis courses for
architects and engineers sponsored by the Office of Civil Defense.
It is intended for use by practicing professionals enrolled as students
in formal graduate level university courses under the direction of
professors well versed in the methods and techniques of shelter design
and properties and effects of fallout gamma radiation. This volume
confines itself to design and analysis of structures for protection
against radioactive fallout, which presents the most widespread threat
to our population in the event of a thermonuclear attack. The feasibility of incorporating inherent fallout protection into the design
of many buildings and structures at little
cost will be apparent wnen
the designer becomes aware of tfe problem and familiar with the principles of fallout shelter design and analysis.
The text is not intended to be used as the source of detailed
background information on nuclear physics or weapons effects. The
most up-to-date and comprehensive volume available to the oublie
on this subject is THE EFFECTS OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS (E.N.W.)"and
familiarity with it is recommended in the use of this book.

-

F

Special two-week intensive graduate level short courses are
cuArrently available at a number of major universities and military
engineering schools throughout the country. Night, Saturday, and
correspondence courses have been initiated for those who cannot attend
full time short courses. Information on the locations and schedules
for Fallout Shelter Analysis Courses may be obtained from the nearest
Regional Office of the Office of Civil Defense.

While the methods and techniques developed herein are based on
the analysis of weapons tests and upon research and studies by nuclear
scientists and engineers, every effort has been made to present the
material in a form readily understood by the practicing architect or
engineer. The systems of analysis are not difficult, but they do
become complicated for coMplax structures.
It is, therefore, strongly
recomended that the reader develop his ability to apply these methods
by pursuing one of the formal courses of study mentioned above before
undertakWg the design or analysis of fallout shelters.

CHAPTR 1
BASIC NUCLEAR PHYSICS AND NUCLEAR WEAPONS EFFECTS
1,1

INTRODUCTION

It is not necessary to be a nuclear physicist to analyze or design structures for fallout protection. However, a basic knowledge
of the concepts and terminology associated with the structure of
matter, radioactivity, fission and fusion, weapons effects, a&nd
attenuation of radiation are essential to understanding of need for
±fallout protection and the background of the system of anlysis.

The Lnformation provided in this chapter is a general surrea and la
intended to be supplemented by readings in DAP` 39-3, THE 1'I7'S OF
N
RUCLEAR
WAPONS.
12

STRUCTURE OF MATTER

1L2.1 ELEMENTS AND COMPOUNDS
All matter is made up of elements and compounds, Compounds
consist of two or more elements and may be broken down into
simpler substances or formed from simpler campoundb or elements
by chemical reaction. The camponents do not exhibit the
characteristics of the original compound. For example, sugar
is a compound which can be broken down into the elements carbon,
hydrogen, and oxygen. The unalleLt subdivision of the compound
which still retains its properties is the molecule, which is a
group of two or more atams tightly held togethar.
The distinction between an element and a compound is made on the
basis of chemical reactions. Chemical reactions nay bt produced
by heating, applying pressure, using a substance which promotes
reaction (catalyst), electrolysis, and so forth. If large
numbers of reproducible experiments on a pure isolated substance
show that none of these means is capable of breaking that substance down into still other substances, then that substance is
said to be an element. There are 92 naturally occurring elemente. Ten more have been produced artificially by man in
laboratories. From these 102 elements, it is possible to proJduce by chemical reaction all the compounds known (as well as
many as yet unknown).
For exiwmple, water is built up fron the
elements hydrogen and o.Vgen; when two atoms of hydrogen combine
Swith one atom of oxygen, they form one molecule of the compound

"water.

[
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It is exceedingly difficult to visualize the fantastically naL
size of atoms. For example, in one grain of ordinary table sallve

there are approximately 1,300,000,000,O000,000,0000000 (1.3 x i0'4)
atoms,, half of which are sodium atoms and half of which are
chlorine atoms. Each atom has a diameter of about 0.00000001
centimeter.
Each element has a different name and is represented by a symbol,
which is simply a shorthand notation. For example, the element
hydzrgen is given the symbol "1H; the symbol for the element
helium is "He". In general, these symbols are chosen as the fist
one or two letters.
It is necessary to use other letters for
some el.ients. Also, some of the symbols appear illogical as
they are based on the old Latin names for the elements, such as
"Na" for sodium and "Au" for gold. The great advantage of the
element symbols is that they enable one to rcpresent chemical
reactions and chemical compounds in an abbreviated fashion. A
molecule of water composed of two atoms of hydrogen and one atom
of oxygen can be represented by the notation "H2 0'J
1.2.2

ATCIIC STRUCTURE

Despite their extremely mall size, atoms are composed of still
mailer particles. There are basically 3 such particles, the
electron, the proton, and the neutron. The many different kinds
of atoms are essentially formed from these three particlespresent in different numbers.
Although atoms of one eliment differ froa those of another, all
atoms have the same general type of -:t ucture and are often des8tbedby comparing them to our solar system. The nucleus is
tne center of the atom, just as the sun is the center of our
solar system. The nucleus has a positive electrical charge and
Is composed uf one or more protons and neutrons. Moving at
47reat speed around the nucleus in orbits, much as planets move
about the sun, are a nimber of paiticles called electrons. The
electrons have a negative charge. This structure is indicated
in F igure l.l.
It should be noted that the atom contains an
equal. number cf electrons and protons. This conception or
"model" of the atom has been replaced by more sophilticated conceptions basea. upon wave mechanics and probability. This model
is adequate however, to explain the nuclear phenomena of interest
in shelter analysis.
The nucleus cont%ins almost all of the
diameter of the &tom is roughly 10.000
nucleus. The atom, therefore, is i•tly
basic particles comprising an atom has

mass of tbe atom, yet the
tmas the diameter of the
space. Each of three
a specific charge and mass.

(

)

ItCharge" refers to their electrical charge and all hough Itase"

has a precise meaning in physics, for the purpose, of this text,
It may be considered synonymous with "weight" without a serious
error in reasoning. For simplicity in dealing wit, atomic
p1 •namena, the magnitude of the electric charge on an electron
has been chosen as one unit of charge. Since atanL are so swall,
it is inconveriit to use pounds, ounces, or even 1,,,razs to measure their mass. The mass is measured by the atanite mass unit
(anu) system. On the scale of this systeq the mass of the proton is app~roximately one mass unit, and the other p&rticles may
be canpared with it as a standard. The anu is definud precisely
as one-sixteenth the mass of the neutral oxygen sixte'en atom and
is equal to 1.66 x 10- 2 4 grams.

Electrons(in owbit)
Protons

Figure 1.1
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PARTIUI.

JEectronr

Structure of an ato=.

OF AN ATOM

- The electron is a negatively cherged particle and has

a mass of approximately 1/1845 mau,
the three basic particles.

4tude.

It is by far the lighteat of

By convention,

the charge of the

electron is negative (-) and is co. electronic charge in magniThe electronic cha-,ge, so defined, is equal to 4.8 x i0"
electrostatic wits and is the awilest discrete charge observed
in nature.
Proton - The proton tas a mass of approximately 1atcuic mate
unit and hs a
•a•a'e Of 41.
Neutron - The neutron has a mass only slightly larger Lhan that
of a proton; it may be taken as having a mass of 1 mass unit for
the purposes of this text (its mass mV be stated as 1 tCo indi-,
cate that it is slightly more than that of the proton).
The

.

m-,

I{

neutron has no electric charge.

As the nucleus of an atom con-

tains protons and neutrons, it has a positive electiLcal charge
and the) mag etude of this charge is the sane as the number of
protons. The properties of these particles are s. narized in

Table 1.1.
Table 1,1 Properties of Atcmic Particles
PARTICLE

CHARGE

MASSUu

,

I)CATION WITHIN THE AT"4

Approximate

_____ct

Electron

-1

).00055

1

Outside the nucleus

Proton

+1

.00758

1

In the nucleus

0

f.00894

1+

In the nucleus

Neutron

Figure 1.2 shows same exanples of atomic structures to iliustrate that. the atom&' of all elaments are built up from. different
cmbinations of the sane three basic particles.
1.2.4 THE A AND Z NEWER SYSTEK
A shorthand notation has been developed which quickly indicates
tho ezAct structure of any atom. The notatti4 is as follows:
ZKX-, in which
X - is a general representation of any element symbol (in eachcane the appropriate elwaert symbol would be usedj
7 - the nmnber of protons in the nucleus.
A - the number of protons + neutions in the nucleus.

The Z number is usually called the atomic number. Since the Z
nunber is equal to the number of protons in the nucleus, it is
also equal to the number of electrons outside the nucleus in
the normal neutral atnm. Therei'ore, each element will have its
characteristic Z nmber. For eample, the element sodium will
always nave a Z namber of U, au,d conversely, a Z number of U.
will always identify the element sodium.
Although chemical propertie4 of an etom depend directly on the
number of electrons it poasessee, it is possible to nay that
1-I.
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iNOTE:

The representatioaof electronic orbits as elliptical is more accwale than repve.se.tation
as circles; however, /or simplicity t$ey will be represened as cf.cles elsewbere i- this
text.

HEUUM p04

HNDROGEN IH'

0>
C

S0

Netrono

Fi&ir 1.2 -'

S•

IP

CAcF"oAC 2

p1.

or Atmic Straciure
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the chemical properties depend on the number of protons because
there are an equal number of protons and electrons in a neutral

atmz i.
The A number is often called the nucleon number. A nucleon is
defined as any particle found in the nucleus; the term simply
provides a convenient way of referring to both protons and neutrons. Since the A number represents the sum of the protons and
neutrons, it is equal to the number of nucleons. The A number
is also called the mass number. As the mass of both the proton
and the neutron is approximately one, the sum of protons and
neutrons gives the mass of the nucleus (and of th) atom, since
the masses of the electrons are nearly zero).
The number of neutrons in the atom can be determined by finding
the difference between the A and Z numbers.
A - Z = number of neutrons.
An example of the A and Z number terminology and the deductions
that can be nmade from it are indicated below.

nmyle:

35
1 7 CL

Number of protons

-, this atom:

Number of electrons in this atom:

17
17

Number of neutrons + protons in this atom,
Number of neutrons in this atom:
Element of which this is
1.2.5

an &tom:

35

35 - 17 = 18
Cl (chlorine).

ISOTOPES AND NUCLIDES

It is possible for different atoms of the same element to have
somewhat different nuclear structures.
This difference is not
in the number of protons, since the element is determined by the
number of protons in the nuclei of the atoms of that element.
The difference is in the number of neutrons. For example, there
are three known forms (isotopes) of the elament hydrogen, two of
which are found in lature and one of which is man-made.
The
structures of these three ator ¢.cforms of hydrogen are shoyn in
Figure 1.3.
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1

1

hyWmn

HydOu,,

Hydregn

Element symbol

H

H

H

Number of neutrons

0

1

2

Number of nucleons

1

2

3

Complete symbol

!HI

112

7h3

Number of protons
VEement

Figure 1.3 The isotopes of hydrogen
Since two different atomic forms of an element
the same number of protons, they have the same
and Lherefore they will have the same chemical
ences do occur in physical properties however,

hydrogen

1 (2
1 H!) and hydrogen

hydrogen

3 (iH3) is

(isotopes' have
number of electrons
behavior. Differfor example,

2 (iH 2 ) are not radioactive, but

radioactive.

The three isotopes of hydrogen have become very important in nuclear work. As a result, each has been given a separate name
for ease in identification. These names are:
hydrogen

Hydrogen

1

(ccmmon)

Hydrogen

2

deuterium

Hydrogen

3

tritium

Hydrogen is the ornly element for which a special nomenclature has
been devised for the different isotopes. For all other elements,
the different isotopes ar• spoken ýf by the more basic namenclature; for example, VHe' and 2 He 4 are referred to aa helium 3
and helium 4, respectfvely.
The term "isotope" is only used for elements which have more than
one atomic form, and when distinguishing the different forms of
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the same element.

Thus, helium 3 and helium 4 may be referred

to as the isotopes of he1ium.

The term "nuclide" should be used when referring to specific
forms of different elements. Thus, a statement would read, 'Two
radioactive nuclides cammonly used to calibrate radioactive
instruments are cobalt -oO and cesium -137" and not, "Two radioactive isotopes, etc." This usage of the terms "isotope" and
"nuclide" will be followed in the text.
Since all nuclides are composed of varying numbers of neutrons
and protons, they can all be represented by the A and Z number
notation. Only certain combinations are possible, some of which
are observed to be stable and some of whica are unstable.
Generally, the lightest elements are stable when the numbers of
protons and neutrons are approximate'y equal, or in a 1 to 1
ratio. As the elements become heavier, more neutrons than protons are found ýLn the stable combinations so that among the
heavieet elements, a ratio of 11 neutrons to 1 pioton is found.
1.3

ROACTIVrm

f

1.3.1 HISTORICAL LACKGROUND
Nuclear radiation was discovered in 189o by a French scientist
named Henri Becquerel. Becquerel experimented with fluorescent
crystals which when struck by ordinary white light gave off light
of some other .olor, such as pink or green. Re thought that he
had discovered that certain crystals, when struck by light gave
off some sort of very penetrating rays different frm light rays
which could penetrate thin sheets of paper or metal.
Becquerel repeatedly performed the following experiment to
determine the propertits of the substances that gave off the
penetrating rays:

penwrapped a piece of paper about a photographic plate so
that light could not reach the plate and axpose it; then, on
top of the paper, he put a small pile of crystals of a salt
of uranium. He then placed this apparatus outdoors in the
sun all day. At the end of the day, he brought the entire
set of materials indoors and developed the photographic plate.
He iaways f8und a black spot on the plate under the crystals.
Th"- led him to the belief that when these crystals were exposed to light they gave off some previously unknown kind of
radittilon which was capable of peneti-ating the paper and
exp•sing the film.
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Becquerel's experiments with these crystals might have provided no more information than this had not it been for a
lucky accident. One day when preparing to set his standard
experiment in the sun, the sun failed to ccmie out; he therefore pLbced the entire apparatus in his top desk drawer to
await a sunny day. As it happened the sun failed to shine
for several days; on the first day that it did come out he
was going to place the apparatu3 in the sun, but, for scme
unknown reason, he developed the plate directly instead.
The plate was blackened under the crystals. Becquerel then
revised his original conclt.-ion about these crystals. The
penetrating rays were given off spontaneously from within
the material itself without the assistance of any ouside
agency such as sunlight. It is now known that these
radiations come from the nuclei of the atoms of the material;
for this reason, they are called nuclear radiations.
Further research by Becquerel and others damonstrated that
the emission of the strange new penetrating rays by these
substances (called radioactive substances) was unaffected in
any manner by heat, light, pressure, chemicals, mechanical
force, or any other means then known. Much experimental
work was done in the years following Becquerel's discovery
in an attempt to understand these rays.
1.3.2

TYPES OF RADIATION

It was believed initially that only one kind of ray was emitted
The nature of this ray was unknown.
by radioactive substances.

In the experiment depict'ed in Figure 1.4 (a), a sample of radium
(one of the few radioactive substances known at, the time) was
placed at the base of a cylindrical hole drilled in a piece of
Since
lead (the figure shows a cross section of the lead block).
lead has the ability to absorb radiation very effectively, little
of the radiation penetrated through the sides of the block.
Therefore, there was essentially a straight beam of radiation
coming out of the hole., A photographic plate was placed across
the path of the radiation and upon development ahowd one dark
spot in the center of the plate.
In a later experiment depicted in Fsure 1.4 (b), the beam of
This time
radiation was subjected to a strong electrical field.
there were three black spots on the plate, indicating that the
electric field had separated the beam of radiation into three
The three
kidnds of radiations, as illustrated . Lhe figure.
types of radiation were arbitrarily identified by the first three

letters of the Greek alphabet--

.L-9

alpha (•) for the radiation attracted to the negative side of
the field,
betaf• 1 ) for the radiation attracted to the positive side of the
f eld, and
gamma (I) for the radiation not attracted to either side.
Similar experiments using magnetic fields also produced a
separation of the beam of radiation into thkee components.
PHOTOGRAPHIC PLATE

PHOTOGRAPHIC PLATE

Beta

Alpha
Beam of
radiation

[//jj/j

Rudiwu

Gamma
•

ed

4

source

source
La block

Leal block

(a) Experiment without
Electric Field

Redium

Electrically
charged plates

(b) Experiment with
Electric Field

Figure 1.4 Path of emanations fram a radium source; (a) without
electric field; (b) with electric field.
Several conclusions can be reached as a result of the illustrated
experiment beyond the isolation of three kinds of radiation.
The experiment indicates that: (1) alpha radiation, which was
attracted to the negative plate, has a positive electr.Lc charge;
(2) beta radiation has a negative charge; and (3) ganmza radiation,
which was undeflected by the electric field, has no charge (is
electrically neutral).
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.13.3 PROPERTIES OF NUCLEAR RADIATIONS
1.3.3.1

General Properties

Alpha. Alpha radiation consists of high velocity particles,
each with a charge of +2.
Each particle has a mass of 4 atomic
mass units and thus each particle is the same as the nucleus of

the helium -4 ( 2 He4 ) atom.

The helium -4 atam has two protons

and two neutrons in rhe nucleus and two electrons outside the
nucleus to balance the charge. If the electrons were stripped
away, the resulting nucleus would be identical with an alpha
particle. The configiuration of two protors and two neutrons is
an extremely stable nuclear structure. This helps explain why
this structure is emitted from a nucleus in preference to other
combinations of nucleons.
Beta. The experiment on the separation of radiations showed that
beta radiation has a negative electrical charge. Beta radiation
is a stream of electrons traveling at high speed. The mass of a
beta particle is 1/1845 atomic mass unit and its charge is -1.
It isidentical with electrons which orbit about the nucleus of
atoms except for its speed and origin. Note that beta particles
originate in the nucleus of the atom.
Gamma. Gamma radiation has no electrical charge, and appro.priate
experiments have proven that it has no mass. Gamma radiation is
pure energy traveling through space at the speed of light. It
is one example of a ge-eral type of radiation termed electromagnetic radiation, which include radio waves, light waves, and
X-rays. The type of radiation most similar to gamma radiation is
X-rays, which has about the same or somewhat less energy as gamma
radiation. The distinction between them is their origin.
X-rays originate in the region of the orbital atomic electrons
whereas gamma rays come from within the nucleus.
1.3.3.2

Specific Characteristics of Electromagnetic Radiations

Electromagnetic radiations are identified by their characteristic wave iength (A ) and frequency (p ) and their energy (E).
These properties are related by two simple formuiae:

c=
where c ý the speed of light, 3 x 1010 cm/sec
= wave length, normally measured in centimeters
frequency, normally measured i.n reciprocal seconds
-

(sec-).

2.-li
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Since o is a conatant, frequency increases as wave length becomes shorter.

E= h W
where E

=

energy of one photon or quanta of radiation (ev)

h

=

Plank's constant, equal to 6.625 x 10-27 erg-sec.

P =frequency (sec -1)
Since h 4s a const.ant, it is evident that the higher the
frequency, the greater the energy of the radiation.
Energy of radiation is noimally expressed in units of electron
volts (e.v.) or million electron volts (MEV).
An electron volt
is the amount of energy acquired by one electron moving through
a potential difference of one volt. One e.v. is equal to
1.602 x lO-12 ergs. The unit of MEV is convenient for the
kinetic energy of alpha and beta particles as these particles

usually have energies in the millions of electron volts.

Table 1.2 summmarizes the properties of the three types of
radiation.

Table 1.2 Properties of Nuclear Radiations

TYPE OF
RADIATION

Alpha
particle

MASS
SYMBOL

2 a

CHARGE

%,I)

ISTIC

Atomic No.

M

No.
-ss

4

2 Protons
2 Neutrons
o(sawe as
nucleus of
atom)

Decreases
2

Decreases
4

-1

1
8

High speed
electron

Increases
1

No change

Form of
electromapetic
energy
similar
to X rays

No change

No change

4
0
-i v

EFFECT OF EMISSION ON
PARENT NUCLEUS

+2

__e_,_,eHe-4

Beta
particle

ZHAIACTER-

or
0
.1e

Gamma
ray

0
0 Y0

0
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L3.4 RADIOACTIVE DECAY
1.3.4-.1

Definition

Certain nuclear structures have excess energy and are thus unstable. Such atons attstpt to reduce their energy content by
releasing energy. They do this, in the case of most nuclei, by
emitting one of the three types of radiation; alpha, beta, or
gasma.

,f

In definition, radioactive decay is the spontaneous attempt of
an unstable nucleus to became stable, usually by the emission of
particles or rays.
1.3.-4.2

Nuclear Forces

It may appear peculiar that the nucleus is held together at all.
Since like charges repel, the electrical (coulomb) forces between
protons apparently should cause the nucleus to fly adart. However, the repulsive coulomb forces between protons are overcame
by other forces within the nucleus. These forces are of very
short range and only act between nucleons close to each other.
A balance occurs between the attracting nuclear forces and the
repelling coulomb forces and as a result. the nucleus stays together. In unstable atoms, this balance is a delicate one. If
the repelling coulunb forces should overcome the att-actinag nuclear foxces, part of the nucleus may break off and escape. In
other cf.ses, rearrangtments within the nucleus which lead to
more stable configurations may take place without the loss of
particleme. Nuclides viiose nuclei undergo this process are said
to be unstable or radioactive.
L3.4.3

Modes of Decay

Alpha Decay. The configuration of the helium nucleus is extremely stable, which leads totls ejection from a nucleus as a unit.
The off-going alpha particle has considerable kinetic energy.
The energy of the nucleus which emits the alpha particle is decreased by the amount of the kinetic energy imparted to the
particle.
Beta Decay. It is not so easy to visualize how a beta pa 'cle
can be emitted from a nucleus. The statement that beta i-adiation comes from the nucleus, but that there are no electrons in
the n'icleus appears to be a contradiction. The accepted explana-

tion for this result is that it is possible for a neutron to
split into a proton and an electron. If this splitting occurs,

the electron is then ejected from the nucleus with great speed
(great kinetic energy), with a correspond!ng reduction of energy
of the nucleus.

1-13

Gamma Decay. Nuclei may release gamma radiation as a means of
d6creasing their energy content, Since gama radiation consists
of pure energy, its emission reduces the energy of the nuclcus by
the energy magnitudu of the emitted I-rav. This emission of
gamma radiation accompanies a rearrangemmet of nuclear particles;
it does not involve a change inkthe number or kind of nucleons
It often occurs concurrent with beta emission.
in the nucleus.

L3.*.44

Measurement of Activity

A particular radioactive nucleus may decay at any time, or it may
never decay. When large quantities of these radioactive atoms
are present, however, probability of decay can be expressed
statistically in terms of the disintegrations taking place per
unit time.
Activity is defined as the number of atoms disintegrating per unit time. A unit of measurement of activity is the
curie, which is defined as 3.7 x 1010 disintegrations per second.
Mathematically, activity is expressed by the equation
A=

IN

where A = Activity, -*n disintegratioi 4 s/sec.
N = number of radioactive atams present.
= decay constant, expressed in terms of reciprocal
time.
1.3.4.5

4

Decay Formula

When the formula expressing activity is integrated as a function
of time, the following relation, which can be verified experimentally, is obtained:
N ý Noe-)• t
where N = number of radioactive atom;, present at any time t

No- number of radioactive atame present at t=O
decay constant
t

time

e - the base of the natural logaritans, a conhtan'.
Examinatio,, of Lhis exlression shows that althougn the nurbqtr of
radioactive atums present, and thus the activity, decreass with
time, it never reaches sero. This equatim will plot an a

I-IA
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straight line on a semi-logarithmic scale.

1.3.4.6

Half-life

Half-life is defined as the elapseci time required for the activity
to decrease to one-half its original value. As shown by the
equation A = • N, the activity is directly proportional to the
number of radioactive atoms present. Thus, the half-life can
also be defined as the time recuired for the nwuber of a particular radioactive nuclide to decrease by one-half. For example,
iodine -128 has a half-life of 25 minutes, If the activity of a
saiple of iodine -128 is 400 disintegrations per second at a time
t, then 25 minutes later, the activity of the remaining iodine -128 would be 200 disintegrations per second. Note that only
half of the iodine -128 would remain at the end of the 25
minutes.
Half-lives vary for radioactive isotopes of a single element and
for radioactive nuclides of different elements. Some are extremely short, such as 10-4 seconds for astatine -2.5, while other3
are
quite long, as 7.1 x 108 years for uranium -235.
The halllife of a radioactive isotope is constant and is independent ol' the

amount of radioactive atms present or the age of these isotopas.
1.3.5

ARTIFICIALLY INDUCED NUCLeAR REACTIONS

A few radioactive nuclides are found in nature. In addition,
maz has loarned to produce nuclear reactions artificially, thus,
creating new radioactive nuclides not found Ii nature ana producing other results which are of considerable importance.
Normally, artificial reactions in atoms are induced by firing
nuclear particles at a target containing that type of atoms.
The nuclear particles useci as projec•,iles are made to move at
great speed (with great energy) by the use of machines called
particle accelerators. The following are particles most coonly used as projectiles:

Alpha particle - 2He

Beta particle
Proton

Deitero

-

40
nucleus of the hydrope-w -1 atom

-Fi

-

iF

. ci.: s of the hydroge:i -2 ((te, eriur.)
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Some typical exmples are given below to indicate the general
nature of artificially induced nuclear reactions.
Alpha-neutron type:

B0 9 +

He

_..

W f+1

Alpha-proton type:
tN4+ 2He

,,-

1H1+ 8017+

E

Neutron-gamma (radiative capture) type:

It should be understood that in each of the reactions shown above,
the particle or ray emitted, such as a neutron, proton, cr gamma
ray, is emitted almost instantaneously when the r-eaction takes
place. For instance, in the last example above, the equation
does not mean that 42 is radioactive and a gamma emitter; the
gamma ray0hown is anitted at the instant of the rez,;tion. The
product 11' in this case is stable, In other cases, the product
may be radioactive. Thus, the product nuclei may continue to
emit radiation.

1.4 FD3SION~ AND FUSION
Two artificially induced nuclear reactions which are of great
importance are the two used in nuclear weapons: fission and fusion.
1.4.1

FISSION

The process of fission involves the splitting of very large
nuclei, such as those of uranium -235,of plutonium -239, into
much smaller nuclei. This splitting releases a vast amount of
energy judged by ordinary standards of comparison, such as the
burning of coal or gasoline. The fission could
take place
spontaneously, but. it is initiated deliberately Ly directing
a strews of neutrons into a mass of uranium or plutonium which
is properly arranged &%d is of the proper size. If an aLo. of

fissionable material captures a neutron, it may fission into two
maUller piecos. The fissio:. of just one nucleus releases only a
tiny amount of anergy--too little to be me"ared by ooSTI~tiOnAl
means. However, even a small amount of material contains a vast
number of atoms. When the small energy release from one fission
is multiplied by the number of fissioning atoms, the total energy
release is
0nor•,o0$s.
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There are different reactions which can occur in fissioning; that

)

is, not every atm which fissions fcms the same product nuclei.
A fe ewxamples of fission reacti.ns known to occur are the follow-

ing:

9235 + On3 --0 nl

92•3

--

3 8Sr

o

94

4MO

+

y.140 + 2cni + E

+

20 n + E
+÷Sn

A generalized equation can be written to represent the fission
process, making use of the symbol 'FP"' to stand for any fission
product. This equation is:
9 2•

2

5

on --.

FPP1 + FP2 + 2

1

+E

The energy released in any nuclear reaction, such as the generalized fission reaction above, cames fron the conversio;r of mass
into energy. If one were to add up the measured masses of the
materials on the right side of this equation and those on the
left side, he would find that the total mass on the right is lesa
than the total mass on the left. Some mass appears to have been
"lost"; this mass has been converted into energy. Einstein predicted as early as 1905 that mass and energy could be interconverted and that the relationship between them was given by the
equation E = ic 2 9 wherein E = energy equivalent to mass m., m =
mass equivalent to energy E, and c - the speed of light. Calculations with this equation show that a very small amount of mass
is equivalent to a large amount of energy. This conversion of
mass into energy provides the enormous energy release fron ,uclear weapons.

£

In the generalized fission reaction equation presented above,
there are two neutrons released for every one that enters. This
figure of two neutrons released is a rough average for the whole
set of possible fission reactions. The release of additional
neutrons in the fission reaction permit the development of the
chain reaction which occurs in a fission weapon or a nuclear
roactor. Each neutron released is potentially able to produce
another fission. Sin-e each neutron which produces a fission
Sleads to the release o)f approdmately two (2.46) more neutrens,
the number of fissionzi in each steop (generation) of fi'sions is
geadrthan the number in the preceding generation. Thus, the
rtaction builds up unt iU the energy release is sufficient to
destroy the cailng of the weapon and detonation takes place.

i
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1.4.2 FUSION
A process which is the exact opposite of fission is also capable
of releasing great quantities of energy.
This process occurs at
the lower end of the scale of elements and involves uniting two
small atoms into one larger atom. This is the fusion process.
Although numerous reactions are possible, the equation which
follows will illustrate the nature of the reaction:
2
1H

+ If?-----.

4
2 He

+ E

On a basis of weight of fuel necessary, this reaction produces
several times the energy release of fission and does not produce
residual radioactive products.
1.5

CHAIN REACTION - CRITICALITY

The release of two or more neutrons at each fission makes the
chain reaction possible.
In order to create a chain reaction, certan
;u.Iditions must be satisfied. If one of the atoms in a piece of
(U2 3 5 ) is caused to fission by bombarding it
fissionable .e'÷ial
with a neutron, the two neutrons produced by the fissioning could do
one of three things:
1.
2,

3.

Strike other uranium nuclei and cause them to
Pass between the uranium atoms and completely
piece of material without causing any further
member that atoms are largely empty space.)
Strike nuclei (uranium or impurities) and not
in other words, be captured by the nuclei.

fission.
escape from the
fission. (Recause fission;

For a chain reaction to occur, at least one of the neutrons produced
per fission must strike a uranium nucleus ana cause another fission
to occur. In order to make this happen, we must minimize the escape
and nonfission captu're. Nonfission capture may be minimized by using
very pure fissionablc mateirial because impurities tend to capture the
neutrons and prevent fission. Escape may be minimized by having
sufficient fiss.onable material available.
To visualize this, imagine a small, one-inch diameter spheri cal
There are
piece of f'isionable material, in which a fission occurs.
relatively few nuclei available within the fi3ssionable maLerial that
the two neutrons produced by the fission may hit before they escape.
Therefore, the probability of their striking other fissionable nuclei
is very slight. If one of the neutrons happens to strike a nucleus
and thereby causes it to fission, the probability of one of the second
pair of neutrons striking a nucleus before escaping is very slight.
Therefore, the reaction will quickly die down. A reaction of this
type is called nonsustaining. A piece of fissionable material such
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as this is called a subcritical mass (Figure L5).
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Figure 1.5

Nonsustaining chain reaction in a subriitical mass

If more material is added around the sphere, the neutrons have
more nuclei which they may hit before they escape and the probability of their striking nuclei is much greater. if enough fissionable
material is present so at least one neutron fran every fission strikes
another nucleus and causes it to fission, the reaction will continue
i n a steady manner and is celled a sustaining chain reaction (Figire
A piece of fissionable material in which a steady reaction
1.6).
Energy is released in a steady
occurs is called a critical mass.
controllable mananer, s' ch as in a nuclear reactor used for producing
power.
more material is added to the sphere, more than one
If still
neuiron per fission may strike a nucleus to cause further fission.
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Figure 1.6 Sustaining chain reaction in a critical mass
When this occurs, the chain reaction will. increase very rapidly and
is called a multiplying chain reaction (Figurel .7).
In this case,
we have what is known as supercritical mass. The energy is released very quickly and cannot be controlled.
L6 NUCLEAR WEAPONS
L6.1 GUN-TYPE
A supercritical mass is necessary to cause a nuclear detonation.
However, it is unsafe to a stable a supercritical mzss of fissionable rpnttrial until the moment the explosion is desired, since
there are always sturay neutrons which could start a chain reaction.
To overcome this difficulty, the fissionable material may be
kept in two separate subcritical masses within the weapon. When
desired, thesetwo pieces can be brought together to form a supercritical mass which then detonates. Weapons employing this
prinziple are known as "gun-type" weapons because one of the

subcritical masses is actually shot through a gun tube into the
other subcritical mass when tVe explosion is desired (Figure 1.8).
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Figure 1.7 Multi'plying chain reactiz.

in a supercritical mass

n

Figure 1.8 Gun-tylpe nuclear weapon
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1.6.2

IMPLOSIOIL TYPE

If, instead of adding more material to a subcritical mass, the
subcritical mass is compressed so that the ratio of surface area
to mass becomes smaller, fewer neutrons will escape from the reduced surface area and the mass will become supercritical. This
principle is also employed in nuclear weapons. A subcritical mass
is surrounded by a charge of high explosive. When the explosive
is detonated, the pressure created cenpresses the fissionable
material, making it supercritical, causing it to txplode. Weapons employing this prd:iciple are kmown as "implosion" weapons
(Figure 1.9) as the high explosive is arranged so that it implodes or exerts the major portion of its explosive force inward.

Figure 1.9 Implosion-type nuclear weapon

L6.3

THERMONUCLEAR

Thermonuclear or "hydrogen" weapons utilize the fusion process
to release energy. The thermonuclear reaction will occur only
when the fusion fuel is subjected to enormous temperatures and
pressures. ktpresent, these can only be obtained fran a fission
Thus, every thermonuclear weapon has a fission
detonation.
it trigger" to initiate the fusion reaction.
The fusion reaction has several advantages. The fuel required
is relatively cheap, and the supply is unlimited. Also, the
residual products of the fusion reaction are not radioactive.
The radioactivity which results from the detonation of a funion
weapon comes from the fission products of the fission component
used to initiate the fusion reaction and also fran neutron-induced activity. By reducing the size of the fission cwnporien.
as much as possible, the residuA- radioactivity car, be reduced,
thus producing a "cleaner" bomb.
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1.7

NUCLEAR WEAPONS 1FFECTS
DA Panphlet 39-3, EW April 1962, provides infozmation on nuclear weapons effects. A sumnary of the E.N.W. presentation is
given below to aid in the background study of such effects.

1-7.1

(ENRAL KNOWLEDGE

Chapters 1, 2, & paragraph 11.77 through 11.220 an chapter 11.
Chapter 1 covers characteristics of Nuclear Explosions to include
a descripLion of the different effects of a nuclear explosion,
source of nuclear power, types of nuclear explosives, scientific
basis of nuclear explosions and resultant fission products.
Chapter 2 contains descriptions of different type nuclear explosions, to include air, surface, underwater, and under surface
bursts; characteristics of the nuclear explosions including fire
ball dimensions, blast radii, and thermal aspects.
Paragraph 11 covers Nuclear Radiation Injury, levels of dosages
and corresponding injuries received, radiation of both early and
delaked fallout.

1.7.2

WORKING KNOWIEDGE

Chapter 9 with emphasis on paragraph 9.18 through 9.30.
Chapter 9 contains the sources of Residual Radiation, calculation of dose rates of fall-out, at any time after blasts.
Familia.rity with the remainder of the reference to gain knowledge of the type and scope ot information available.
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CHAPTER 2
AT MNUATION OF NUCLEAR RADIATION
INTRODUCTION

2,1

Nuclear Radiations are attenuated by passage t.hrough any mass.
The amount of attenuation is dependent on the type and thickness of
the mass and the form and energy of the incident radiation. FTurther,
there are several difforent ways in which radiation is autenuated,
and there is a wide range of offectiveness of specific elements for
stopping differont types of radiation.
A principle attenuating action is absorption, or capture, of the
high energy particles (alpha, beta, or neutron) or the gamma ray.
This pzoceis results in ionization which destroys living cella, but,
also permits ready detection and measurement of the radiation.
Alpha and beta particles are readily attenuated and are consequently
of no concern in shelter analysis. As neutrons are not emitted by
fallout, fallout radiation attenuation is concerned only with gamma
rays. The reaction of the high speed particles is important, however,
for a full understanding of gamma rayattenuation.
ATTENUATION OF ALPHA AND BETA PARTICLES

2.2
2.2.1

INTERACTION BETWEEN ALPHA PARTICLES AND MATTER

An alpha particle moving through matter faces a vast number of
atoms along iLs path. Figure 2.1 illustrates an inte action beas might
tween an alpha particle and an atom of carb-iL -12, (CXi!)
occur in wod. The normal, neutral carbon atom with the alpha
particle approaching it is shown in 2.1a. Vhen a positively
charged particle such as the alpha particle is in the vicinity of
a negatively charged particle (an orbital electron), there is a
strong force of attraction between the two particles. As a result of the attractive forse, the electron may be pulled out of
its orbit (this does not happen with every atom near which the
alpha particle passes) and be released as a free-moving electron
traveling at considerable speed. If this occurs, the carbon
atom is no longer electrically neutral, since it has six protons
in the nucleus and only five electrons outside the nucleus. The
atom has a net charge of +1 and thereby is a positive ion. A
positive ion is an atom with a net positive charge as the result
of the removal of electrons from the neutral atom. Although
strictly speaking the electron which was removed from the atom
is not an ion, it is customary to refer to it as an ion in this
context because it is a charged particle. Production of ions is
termed ionization. The atom which has become ionized and tie
electron that was removed are referred to as anion pair. The
2-1
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ionization process aid the terms used are illustrated in Figure

2.1.

6 +1
6n

Negative
ion
(electron)

6+

S~Ion

"PositiveIon
(a)

12

6C

Atom before Ionization

(b) 6C12 Atom after Ionization

Figure 2.1 Interaction of alpha particle
with orbital electrons
2.2.2

ENMM CON eIMATIONS IN IONIZATION

There is an attractive force between the electrons and the nucleus of an atom; therefore, if the alpha particle is to "pull"
an electron away from the atom,, it. must exert sufficient force
to overccme the attraction of the nucleus. The alpha particle
expends =e of its energy in doing the work of ramovtig the
electron; in addition, it imparts energy to the electron, which
appears as kinetic energy (energy due to motion) of the off-Roin;, electron. Fach time an alpha particle causes an ioniztiOn,
it loses a little of its kinetic energy. As a rusult, its speew
decreases continuously until finally it reaches equilibrium with
other at2s in '.he matter and picks up two stray electrons to
form a neutral heli=m atom. The distance from the source at
wtich the alpha particle cease to produce ionization is called
its range. The range differs with different absorbing materials
and with varying initial energies of the alpha particle.
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In summary, -he ultimate result of the passage of alpha particles
through matter is ionization. The alpha particle is not usually
absorbed but becomes a helium atom after loss of its energy to
electrons*
2*2,3

INTERACTION BETWEM EETA PARTICLES AND 14ATTER

When the negatively charged beta particle passes close to a
negatively charged electron in passing through matter, there is
a force of repulsion between the two electrons. This force of
repulsion may push the orbital electron out of its position in
the atom. If the electron is pushed out of the atom , an ion
pair is formed. Each time an innization c~c:urs, the beta patticle gives up energy in the fonn of work to remove the electron
from its orbit and in the form of the kinetic energy of the
displaced electron. As a result, the beta particle slows down
until it reaches equilibrium with its environment. The distance
from the source at which this occurs is the range of the beta
particle. The range of the faster, smaller beta particle is
much greater than that of an alpha particle of the s3ae energy.
Note that although the mechanism is soswhat different from that
for alpha radiation, the net effect of the interaction of beta
radiation with matter ir the same, transfer and loss of energy
through ionization.
2.3

INTERACTION OF GAMMA PHOTONS WITH MATTER

2.3.1

GENERAL

The mechanisms by which gamma radiation produces .oni'.a.tion
differ appreciably from those of alpha or beta particles. Gamma
radiation has neither charge nor mass. The results of some experiments with gamma radiation can best be explained by considering that it is a wave which trananit
energy through space.
However, the results of experiments such as those involving the
interacLion 4etween galmma rays and atoms, can best be explained
by considering the gamma rays to consist of a stream of -Any
bundles of energy. Bach bundle has zero mass, but is able to
produce effects as thou-h it. were a particle. 7ach of these
little "bundles" of energy is termed a photon, or q,.ntu:t,
of
radiation. This dual wave-particLe riature of electroma-.nstic

radiation has been found to be a satisfactory expJ.laatdior

for the

various possible interactions of electrcmagnetic radiatio:..a w'th

matter and with electric and magnetic fields. The princiole
vamma photon-matter intaractions are: (1) photoelectric effect;
(2) COMpton effect; and (3) pair production.
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2.3.2

PHOTOELECTRIC EFFECT

Ln the photoelectric effect, a g-nna photon is completely abso -bei
by an orbital electron. This electron has an increased kinet.ýc
energy and escapes the atom thereby creating an ion pair. Th~s
effect is ill.s.rated ir. Figre 2.2.

NUCLEUS

Fla-ure 2.2

Pho'celec'r- c

',ec

The electron behaves as a beta particle and can cause further
ionizations by repel.ing electrons out of the orbits of other
aioms. The original ionization produced by the gaaua photoi is
called primary ionization; the ionizations produced by the freed
electron are called secondary ionizations. (Similar statements
apply to electrons released by alpha and beta particles, but in
these cases secondary ionizations are of muc4 less importance.)
The secondary ionisations are much more mzmuvu than the primary ionizations when gamma phouons interact with matter.
2.3.3

C(1PMON EPFTE•T

Under some conditions an incomin,: photon is not completely a!sorieod by the electron, but ccnAtinuee as a lower energ gomma
photon. This effect., ilustrated in Fimure 2.3 is the Compto:n
Sftect (after Dr. Arthur H. Comptei). As in the photoelectric
effect, the off-goizi, electron m• 'roriuce s ma further ionizat.ions. The rvmainint-, lower ener =."photo:., may xzvro rurther
Compton effects, but the last interection reeulting from it (tne
one i;; whic"i the low-.eere-

nh'2-4

s corePiee-eIY aosor*,d) must

be a photoelectric eofjct.

Most of the "skystiiie" aid wall-

scatter components of radiation with which you will work in faIlout shelter analysis are a result of Compton scatterings.
Two
important characteristics of Comptun scatter are: (1) the resultant photon and beta particle have a tendency to travel in the
sane direction as the original gamma photon, and (2) the greater
the angle of scatter, the greater the energy loss of the gaumma
photon.

XO+Gp•
7fot

PPr o•

I /

NU CLEU S

Figure 2.3 C=pton Effect

2.3.4

PAIR PRODUCTION

The principle third interaction of gcma photons with aLor.s
differs consideraoiy from the photoelectric and Compton ,iffects.
If a photon with energy (greater then 1.02 IMV passes close to a
larKs nucleus (such as that of lead), it ca 'be converted into

two particlee, an electron and a positron (shown on Figure 2.4).
The positron is a partic]e identical withi the electrun in mass,
',ut with a posit.ve electrical char•:e.
The photon is eli.dnatle
in the process as all of its enerfZ is couverted in'to the nase
of the Lwo particles ana their kinetic ener7y.
L- chapter i• !Ahe
equivalence betwesin mass an.d onerrj w-d the conversion of -.ass
into energy in the processes of fission and ftision were discussed.
T: pair pro•tct!on, the reverse pmcess t.akes tilace in t+hat e:er-.
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is converted into mass. The created electron and the positron
are capable of producing ionizations in their paths, the electron
behaving as a beta .%rticle and the positron behaving much as an
alpha particle. T;. positron is not a stable particle; when it
loses most of its kinetic energy, it combines with an electron to
produce twoO.51 IFV photons, annihilating both particles. These
characteristic 0.51 IHV photons which travel in 180° opposite
paths are ,alled "annihilation radiation".

NUCLEUSSTRON

Figure 2.4 Pair Production

2.3.5

SLU24AY OF GAMMUA PHOTON INTERACTIONS

Although ionization is not the ijmediate result of pair production;
it is the eventual result. Thus the three principle effects,
photoelectric, Compton, and pair production, cause ionization of
atoms in Lhe mate,ýal through wnich the gamma photons pass.
The probability of occurrance of any o0 these events is a
function of photon energy and absorber density and atomic number.
Photoelectric absorption is most prominent with low energy photons
in absorbers of high atomic number. Compton scattering predominates with intermediate photon energies (about 0.5-1.5 1V) in
absorbers of low atomic numbers.
Pair production is significant
with high energy photons in absorbers of high atomic number.
Compton scattering is the principal mechanism of attenuation in
fallout shelters since photon energies are in the intermediate
range and moit construction materials are made up of light oleMents.
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2.4

ATTENUATIC1 OF NJETRONS

Neutrona having no charge, do not cause ionization dir :tly.
Instead, ionization results indirectly from several processes, some
of -which are outlined below:
a.

Neutrons arw capable of striking the nuclei of snall atoms
such as hydrogen and knocking these nuclei free of the orbital
electrons. For example, if the nucleus of a hydrogen atom
(a proton) were knocked free with a great deal of energy, it

wculd cause ionization in the sane manner as an alpha particle. This is the principal cause of biological damage from
neutron radiation.
a.

Neutrons nay bt captured by nuclei with the instantaneous
Grission of gamma photons as described in paragraph 2.3.

These photons can cause io?dzation in the same fashion as

any other gaa photon.
c.

Neutrons may be captured by nuclei in an object bombarded bvy
neutrons to form new isotopes of the origLnal elenents.

These new isotopes are generally unstable (radioactLve) and
give off beta and gamma radiation, which will cause ionization in the marnner already described.
Since there are no neutrons Lin fallout radiation, they are not
a factor in fallout shelter analysis. Neutron radiation muset be
considered, however, in design of shelters to protect against initial

effects. The compleyity of neutron reactions is so great tha.t
sapirical methods murt be used in arnalysis for these shelters.
2 .5
2.5.1

ATTI-:JIATION OF GA1IIA PHOTONS

:APR.; BEP*

AT"1•JATION

Attenuation Formula: Unlike charged particles, which have
a definite range in &n absorber, gan.ua photons are absorbed
Ln "one shot" processes so that any si:.gle photo-n maýy e
absorbed at any point or not *:e absorbed at all. Ga..-' ra:"
attenuation is thus based on prbabiiities of phoLon interaction. The result is a mathesatical expressiozi sir-ilar to
that used for radioactive decay.
If a narrow beam of parallel, gazma rays of a single energlevel (monoenergetic) are passed through an absorber, Lhe
been intensity (I) can be expressed as a functjon of absorber
thickness (X), in the followiig expression:

T

e

(2.1)

-4
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where I

intensity of the beam after passing through a
thickness X of absorber

I0
X

=

original intensity
absorber thickmess

e = base of the natural logarithms, a constant

p (mu)
2.3.2

the linear absorption coefficient

LIE•AR ABSO7TIOM COEFFICI•FT

in equation 2.1 determines
The linear ab)sorpt.ion cc
the rate of reduction with absorber thickness of the intensity
of the bea.-.. It can be o:;taiied experimentally and is a function
of both absorber material and the energy of the incident radiation. It increases with increasing density and atomic number of
absorbers, and decreases ..-ith increasing gamma energies. Tabulations and graphs of absorption coefficieits nay be found in
references such as the RADIOLOGICAL HEALTH HI.TDBOOK. A brief
tabulmation of for co.ion materials is given on page 397 of the
Eml, 1962.
2.P.3

GRAPHICAL REPREvI1TATION

Use of the linear a:sol)tion equation is awkward due to its axponential form. It is usually more convenient to plot the results for a particular absorber and radiation on a seai-logarithzic graph, on which the function reduces to a straight line with
a slope eqaal to/s . An example of such a plot is presented in
Figure 2.5. Note that the ratio I/To is plotted so that results
are read in terms of a fraction of the original intensity. Problems cai; be readily solved from such a plot while their algebraic
solutions would present difficulty due to the exponents and
logari thms involved in the f ormula.
2 . .4

BROAD BEAJ-

Tne fornaula

ATTINUATION
for absorption I/

e

(2.2)

is valid orly for narrow beams of mono-energetic photons moving
parallel. Any effect which scatters a photon from the beam removes it fri., consideration. In a more realistic situation, as
in the experiment illustrated in Figure 2.6a, scattering events
add to the radiation received by the detector, thus increasing
the intensity for a given absorber thickness over that which
would be expected in the narrow beam situation. To account for
this irncrease, a buildup factor is added to the equation:
1/ 0
e -/A
(2.3)
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Figure 2.6 Broad Beam Test
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in which the symbols are the same as in the narrow beam equation,
with the addition of the buildup factor, B. The buildup factor,
can
a function of absorber material and gamma energy,
be determined experimentally or in some cases, developed theoretically. Note that in the case presented in Figure 2.6b, the curve
departs slightly from a straiglht line.

2.5.5

EFFECT OF DISTANCE

Imagine a point source of radiation in a vacuum, emitting So
photons/sec in all directions.
If there is an imaginary sphere
of radius R1 about the point source (Figure 2.7), So photons/sec
will pass through the surface of the sphere.

Radiation Sorce

Figure
If

S1 photons/sec pass through a unit area of the sphere:

s4 r R14

(2.4a)

For a larger sphere with radius R2 :
S2ý so
4 irp2 2
If

So is

eliminated by combining equations 2.4

S1

R2 2

(2.4b)
and 2.4b:

(2.5)

S 2 Rl
Equation 2.5 states that intensity is inversly proportional to
the square of the distance. This is the inverse square law which
applies to many physical situations.
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2,5.6

CCfBIMED EFFECTS OF ABSORBER AND DISTANCE

If a point source is in an infinite medium, rather than in a
vacuum, the intensity will vary with distance due to both absorption and the inverse square law. The equations governing both
effects can be combined in a general expression using r as the
,distance from the source:
I

B,-,A
S--

((26r
2.6)

Contribution of point sources can be integrated to develop functions for plane sources in special situations of geometry. This
has been done in developing the curves for the system of analysis
presented in Chapter 3.
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CHAPTER 3

BASIC I'ETHODOfLGY
3.1

INTRODUCTION

3.1.1

OBJECTIVES

This section presents a comvrehensive system for the analysis of
Fallout Radiation Shielding or of vulnerability to Fallout Radiation. The objective is to present this system in concise form,
with adequate illustrations of its application in elementary and
complex situations.
It is not the object of this presentation to provide an illustration of every possible application of the system of analysis.
Judgement of the shelter analyst is required; such judgement
comeb only frao familiarity with the tools of analysis. Detailed
methods of analysis are presented to provide the analyst with
the means for developing his own engineering juegement in the
subject.
3.1.2

BACKGROUND

The basic system of analysis presented in this section and referred to as the "Detailed Procedure" is a modification of that
formerly presented iii the student texL "Design and Review of
Structures for Protection from Fallout Gamma, Radiation". This
text, prepared by Bureau of Standards anid Office of Civil Defense
personnel, was used for Fallout Shelter Analysis Courses given
between August 1961 aid August 1962. It was also referred to as
the "Engineering Manual" and the system it presents as the
"Engineering Manual Method of Akialysis". The basis for the
"Engineering Manual" was N.B.S. monograph, No. 42, by Dr. L. V.
Spencer "Structure Shielding Against Fallout Radiation from Nuclear Weapons", June 1962.
The system is derived frcm theory
rather than field experimentatior..
Limited
experimental coniirmations of the basic data exist to give confidence in overall
accuracy of the material; however, f ,rt.her research may complerment or modify this material in various ways.

I39'3-1

3.2 NATURE OF FALLOUT RADIATIO4
Fallout radiation is discussed only to the extent essential to
develop the basic system of analysis. Chapter 9 of the Effects of
Nuclear Weapons is a comprehensive presentation.,
3.2.1

FALLOUT CHARACTERISTICS

gamma rays and fast, charged, alpha and beta particles.

Neutrons

are not emitted. The beta particles (electrons) can produce burns
on unprotected skin; but, light shielding, such as heavy clothing, provides a high degree of protection. Alpha particles do
not penetrate the skin. The charged particles are biologically
destructive when the SMitting sources are ingested, but they are
not significant in structure shielding analysis. Gamma rays are
the sole consideration in fallout shielding probleas as they are
extrame.ý peietrating and biologically destructive. They may 1j
described as high energy X-rays, but the term "gamma ray" is
normally ased when the radiation is emmitted from the nucleus of
from the orbiting electrons.
the atom wnereas X-rays originate
3.2.2

THE STANDARD

In radiation shielding analysis, the effectiveness of shielding
is measured by relation to a standard. THE STANDARD used for
analysis of structures is the AMOUNT OF RADIATION THAT IS REF3FINITE. SMOOTH. UNIFORMLY
CEIVED BY A POINT 3 FEET ABOVE AN

CWTA1,INATED PLANE. This amxnt of radiation is normalized to
unity; thus the lesser amount of radiation which is roeived by a
detector which is shielded by mass or diwplacemant frm the
source of radiation maq be represanted by relation to THE STANDARD,
as a decima•, fraction.
The contribution of radiation to a detector is determined by
multiplying the effects of reduction due to barrier shielding by
thr, effects of reduction due to geometry shielding. The sum of
all contributions through various contributing surfaces of a
structure, such as the wxterior walls and roof. is the total contribution or total "REDUCTION FACTOR". This reduction factor is
the decimal fraction of THE STANDARD that is transmitted to the
detectox.
The followini: example illustrates the significance of THE STANDARD.

The REDUCTION FACTOR

at a point in the center of a base-
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I

i
menL fallout shelter is 0.01. Fallout occurs and at a specific
time the dose rate is 100 roentge:is per hour at a point 3 feet
above the outside field of radiation unprotected by adjacent
Joructures or any other shielding. This measured dose rate is
thereby equivalent to THE STANDARD. Thus, the dose rate within
the shelter would be 0.01 x 100 R/hr, or 1 Roentgen per hour.
The multiplication of reduction factors due to the various effects
reducing the radiation received is illustrated below:
The mass of the walls of a shelter by itself causes the incident radiation to bc reduced to 20% of the magnitude of
radiation received by TIE STANDARD. The dimensions and
orientation of the walls and the detector by themselves, cause
the radiatior to be reduced to 50% of the magnitude of radiation received by THE STANDARD. The barrier reduction
factor for the walls is thus .20. The gecmetry reduction
factor for walls is thus .50. The combined effect of barrier
and geometry factors is .20 x .50 = .10 i.e., the detector
receives through the walls an amount of radiation which is
10% of the anount that would be received by a point 3 feet
above an infinite plane.
3.2.3

DIRECTIONAL NATURE OF RADIATION

Radiation is received at an ulshielded point over a contaminated
field from all directions even though all emitting sources lie
upon that field. Radiation is received from above the point due
to the scattering of gamia rays by the air ("Compton Effect'u).
Same radiation which is received from below the point is also
radiation which has been scattered in the air; however, most of
the radiation that is received from below the point has traveled
to the point cirectb' from the emitting sources on the ground without having bsen scattered. This is shown in Figure 3.1.

\

,

Figure 3.1 n1adiation at an Unshielded Point
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The radiation received by the Points or "detector" at that point,
varies in intensity with the direction from which it comes*.

Variables whic-h cause this effect are cloiseness to the emitting

source, the mnass of air between the emitting cuurce and the de-tector, the amount of radiation which reaches the detector from
a specific Wirection and the number of wditting sources in that
direction. The result of these effect's is that a point such as
THE STANDARD,, 'overawdf=9 .y I ,IWnAed It.ld of kndefnite extent,
receives radiation with a polar distribution or intensity with
direction as showni in Figure 3.2. With reference to this figure,
note the extremne concentration of intensity Just below the level
of the horizontal plane through the detector, and in general, the
significantly greater proportian of the radiation which arrives
from below ttis horizontal plane~ in comparison with that from
abov~e the planae.

Vector Soale: Relative magnitmde of radiation received
integrated 3600 about the vertical axis

Figure 3.2 Directional Distribution of Radiation
Received by TIM STANDARD*

I

Radiation which arrives at the detector after having been
scattered by air above the horisoaital. plane through tht detector
ia teamed SKYSHINE. SKYSHDNE coaiuistsenti rely of air scattered
radiation. Rediat-ion which arrives at the unshielded detector
from below the horizontal plane through thle detector is arbitrarily
teamed GROUND DIRECT. It shou~ld b)e noted that GROUND DIRECT includes radiation direct from ".he mwitting sources on the ground
and radiation which has been air scattered below the detector
elevation@ The radiation which ie not air scattered comprisom
the overwhelming bulk of GROUND DIRECT.
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A3.3

SOURCES OF REDUCTION I RADIATION RECEIVED
3.3.1

DISTANCE

Radia'tion received by a detector fron a single emitting pint
decreasoe with increased separation of detector and source. This
decrease occurs in a vacuum, atmosphere, or a denser medium. The
decrease due ti, distance alone varies as tha square of the distance frmi the emitting source. This decrease and its cause may
be represented by the intensity of radiation passing through a
unit area on the surface of sphere whose center is the enitter,
The number of Spa rays passing through a given unit area on
the sphere is thereby dependent on the total surface area of the
sphere. As the surface ares of a sphere of riafus, r, is 4 IT r2
thl fractional portion of the surface occupied by a unit area is
4w
, thus representing the variation of intensity with "r".A
distance dependent reduction in the amount of radiation received
compared to that received by THE STANDARD, 1.0, occurs whom the
dete ;\or is more than 3 feet above the plane of contamination,
when the detector is over a cleared area within a contaminated
field o.' otherwise infinite extent, or when the contributing area Is
of finite dimensions. Distance factors are height, dimensions
of the contininated field, such as a contaminated roof, and extent
of the cleared or noo-contributing area, such as the floor within
the building walls.
3.3.2 MASS
The passage of Gamsa radiation through mass has several differunt
effects upon the GaOma radiation. In one, the "photoelectric
effect.", the photon of gemsa radiation mak be absorbed, transferring all of its energy tI. an electron of an atom, which 1s then
ejected from the atom. Since the photon involved loses all of
its energy, it ceases to exist. A second effect is scattering
of the radiation, the "Cumpton Effect". In this interaction,
the gaa rky photon co•Udes with one of the asme electrons
tW
aering me of the energ of the photon to the electron.
The pboton, with Its eergy decreased, proceeds in a direction
at an angle to its orig1nl direction of motion. The third effect
is "pair pradtction"5 possible with hih energ Ama radiation.
•hen a goo ray photon with energy greater than 1.02 WT paeoe
near the nuorlm of an atcat the photon ma be converted direac11 into matter, mckth the formaan of a positive end a negative
electrru. The photm disepears in this procees. however the two
particle. created ago interact with other elecar•sa forming two
b, It-Iof lees enr thb& that of the original one.
The relat

p

of the above reaction
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to the atmic ntmber of

the material ccnprining the mass, to the energy of the incident
gauma ray, and to the thickness of the mass are described in detail in Chapter 2 and in Chapter 8 of THE EFFECTS OF NUCLEAR
WEAPONS. In simnary, the magnitude of the effects, or the portion of the incident g•ua rays that ze affected, increase with
the amount of mass. The system of analysis is directly concerned
only with the overall shielding obtained and scattering. The
overall shielding is dt.ermined as the fractional portion of tle
radiation fran an area source, incident upon a brrier, that emerges
from the ,inerface of that barrier. Reduction due to scatterirgin '•Aich the radiation does not emerge fran the inner face is

included wita absorption.

Fa-ther, the "Build-up Factor" for

radiation which is scattored,but atill emerges fra
face of the ua~rrer, v% not separately considered.

the inner

The occv-ance of scattering is considereu .n a differentiation of
the radiation that emerges fron the inside face of an exterior
barrier. This is not in the form of a reductlon, but wnay in
idanvi.ty of the radiaticn.
34
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3.4.1

M

RS OF SOURCES OF REDUTON

UL

Shielding is reduction in radiation due to some effect. Shielding analysis id the determination of numerical, values for such
effects with a result that z-alatea radiation received through
shielding to the radiation received if there were no shielding
t-ffects, i.e. THE STANDARD. Shielding is the result of a complex
into- tion of varlablis, many of which may only be approximn '
by I _ hy integral Cculus or numerical procedures. Practical
she.baing analys-.s must give nmierical
iv"ues to terms which will
approximate the aci•ial situationr.
Shielding analysi• consistFs
of identifying the principle factors, measuring them, and determining their direct t÷fect and influence on other factors.
A basic dive.sion into gemi~try and barrier factors is made in
measurement of sources of reduction. Geometry factors are reduction factors principally due to directional distribution and
distanUe effects. Barrier fact'2rs are primarily reduction factors

due to msas.

F

~3.4.2
3.4.2.1

GEC4ERM SHILMING
Derivation of Solid•

le Fractien

The evaluation of geonetry shielding effects re*uireo calculating the aise of the contributing contwinated plane or of
the non-contributing sutface. A roof is a I nited contaminated

area, while a non-contwainated or non-contributing area .ou•Ld
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be the floor of

P

building within its exterior wUls.

A solid angle fraction, represented by the symbol c.. (mega),
defines the portion of the field of view, seen frm a point
of interest that is occupied by a finite plane area. The
point of interest would normally be the detector. A solid
angle measured at a point is an angle in three dimensional
space bounded by a conical surface with its vertex st that
point. A -alid angle may be defined as either the angle in
three dimensions or the area subtanded by the bounding ccnical surface on the surface of a sphere of unit radius. Th
solid geometry, a solid angle is mermwied in steradians, with
sateradians about ar7 point. In the alternate
a total of 4,
definition, a solid &ngle is the area subtended on the suface of a sphere of urnit radius, or the area measured in units
of r4 subtended on the raface of a sphere of radius r.
Figure 3.3 gives two illustrations of area subtended on the
sarface of a sphere by a cone or pyramid. The vertex of
the cone or pyramid is coincident with the center of the
sphere.
The directicnr nature of the radiation received by a detector, as deecribe• in 3.2.3 and shown in Figure 3.2, and the
natural dividing plane betvaen SkTshine and Ground Direct
radiation at the horizontal plane through the detector make
it convenient to use solid angle fraction as a fraction of a
In Figure 3.3, the solid angle fraction of area
hemisphere.
W x L is the area A subtended on the carface of the sphere
. A plane area
divided by the area of the hemisphere, 2, "
of infinite extent would subtend an entire hemisphere and

thus would have a solid angle fraction equal to 1.0, indic-ting that it subtends the entire hemispherical field of
view. Since a aing.e plane sur.face cannot subtend more than
a hemisphere, solid angle fraction will not exceed 1.0.
3.4.2.2

Computation of Solid Angle Fraction
A numerical value is required for solid angle fraction eotermined by a finite plane arer. and a point of interest. As

can be visualized from Figure 3.3, the limiting dimensions
in the plane and the distance betwtm the plane and poiut
are the critical factors. Solid angle fraction is compited

for areas which are symmetr ically oritrted about a perpendicular drawn fron the point of interest to the plane ca the
area. Further, the nmnerical solution of solid angle fraction
is only made for rectangular or circuLar areas. An area that

axis or is not circular or recis not sy.nwtrical about 40.h.
t..ngular is treated by approximation or by multiple increments. Such situations are presented in Chapter 5.
3-7
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'4

4

Wd
where tan$:

(A.)CIRCULAR AREA

W

L

(I.)RECTANGULAR AREA

D/
Figure 3.33 Solid Angle Fraction,, w.

1-COSO

The solid angle fraction subtended by acircUlar area, as
eshow in Figure 3.4 maV be computed by the exact formula

1•=-cos 9

(3.1a)

developed from the
formulae
"an

A

2wrr

I

f2

rr

sin ,)gr d 0)

.(b)

2(3

R

Sine: O

and cos 10

the relationship:

Q=
cos 0

m•- be used to

simplify the calculation of w in absence of tabular or
aliderule functions of angles. Damplea 3.1 and 3.2 illustrate
the use of these formulas for solid angle fraction determination.
The solid angle, , subtended by a rectangular area symmetrica&1y located with respect to i,h point of interest shoiin in
Figure 3.5 is given by the expression!

If 4 ta-z 1 -.
wherd:

e eW
T+

2)
(3.2)

iJ

M-e is the eccentricity ratio = length
n is

the normal Ity ratio

=2 x

W
L

perpendicular distalice
_LM2M

L3-th
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-r-ln

= 2z

L

Example 3.1

q

Solid Angle Fraction for a Small Circular Area

RF2EREWCE: Figure 3.3a
GIVEN
SOLUTION

E)ample 3.2

: R = 15ft.

z w 5Oft.

: a 1-cos

- ta"Rta!

w

1- .958
1

1-cos 16.70

.30t16.75

Solid Angle Fraction for a Large Circular Area

REFEREIEE: Figure 3.4
GIVEN

: R

6Oft.

z mft.

SOLUTION : (A) 1-cos

+

+o~

i+ta

2

6-- tan 0

60
60=-=20

~iI

!
wml..±
-

R

I

cos 0
ml..

+-2

- 1 - .05

-

w z.95

Example 3.3 Solid Angle Fraction for a Small Rectangular Area
REFERENCE: Figur- 3.3b
GIVEN

: W - 15ft.
S =

L - 25ft.

+,an

I

z = 50ft.

n 2 +e 2 +1

e

=• =60

2z

100
=4

W

2 tan-i

16+.36+o

2

J

i-Y2.036

0228

-.
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tan"1I03
-•
tan 1 .036

2.060 i
-6x

Examuple 3.4 Solid Angle Fraction for a Large Rectangular Area
PHERENE:

Figure 3.5

GIVEN

W - 35ft.

:

SOLUT'ION :

L

2

(A)

50ft.

r

avtan-'l

z - 3ft.

]w

e

35

L2 -5---- .i70

2z
[

mtan

.12

.Oa+.9+l1

W 4A xi.36

6

2
70
1
L-tan 1j..76
tan-14.76

78".Ix•71800

1.36

[7
-

865

Dcample 3.5 Solid Angle Fraction, One Axis of Symmetry
GIVEN

:

Area 25ft.x35ft,

z - 3ft.
+

7
25'
25'9.7
REQUIRED : Find w of the 25'x 35' area.
REFERENCE:

Exaple 3.4

SOLUTION : 1. Find an area symmetrical about both axes through the
perpendicular from tbe point of interest to the
plane of the area(dashed lines in the figure),

2. Find the solid angle fraction for the symmetrical
area - 2w .865 (from Excample 3.4).
3.

20
2

-

.865
2
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Figure 3.5 Solid Angle Fraction, Rectangular Area
The solid angle fraction w, then, is given by the expresaion:
_
=

2

tan-i

+J(3.3b)

n

Examples 3.3 and3.4 illustrate the use of the above formulas
for rectangular finite weas symuetrical about a perpendicular
from the point of interest to the area. E=ple 3.5 shows
the coaputation of w for a point of interest centered over
one edge of the finite area.

A chart solution of w frcm this expression when n

-

10, e

.01 is given in Chapter 4. The chart allows rapid determination of w for the usual situation of a rectangular
structure. When e is less than .01, the formula must be
used. Note that as one dimension, L, goes to infinity, 0
renains a determinable quantity:

the equation
2

_

S="tan-I

""ZZ
z(3.3c)

becomes, with L = co

or

WM2

taTI[-

When n is greater than 10, the situation is one of a very
small area a large distance frm the point of interest. Lsuch situations the actual area, W x L, of the plane finite
area closely approximates the area subtended by the bounding
conical surface on the surface of a sphere of radius equal
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to z. Using the plane area in place of the area on the
spherical u-rface, the following approxdmate expression for
w is developed:

I

A

WxL

(35)

Values of w given by this formula when n) 10 are within the
accuracy of the mretem of analysis and thus are fully adsquate. The above expression has general application to an
area of wny shape which in of distance frcu the point of
interest such that the area of the plane area approximntes
the area that the bounding conical surface subtends on a
sphere of radius equal to Z.
The use of equations 3.4 and 3.5 is shown in Ezanles 3.6
and 3.7.
3.4.2.3

Ge

try Shielgins Determination

The calculation of radiation received at a point within a
structure is divided into the calculation of radiation through
overhead roof surfaces, termed Overhead Contribution, and
tnaL received throu&h exterior wells, termed Ground Contribution. The overhead contribution, C., or reduction 'actor
Rf (overhead), is equal to the sum of the radiation meceived
from a given contaminated roof surface and the amont of
skyahine received through the roof. The ground contribution,
C,, is the product of thf
barrier factors and the geanetr7
factors. The geometry effect is dependent upon solid angle
fractions.
For calculation of roof contribution, the solid angle fraction
is determined for the contributing area. Taus. the solid angie is
determined with the detector as the vertex and the edges of
the roof " Ii
ts of the contributing finite
plane area.
Example 3.8 includes
the determinat 4 on of solid angle
fraction for the basic roof situation. The solid angle
fraction is the gemnetry parameter of the overhead cont.-ibution, Co.
The determination of contribution of radiation ccming through
an exterior wall uses the upper ard lower edges of the wall
as the limits of finite plane areas which determine solid
angles with vertexes at the detector, and thus specific solid
angle fractions. In the calculation of ground contribution
therefore, the finite plane area detenmiding the solid angle
fraction represents the NON-CONTRIBUTING poreion of the
heAispherical field of view. Radiation emerging fzra the
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Example 3.6
GIVEN

Solid Angle Fraction for L

:

W= 20ft.

L =wo

z

-o

1Oft.

Iz
L
2.

SOLUTION:

. -IW

t
tan

=•

W

2

•T

2

=2 tan-!..20

2

Example 3.7 Solid Angle Fraction for n>lO
GIVEN

: W = hft.

L

5ft.

z = 3Oft.

"+

.SOLLTPTON:

1.O.~ w

-rz

z

A ION:
2-v--

jAt
1900

3--14

. .. 3

4

..-.

..

.

. .. .

. . ..2. . . ... .

I
inner face of an exterior wall is divided into NON-WAILSCAX rERD, and W.IL-SCATT= directional responses. Solid
angle fraction is used as a parwmeter for the detenrination
of these responses. The radiation which emerges from the
inner face of the exterior wall and arrives at the detector
has the following notation:
Ga - S~qshine directional response, non-wall scattered
radiation from above a horizontal plane through the
detector.
Gd - Ground Direct directional response, non-wallscattered radiation from below the horizontal plane
through the detector.
Gs - 1,Wall-scattered radiation directional response, from
both above and below the horizontal plane through
the detector.

-°

....

Slwhl•
Sk~yshdne.....
Ground Direct
Wall-scattered

. . ....

Figure 3.6 Ground Contribution Received by a
Shielded Detector
This classification of the grotmd contribution inio separately identified directional responses is ahomn in Figure 3.6.
The floors above and be7.ow the detector
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Example 3.8

Directional Responses for a Simple Structure
: W

GIVEN

35ft.

L = 50ft.

Datector 3ft. above floor
Wall 1Oft. high

Elevation

Plan

Lou

17.5
Wi

-

17.'5,

REQUIREMENT:

1. Determine values of wuand w1
2. Determine appropriate Gd, Ga, and Gs.

SOLUTION
W

L

e

z

n

z

wCWd

Char :
Wu

2.

1.

,

Ga

Chart 6 Chart 5

35

5o

.70

7

.28

.70

none

S35

50

.70

3

.12 L

.86

._ 8

3- 16

.369

none

G

Ch;;t.
.23

.t,,

li•it the exterior waloand thus form finite, plane non-contributing areas. The ma&d.ude of the contributing area" ma
be represented as the sum of the portions of the upper and
lower hesispheres which are not subtended by the solid angle
fractions. As directional responses are determined as the
contribution through t a. portion of the hemphoere not cubtended by the solid angle, they are functions of a single
solid angle fraction. Diretlional responses will vaz7 counter
to variation in the solid angle fraction. Directional responses for a simple structure are determined in Expaple 3.8
by use of charts 5 and 6, In Chapter 4.
Directional responses determined from charts 5 & 6 in Chapter 4
are for the "pure" situations of the radiation emergent from
the inner face of the exterior wall being either all non-wallscattered radiation or all wall-scattered radiation. Such
pure situations do not exist in practice except for an opening in a wall. In cases of windows and light doors, tho mass
thlickeas is assued to be negligible and consequently, these
are analysed as pure situations with only non-wall-scattered
radiation.
In the typical exterior wall shielding situation both nonwall-scattered and wall-scattered radiation ýerge from the
inner face of the wall. The 1'raction of t'oe mergent radiation
which has bew scattered in the wall is ' frnction of the mass
thickness of the exterior WaULl.
Values of wall-scattered
radiation, the mum of the G and non-wAll-scattered radiation,
Gd plus G&, which are determined as tl'^. h for pure situations
are reduced by multiplication by the £'action of the ekergent.
radiation which has been or has not boen scattered in the
wall, r~specively. As the fraction which haa been scavtered
is r~presented by SK, then the freot-Lon of the emergent radiation whicht has not been scattered it, 1-Sw.
The wall-scattered radiation received from an exterior wall
varies with the oritntation of the wall with respect to the
detector. Collination of radiation scattered in the wall increases the proportion of the total wall-acattered rflistion
that comes from the adjacent wall. Thus, a detector between
two pm el lails %hich extend to infinity receives rad.*tion frm the full extent of both walls, but a-eives the
bulk of this radiation frm those portions of the walls ad'acent to nonmals drame to those walls from the detector,
(shown .. Figure 3.7a).
A situation which departs tram this

case, much as a rectangular structure (Figure 3.7b) has l•ss
W1l area fr which the radiation m emerga; but since t he
detector is now opposite points an four walls, has a Urger
total of wall-scattered contribution to the detector. The
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Figure 3*7a

D-stact-ar between Parallel, Infinite Walls; E

Figure 1.7b Detector in~ a Re.-tangular Building; E

u1.00

+e

Figure 3,7c Detector ini a Square Building; E *FICAU.E 3.7 Wall-scatter Padiation aa a Function of Building Shape
3-18

T'=aY

)exprsuion:

÷chthe(3.6)

gives the factor T'', termed ths "Shape ?aCto"', as a function
oi the eccentricity, e, ulf the bui1din, b7 which the wallscattered radiation determined for the parallel wal came
(Gs fa achart 5m) m be converted to the case of a rectanglar building. The Shape Factor,
for a detector location
centered in a square building in
and for a detector location
centered in a circular building is 0.5 v.
The total Gecaetry Factor for
ground contribution, G,, is the Pm of thi non-wall-scattered directional
rexporLAl. multiplied by the frection of the radiation suergent from the walI which has not been wall-scattered, and the
well-scattered directional respses multiplied by both the
fraction of the emergent radiation which has been wall ocattewed and the Shape Factor. In stsmdard notation,

Gg - (Gd + 0 ) x (1-s%) + ( G + G.) x'Sw x E (37)
3*.43 PARRME

SHEDDIG

3.4.3.1 Mass
The determination of the effects of mass is the basic element
of barrier shielding and the most important part of a correct
anaiyais. The ef',ectiveness of tass is detemitned in part by
the atomic n=bvr of the ahzieldizg element and the aneru of
the inca 'ent radiation. The syWuem of analysis is based on
the shielding properties of a LWIOe aubstanco, water, and
the enera spectrum of fiussio products 1.12 hours after detonation. The shielding pr•ept:Les of water closely approximate the net shielding obtLined z)rm cri
building ecetruction materials such as cozvirete, which are composed of le.ment& with geeralljy low atoic numbers. Ihe mnergy spectrum
of fallout varies considerably with time after the detonation
due to diffeornt half-lives of the radioactive isotopes.

*

The spectrin of fission products at 1.12 hours after detonation is either representative
or a conservative apro•dmation for tLe spectrum at other
times after detonation. The radioactivity offallout in
princirally fra fission products. Unfissioed bomb freements
and neutran induced radioactivity in soil are a minor source
of the radioactivity of fallout.
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The effectiveness of mass is also dependent on the amount of
mass that the radation must pass Through to get to a dteoctor
&nd tho angle of incidence of the radiation with an air-wall
interface, Attenuation cf radiation between the contaminated
field and the vetlls of to.e structure due to the mass of air
is included --,r Vta barrier reductimn factor for exterior
walLs. The actual .uass of the well is measured in pounds per
square foot of barrier surface, B.creased effectiveness of
a barrier in reducing radiation not normal to its surface is
accounted for in tho derivation of the barrier reduction
factors for specific applications. Thus, different curves
are used for barriers in different orientations from the detector. Such curves are prepared for use for floors below the
cetector, case 1, chart 1; for floors above the detector, case
3, chart 1; and for =+erior walls, chart 2.

3.4.3.2 Heiat Above Cogtinined awe

The radiation r-ceived by an unshielded detector varies with

its height above, a imifolm.y contminated plane.

he effects

of distance amW fra the mitting source and scattering and
absorption in the air are given in Figure 4. 6 Reduction Factore for Height and Slant Radius. The vawlu' read from Figure

4.6

is all the radiation received by the nmahie34ed detec-

tor a& a specific height in comparison to zhe rediatio
ceived by THE STANDAfD,l.O.-

re-

The effect of height above the contaminated plane is incorporated into the barrier reduction factor for the exterior
wall. This corrects all groumd contribution for height by
the variation of only a single factor. Roof contribution is
not affected by height as the sources of the radiation are in
contact with the stricture surface.
3.4,3.3 Collimation aa Lnle of Incidence
The effectiveness of a barrier is partial.4- dependent upon
the angle at which the radiation strikes the surface. The
some barrier is les effective in reducing radiation which
strikes nomual to its surface than it is for radiation which
strikes at aua other angle. The radiation striking a vartical barrier at a height 3 feet abo" a unifozulY ,ontminated
field of indefinite extent haM the rngulAr distribution of
M- STANDARD, as ahown in Figure 3.2. In elevation, the bulk
of Lhis radiation is alaost pearllel tr .he gound surface.
At higher elevaetions, radiation strikes the wall surface
from an average direction considerably below the horizontal.
The effectivenes of the
See Fi&,res 3.8a and 3.8b.
maw is increased with increasing departure fron i*. no:,*Al
of the incident radiation. Thus, the effectiveness of the
sae in tue exerior wall increases with height of the wall
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iure 38a

Distribution

at 330ft.

.4301

Vector Scale: Rel~tive magnitude of
radiation received intograted 3630 about the
vertical axis

Figure 3.8b

ristribution

at 66ft.

HURIZONTAL
661

THE STANDAIM

3,
Figure 3.8 Variation in Directional Distribution of Radiation wich
Height

Case A

Came Bthc
Case C

Figure 3.9 Col1Ution of Wall-scatter Padiaticn

A

kr

above the contamin&ted plane. This ralationship is included
in chart 2 . Reduction Factors for Ground Contribution through
Vertical wall barriers@
Since with increasing height, the bulk of the radui.i ' received by a point above a contamnatr i plan6 has an incm.'as.
ing tendenc7 to come fran the same direction (from vertically
below the ditector), the air is said tc have a collimating
effect on taie radiation. Collimation in one effect of any
mass upoa ineidont radiation. When radiation is scattered
within mo:z
ý.t may travel in any 4irention, Figure 3.9. That
which has been scattered the least will retain the most energy
and will tend to emerge frm the mass appradmately in its
original direction of travel, case A. Radiation which has
beo, scatterd more has an increased chance of being further
scattered or abaorbod within the barrier, case B. When the
direction of travel after scattering is eassntially noxnal to
the surface, the rdiation has the le*t chance of absorption
or .fu er scattering and the greatest chance of eiergizig
frma the barrier, caue C. This effect in such that with increasing mass of the barrier, the scattered radiation has a
great~r tendency to merge normal, to the surface of the
barrier. As the fraction of the emergent radiation which has
een scattered also increases with the amount of mass, the
nollImation, the tendency of the radiation to travel In
puellel paths, becmse very pronounced with high mao t.Ltck-

neanses
The barriers of a structure,, walls, roof, and floors, collimate the radiation with a resulting incre"ad effoctiveness
of the barriers. Interior partitions forming baegiers to
ground contribution are an wmeption in that the radiation
*erging fram the exterior walls has beGn collimated and thereby has the tendency to travel horisontal&y. Thus the interior
partition barrier reduction factor for ground contribution
does not include increaed effectiveness for collimation,
the factor used Is that for a vertical barrier at a height
of 3 feet above the conteminated plane, the height of IMB
STANDARD.
If the radiation has been collimated by pasasag
through a horimantal barrier such as a floor or roof with a
resulting tendency to travel vertically, the effectiveness
nf the interior partition as a barrier is increased. This
increase is provided for roof contribution b7 the use of a
separate curve for the interior partition barrier reduction
factor, Chart 11.
As noted in paragrap 3.4.3.1a
separate curve are uswe lor the barrier reduction factors
for floors above and beal
the detector elevation. The use
of two curves for floors is principally due to the greater
energ, and thus greater penetrating abilityl, of the pound
direct radiation.
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3.5.1 DE'DFIICK
The variables dhich determine the asount of sbield4ng afforded a
point within a structure have a complex relation to their mnammeters. As can be noted in Chapter 4# charts, these relatiohpe can be myreesed by kigh]3y cogpe. Lonuuia.
These
fornllas are not used in the systan of shielding analysis however,
but are replaced by chartta which grohca&13y epress the relation
of the various tems to their parameters. Functional expressions
are used to show that relationsUp does eist betweQft a tern and
the independent variables which detenine it, without xproehng
the precise nature of the relation.
An esample of fumctional notation may be given with the expesion:

where Z is the dep -.ent .-ariable, and I and Y awe the independent variables hosae valuea determine the magitude of Z.
The functional notation for t-1is relationsip could be written:
Z - f (xT) : where Z is a

.

-etion of I and T, or

Z(Xy) : where Z is a function of X and T.
Note that functional no'Ation does not mqpress the exact relationship, but on]4 that a relationshi• ests.
Thus, the tern Z(XI)

could also reprwesnt

Z

,Z=-XZ-XIetc.

3.5.2 FUNCTIOMAL NOTATION
BASIC TErWI
The system or shielding analysis employs mar factors, wbich are
dete=ined by the physical properties of the structure under
analyais. Precoding paregreoa have presented and defined thea
terms. The normal functional notation used when theq ane incorPorsted Ln functional exprosicus is given below
'

Be(Xe, JK

Bf(X)

Ettitrior wall barrier reduction factor, a function
of exterior well mass thickness, XT,. and detector
heiAt above contminated ane, Hdo H. is taken
as 3' for basement caies.

-

Barrier reduction factor for floor iXM1eietQJjy boneath detector, a function of floor wasa thicknmee,

Xf.

3)
3-Z

Bi(Xi,3') - Interior partition barrier reduction factor for
ground contribution, a function of interior
paitIOn maSs thiecieass, kp and a height of 3'.
BI(Xi)

- Interior partition bWrier reduction factor for
roof contribution, a fumction of interior partition mass thialaesse, Xi.

B%0(X)

- Barrier Reduction factor for ground contribution
for floor
oiuediatel
over the detector, a function of the mass thicknes of that floor, X01.

•(Xew 5 )- Reduced barrier reduction factor for wall-scatter-

ed radiation wth mutual shielding, a function of
exterior wall mass thickness, Xe, and the solid
angle fraction for the finite field of oontmination seen at midstory height, (s.

E(e)

- Shape factor for wmal-scattered radiation, a
function of the eccentricity ratio, e.

Ga(w)

- Dire' tonal rempmas for skys.tne rsdiation, a
funct.on of solid angle fraction, w.

Gd(w,Hd)

- Directional response for ground direct radiation,
& functioni of solid angle fraction, w,, and detector height above the conta•inated field, Hd.

0*(M)

- Directional esponse for wall-scattered radiation,
a functi-i of &olid angle fraction, w.

Sw•Xe)

- Fraction of amergent radiation scattered in wall
barrier, a function of et•erior Wl aass thick-

neo".

3.5.3

MTOC

C4UIMR

Xe.

lC(

The basic functional apraeson for roof contributiov cabin*e
fav•.rs for barrier reduction and qeaetr7 effects.

Rf- C0 (wqX 0 )

(3-8)

where Rf - Reduction Factor for roof contribution,
O(w*Xo) - Contribution of radiation lying on roof and
akyshine through the roof, a function of the solid &ngle fraction
detemlned by the oontributing roof area and the total overteed
Raw thicknees, XI* of maw in horisontal planes between the deteetor end the contamnation.
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I
When the contribution of a portion of the roof xust ooe '1hrough
an interior partition, the net contribution of that portion of
the roof mu=t be mutiplied by an interior partition barier
reduction factor for roof contribution.

R - not 0. x Bi(tI
Whern B'(

(3,9)

) it the interior partition barrier reduction

factor for a•o contribution# and which by davivation, takes into account the i~ncreased effectivmesJ* of the int~aior' Partition
due to collimation by the owerhead a
.
Equations 3.8 and 3*9 are the general aiessions for roof emitribution. The detemination of "net Co" and other waicationo
of these •wea.ssion are illustrated in Chapters 3 and 6.

M.54 QGUND CONTraIWfICK
Mbe basic functional expesaion for ground contribution combinee
barrier and geometry reduction factors:
Cg - B Zg
X

(3.-10)

where Cg - Raductian factor for grm-A

oontrlbuzion.

B - Product of the applicable Barrier reduction factors.
Gg - Geasetry reduction factor for ground contribution.
This functional eqwassion ma be expanded to include the actual
factors ased in the determination:

Cgi -

*(x,,HR) X

xE±(k,3')

+ [Gs(wJI) + a,(wu) ]

+

Ga(Wij X 0-4V(X.5

sw(4) X EVe)

(3.10b)

Ths above sapzoeson is the contribution through the wil on the
stAiry of the detector of a rectanv,1ar, aertaro-leee structure
sywmetrica! about the detector.
COntributions through the exterior all. of adjacent stories,

through alls idth vindows, or through walts o varying mas
thickness are coputed using ariations of ewatien 3.10b in
WAich &11the appopriate barrier reduction factors are included,
no. valuee are substtuted for the directional response values
aim, and provision for different type valls is ad*e by repeating tje e
e
ons with tte ap
priate barrier and geowtr7 rla.tion faectors &nd than wighting the resultant expesions in
w0or0•.ce with the porttion of the tot~l structure the repre•ent.

iJ
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Azimuthal s6ctors, in which the angle in plan subtended by the
specific wall for vhich the expresaon is written is made a fraction of the building by dividing by 3600, are usually used for
this w•ighting procedure.
As the basic functional eprshsion for ground contribution,
equation 3.10 or varixtions of this formula, are written for a
situation which is the me all around the detector, the non-uniform case must be calculated by using several functional expresoions, each wighted by an appropriate azimuthal sector. Thus, a
general expression for ground contriution m= be written:

Cg - Azl(B x Ug), + A52 (B x

) + A5 (B x 9)

+ etc.

(3.11)

3.6 StUO(A1
The Detailed Procedure introduced by this Chapter, and the Simplified, Approximate Procedure to be derived fras it deuand skill in application. Both systems require visualization of a structure and the
manner in i&.ch a complex facility mi be divided into simple compoients suitable for wuaysis.
The ability of the analyst to make this vixual& Ation and his
worLI.ng ability with the tools of anAlyvie make the 7..,.,ta practical.
The working ability in achieved only by practice, homwir the material
presented in this section are the necessary tools.

L. V. Spencer, Strctue hig#W Agis
N1t&
NuclearW~n3reXnge
&
tection_fr

e_..Wx
NatinaBureau
F•t•t Gema IAdAti_

allut Radiation from
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fWStand Revieo Structures for Pro-ef Civil And Defens
7fle

Mobilization, Jul 1, 1961, (Intezem Edition).
Samuel Glaastone, editor, Thl Effects of Nuclear

Atamic 1her
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U.S.

Cnission• April 1962.

3.,8 WJTATION
t), basc list a.' qmbols for shielding analyuit,
The foaloving th
ewlusivo n! thoee 4sed only in the SimpLfted Procedurv,
AG&.......Ar#a (if).

of contri,•ing wal aaze

1 -.26

o cupied by peqrturv.

)

AZ,,,,,,,,Aziuuthal

sector*

AM&es,,,,Azimthal sector of aperturos.
B.. ....

• .Barriew 'eduotion factor for clane iaotropic sourw of
radiationu

Be........Barrier Aeduction factor for exterior weall

onxtruction.

Bf........Barrier reduction factor for floor below t~he detector.
B......... Barrier reduction factor for interior wall construction.
B•. • •.,...Barrier reduction factor for overhead (roof) contribution
through an interior partition.
Bo.,...... .Barrier reduction factor for ground contribution through
the floor over the detector.
Bwo...., .Barrier reduction factor for wFlU-scattered radiation

(mutual shielding cose only).
CgOe.

.. ,Reduction factor accounting for cmbined barrier and geometry shielding effects; ground contribation.

Coo...°....Rzduction factor accour.ting for cenbined barrier and geometry shielding effects; overhead (roof) •ontribution in-

cluding sysahine through the roof.
*e.........Eccatricityratio o W/L,
E........Shape correction fartor for wall-scattered radiation.
Fe.O...*..Effective fetch (ft.).
G....... ..

eoeoMtry reduction factor.

Ga,.......Directio
L
4

Gd .....
••.Direct

respon•e for skshine radiation.

onal response for gmritnd Iirec, ratiation.
r-•:cSGgo........erootri,• factor for ground coiitritRtion.

Go.

. .asevDie
oct nMLI responv

N.iot

for wall-scattered radiation.

aiw
SI*....
cotaniii•,d Fin, (rt.),

t

S.....Height of detector a_-ve cotLnatted plw,6 ýft.).

}-2

L...

.... Length of structure (ft.).

nr.,........Normality ratio 7 2Z/Lo

Pa'.......Perimeter ratio of a"ertures.

Pf... .....
Pr" ""

Protection factor.

""Pe.meter ratio.

Ps,,......Ba"risr reduction factor for point isotropic source.

Rftoov.*a..Ror.',.c IAon factor.
Sw ......

Fraction of emergent radiation scattered in wall barrier.

(L-Sw)....Fraction of emergent radiation not scattered in wall barrier.
1.,........Unit weight of barrier (pcf).
W.........Width of structure (ft.).
Wc........Width of finite contaminated strip (ft.).

Xe. .......
Mas

thickness of exterior walla (paf).

Y-........Xass

thickness of floor constniction (paf).

Xi........Mass thickness of interior walls (pnf).
Xo.....•..Total

overheLd mass thickness (psf).

4o........Mass thickness cf floor over the detector (paf).
Xree..... ,ass
Z .....

thickness of roof construction (psf).

+...Prpendicular distance betwen horizontal plane and detector (ft.).

w (omega) .Solid annge fraction.
w,(=ega) .Solid angle fraction subtended by limited field for a point
at midwall height in
tut~ai
:
hielding ca&ea.
to-. 2ttc..Solid angle fraction in

first, second, e t c.

way or shaft.
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CHAPTER 4
DETAILED PROCEDURE- CHARTS

INTRODUCTION

4.1

4.1'.

OBJECTIVE

The design and analysis of structures for protection from fallout
gamma -adiation requires the determination of the degree of
protection given by both mass and geometry effects. The reduction
duc to these two effects is found by relating a given structure
to standard configurations for which the reduction factor is known.
Once the reduction factors-for the standard configurations are
known, the result for the given structure can be determined.
This
chapter will present the basic charts used for determination of
the reduction factor f-r standarl configurations and a discussion
of the background and derivation of these charts.
Thus a basis
is provided for estimating the degree of accuracy and applicability
of the charts for actual structural situations.
4.1.2

nACKGROUND

The fully-developed portion of the theory of gamma ray diffusion
And penetration applies only to media that are homogeneous and
infinite.
Practical shielding applications, however, require
consideration of boundaries Lnd Irregularities.
The basic study
in this field has indicated that economy of effort and increase
in accuracy can be achieved, if boundary problems are approached
by applying corrections to a solution for an infinite homogeneous
medium.
Such an approach is suggested by the fact that in many
circumstances the boundary effects are relatively small.
Further,
the approach allows application of the extensive results for infinite homogeneous media that have been calculated by exact methods.
The method that is employed to correct for the presence of
boundaries is modification of infinite medium results through an
appropriate schematization.
Most theoretical data derives from study of a sinple case in
which the medium has no irregularities (an infinite homogeneous
medium).
The source may be a plane in the medium or concentrated
at a point.
In these situations, detector response as a funciton
of distance from the source can be calculated to a precision of a
few percent.
These calculations have internal consistency and
reliability, and usually represent a good approximation of reduction
in intensity due to actual slab barriers.
It is convenient to
select a standard based on these calculations and to use ratios
between actual detector response due to radiation from a particular
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wall,

for example, and this standard.

The resulting ratios

express nearly all the special characteristics of the configuration. Paragraphs 3.3 and 3,4 pr'sent a discussion of the

analytical procedure and the use of barrier and geometry factors
based upon these Infinite medium calculations.
4.1.3

BASIC ASSUMPTIONS AND VARIABLES

Fallout Is assumed to uniformly cover all horizontal surfaces
and the horizontal projection of sloping surfaces.
This forms the
primary source of radiation which travels to the detector, whereverit mjy be. A "Standard Unprotected Position," THE STANDARD
as defined in paragraph 3.2.2, is chosen as a detector locatlon
three feet rbove a hypothetical infinite plane source of the same
Ground roughness is
character as the fallout on the ground.
avoided by making the source plane ideally smooth.
This choice of reference detector location:2
a. Gives an extreme, but not unrealistic estimate of the dose
rate to which the centroid of the body is exposed in an op:n
contaminated field.
b.
When given the spectrum and strength of the gamnmna rays emitted
per unit area, permits the reference dose rate to be calculated
to qbout 2 - 3% accuracy.
c.

Aliows ground roughness to be considered as a separate

variable.

The "protection factor," Pf, is defined as the ratio cf THE
STANDARD detector response, Do, to the protected response,
D:

Pf

-

Do / D

The reciprocal of Pf, the REDUCTION FACTOR, is used in structure
fallout analysis.
The ratio D/Do will be used in place of reduction factor for the development of the :harts in this chapter.
In addition to selecting the location of the detector at a height
of 3 feet above an infinite contaminated plane, the spectrum of
fallout radiation used is that existing at 1.12 hrs. after fission.
Figure 4..
shows the relative intensities of different spectral
components at several times after fission.
The height of each box
is proportional to the energy content of gamma rays in the energy
interval, and the central line indicates an energy assumed for all
photons in the interval for purposes of calculation.
The lines
do not correspond to spectral energies actually present.
The
total intensity is unity for each spectrum. Once the spectrum is
selected for THE STANDARD, the relative effectiveness of various
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configurations can be determined.
In review, the basic assumptions introduced thus far are: uniform
distribution of contamination; spectrum at 1.12 hours after fission;
and location of THE STANDARD.
The shielding provided by a barrier depends upon many variables,
among which are:
ka)
(b)
(c)
(d)

the weight per udit area of the barrier
the type of barrier material
the gamma ray spectrum
the directional distribution of the radiation striking the
barrier.

The type and thickness of the barrier can be treated as one
variable due to a fortunate circumstance: nearly all important
construction materials have atomic numbers sufficiently low that
attenuation is due primarily to scattering interactions, which
are independent of the energy states occupied by the electrons.
Thus, the attenuation produced by a barrier depends almost completely upon how many electrons it puts in the path of the gamma rays
per unit area; this is simply the product of the number of electrons
per unit volume times the thickness of the barrier.
The effectiveness of barrier shielding is measured by a parameter,
X, which is proportional to the barrier thickness, t, and to
u x Z where u is the density and Z is the ratio of atomic charge
A
A
to atomic mass number, WMeraed over
the constituent elements of the
barrier.
X is defined by the expression:

X

-

2(1) Ut

(4.1)

The factor of two is introduced because (-) is nearly 0.5 for
such important construction materials as trick and concrete, so
that 2(t) z 1 for those materials.
If 2 (Z)2I Is treated as a
dimensiontess proportionality constant, then X can be measured in
pounds per square foot, with U and t measured in lbs/ft 3 and feet
respectively.
As X is nearly equal to the weightiper unit area
or "1mass thickness" it is termed the effective mats'thickness.
Table 4.1 gives values for 2"I for a number of common materials.
together with the density of the solid material.
Table 4.2 lists
values of mass thickness for common building materials.
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Table 4.1 Values of 2
Material

2 x

Z/A

and'U

Z/A

U, Density in

pcf

Water

1.11

62.4

Wood

1.06

34.0 (average)

Air

1.0

Brick

1.0

115

Concrete

1.0

144

0.076

Soil
1.00 - 1.02
(depending on water content)

100 (average)

Steel

0.931

480

Lead

0.791

710

Barrier shielding factors, B, are functions of the effective
mass thickness, i.e.,
B a B (X).
Use of the concept of effective
mass thickness makes it possible to perform calculations even
when barriers are composed of several layers of different materials:
the effective mass thicknessez of the different layers are added
to obtain the total mass thickness.
The other basic variables upon which the detector response depends
are presented in Chapter 3 and are listed here:
a.
Ceometry shielding (paragraph 3.4.2) based on solid angle
fraction (paragraph 3.4.2.2) which is used to determine directional
responses and overhead contributions, as modified by the fraction
of radiation scattered in the wall and the influence of the shape
of the area (paragraph 3.4.2.3).
b.
Barrier shielding (paragraph 3.4.3) based primarily upoii mass
of the barrier (paragraph 3.4.3.1), as modified by height above
contaminated plane (paragraph 3.4.3.2),collimationand angle of
incidence (paragraph 3.4.3.3).
DERIVATION OF CHARTS

4.2
4.2.1

MEASUREMENT AND DISTRIBUTION OF RADIATION

The actual measurement of radiation traversing a giver• region
requires a suitable detector as a probe.
The detector should be
small so that all parts of it are exposed to the same radiation
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"Table 4.2

Mass Thickness of Common Building Materials.

INDIVIDU'AL BUILDINO MATERIALS

Itema

Thi*ekoess Weight Pst
sBr......

An

Adobe ................
Asbetoas board .......
Asbestos, cotruated. .
Asb eto sshingles ....

Willi

.

.

2

Do.
Roof wall
N.

I

Roof

6.2
2.3
39+1
794-10
115*15
154*3o
15*5

is

4
12

1.7
4
1.

5&

St

Marble facing ........

2

2
4

Do.
Wall
Do.
Do.
Do.
Roof
Wall
Do.
Do,
Do.

.3
5-1.:15
12. 5*2
2.1
2.0

l

U

Do.

55,5
85*10
12li
144-ISO
4

2.
4

Do.

30L4

0.9
S~standard

Gypsum block ........
Do ..............
Gypsum board
Oypes'm, sheathing..

Plaster, directly applied,
Plaster on fiber lath...
Plaster on gypsum
lath.
Plaster on metal lath..
Plaster on wood lath..
Plaster, solid .........
Do ..............

.

il

Asphalt roofing, 3-ply
read.
AsphSutroofing, 4.ply
gravel.
Asphalt rooflng, 6-ply
gravel.
Asphalt shingles ..............
Brick ................
4
Do ...............
DO ...............
Do ...............
I1
('lay tile shtngles.............
Clay tile, structural...
4
Concr.',. block, ho10%oD.
Do ...............
l)o ...............
Concrete, reinforced.
Do ...............
Fiber board ..........
Fiber sheathing .......

Component

Wall
Do,
Do.
Do.
Wall, ceiling
Wall

26

Do.

5

Wall, callrig

5.0
6.0

Do.
Do.

6.0
0
20
30

Do,
Do.
Wall
Do.

Plywood, finish .......
Do ...............
Plywood, sheathing. -

1.0
1.5
1. L

Do.
Cellin"
Wall, roof

Slate .................
H
bteel, corrugated, 20
P.
Steel panel, 18 ga ......
Stone .................
12
Stone, cast, facing ....
2
Stucco, metal lath ----Stucco, wood lath ....
Terra cotts facing.....

7.3
2

Roof
Roof, wall

26
130
24
9.0
5 .0

Wall, roof
Wall
Do.
Do.
DO.

Wood block, flooring..
Wood finish flooring.
2%2
Wood sheathing
H
Wood shingles.............
.
Wood shingles 6,I In. .........
to weather.
Wood siding, a in.
bevel.
Wood siding. 6 in.. .
drop.

.3.

5. 4

Do.

10
2.5
2.5
5

Floor
Do.
Floor, roof
Roof
Wall

1.5

Do.

2 .5

DO .

1.1

COMPOSITZ MATERIALS

Item
.............
and
tile.structural clay

hcns
4
4

Cerm1ic
mraribed.: :
Do ...............
b
2 Hi
Do......{
1
Concrete, reinforced
........
ribbed slabs (see
sIctlon on o mpo.
tints).
Marble or terrazzo
4
on concrete fill,
Plaster, hollow wall
4
with steel studs.
Plaster on suspended
........
metal lath.
Wood finish floor
on woodsleeper.
LUlhtwelght
concrete
44
fi
to.

egtPt

so
1

23......
........

50
22
10
........
23

Component
Wall
Do.

FloorDo
Do.

Do.
Wall
Ceiling
Floor

DOORS AND GLASS
Item
r.u
Door, wood exterior,
3 It-0 in. x
6 ft-8 In. solid core
flush panel.
Door, wood Interior,
standard 2 ft-6 In. x
5 it-S in. hollow
0o0e.
solid core ...........
Door, glass, exterior,
aluminum edge,
standard 3 ft-0 in. x
7 ft- iin.
Door, glass, exterior
standard, 3 ft-0 in.
x7ft.Oin.
Glass, do u b I e
strength.
Glass, plate ...........--

Thickness

Weight Ps

loo
1%

4.5

1%4

1.9

l'3i

4.0
&I

N4
4

11.0

Component

Small building

Do.
Large buildings

Do.

1.6

Small buildings

3.5

Large buliatugs

The
flux and it does not appreciably disturb the flux distribution.
response messured by such a detector is due to photons which
traverse the detector material.
These Fhotons may be characterized
by the direction of their trajectory at the time they enter the
detector.
Direction is identified by means of polar coordinates
which are measured with resp.ect to an arbitrary polar axis through
the center of the detector and a reference half-plane terminating
The vertical anale,
along the polar axis (as shown in Figure 4.-*`.
O (theta), and the azimuth, 0 (phi), are measured to a line
extending out from the center of the detector parallel to the
trajectory but opposite the direction of travel of the photon.
The angle which this line forms with the polar axis is 0, while
0 is the angle between the reference plane and the plane terminating along the polar axis which contains this line.
Any direction
of incidence is uniquely specified by values for these two direction
coordinates.

A
.
#4b~

1.0•
I-I- /(/,.,0

Poiar Axis

1

Figure 14.2

•ate tor

Coordinate System for Detector Position
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Note that the coordinate pairs (0,5) may also identify a unique
The
;!rt on a sphere of unit radius centered at the detector.
r
or
direction
a
as
to
referred
be
thereby
can
pairs
coordinate
sphere.
unit
a
on
point
The total detector response, D - D
D (0,0)
ions from all directions.
due
response
of the total detector
trajectories between 0 and 0 + dO,
total response from all directions

D

do D(0,0)

ssin OdO

-

•0

W

(0,0), is made up of contributsin 0 d 0 d 0 is the portion
to gamna rays with incident
and between 0 and 0 + dO. The
is expressed by the integral:

1

oIV

d(cos 0

("2

dO D(9,0)

The function D(G,0) is referred to as the detectorDOSE ANGULAR
(or DIRECTIONAL) DISTRIBUTION.
When there is symmetry about the polar axis due to the nature of
the radiation field, D(9,0) does not depend upon 0, and the
1 ) D(0).
can be written in the form D(Q,0)=(
function D(Q,O)
becomes:
4.2
Equation

D

-SD(O)

sin OdO

(4.3)

This expression gives the total response of a detector at a given
The only
position in space due to a given source of radiation.
radiation
of
distribution
resulting
the
that
is
stated requirement
the
about
symmetrical
be
must
detector
the
intensity received by
the
with
presented
be
will
polar axis. The use of Equation 4.3
derivation of the height chart (paragraph 1h.2.3).
4.2.2

HELGHT CHART

Consider an infinite isotropic, plane source of fallout radiation
imbedded in an infinite, homogeneous medium, Figure 4.3, with the
distance of the detector from the source plane represented by d.
The distances may be referred to alternatively in terms of X,
(lbs/ft 2 ) the effective mass thickness between source and the
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Figure 4.3

Isotropic Detector,

Plane Isotropic Source

If the medium is air (at 200, 76 cm Hg),
detector.
between d and X is:
d/X

the relation

13.3 ft of air/psf.

At distance d from the source plane, the radiation produces a
dose angular distribution which is referred to as C (d,cosg),
where 0 is the vertical angle measured from the perpendicular
through detector to the source plane and which forms the polar
axis. The scale of'. (d,cosg) is so fixed that an Isotropic
detector which registers Do roentgens/per hour three feet above
the source will register dD-Do V(d,cosg) sinOdO roentgens/per
hour due to gamma rays striking the detector between 0 and 0 +
dO, or:
Yd(cosO) 0(3!cosQ) - 1
Equation 4.4 is equivalent to equation 4.3 with the function D(O)
written as Q,(3;cosg).
The functionji (d,cosQ) is the same as the dose angular distribution discussed in paragraph 4.2.1 with an additional variable
It represents the dose rate received by a
for height, d.
collimated detector oriented at an angle 0 with respect to the
A sketch of this function r -'.A(d,Q) as a function of
vertical.
0 is shown in Figure 4.4,which shows the angular variation on a
polar plot where the radial vector r, is the incremental dose
The radial scale in Figure 4.5
integrated 3600 about the polar axis.
is logarithmic so that the variations of dose rate with Q are
much more severe than shown,as may be seen in Figure3.2 and3 .8.
A' (d,Q) is used to distinguish between the dose
The notation r
angular distribution in terms of 6 and 0 and that in t-erms of
d and cos 0, written above as j(d, cosg).
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Ax
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150#

1804
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30Loed
SKYSHINE
Axis

E

Figure 4.4

GROUND DIRECT

Directional Distribution (Plane Case)

Figure 4.5 illustrates the appearance and behavior oc V(d,cosg).
These curves represent actual results for penetr&tion bly a 1.12
hr fission spectr.' in an infinite medium -f water, which is
sufficiently similar to air in regards to interaction probabilities
that tC•,se curves have been scaled to correspond to feet of air.
Various features of these curves should be noted: ,ýar the source
plane ilow d),(d+c¢osQ) is proportional to (cosQ)"I for angle!
than w/2 (i.e., cos Q-00) This results
loes
approacoii•,•, but
in large values for directions neari> parallel to the --ource plane:
an important feature of the radiatt.on from this type of source.
With incre&esing h-g,ht, above the source plane, the dTrectional
distr"hution is Increasingly weighted toward Q - 180 (i.e.,
vertically downward). With greathcj-ht abuvc tht source plant
(high d), the initially domiaant obli.gue components are preferential ly removed.
'he total response of the dete-tor at a height d above the
contaminated plane is, from eluation 4.4:
L(d)

-

L(d)

-mf•

(d,Q)

sinQdg

(d,co'kg)

h•,lo

d(co'Q)

(4-5a)
(4.1 5b)
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Equation 4.5b expresses the response In terms of the variable
cosQ while the first
equation expresnes the response in terms of
the angle 0. In view of the normalization of THE STMNDARD at
d-3 feet, L(d) Is simply the total detector response at a
distance d (in air) from an Infinite plane, isotropic source,
divided by the detector response at 3 feet In air from the some
source.
Note that the detector response Includes radiation that
has travelled past the detector and has been back scattered as
well as radiation that has been back scattered from the scniInfinite space below the detector.
These responses ore inherent
in the determination of the dose angular distribution function.
Figure 4.6 shows the variation in reduction factor L(d) with height
above the contaminated plane.
The curve goes to a value of one
at a height of 3 feet, corresponding to TiHE STANDARD POSITION.
Figure
Figure

.•6 can also be employed for the configuration shown In

4*7 below, where X may he considered equivalent to distance

in feet.

Figure 4.7

Isotropic Detector,

Isotropic Circular Source

The response from the circular area of contamination can be
considered as that from the entire plane minus that from beyond
the circular region:
D

=

L(X)

-

L(X

/cosQ max)

where (X/cosQ max) is the slant radius of the circular region.
In addition, Figure 4.7 can be used for the response of a detector
from an infinite plane of contamination with a cleared circular
area.
If in Figure 4.7 the shaded area is considered as fallout
and the asterisks the cleared area, the response is
D

L(X /cos9

max)

whcre again (X/cosQ max) is the slant radius of the cleared area.
The function L is obtained directly from Figure 4.6.
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oIART I - Bf(Xf) CUMW

,.2.:.

I1 the relation bctwect height In -air and mass thickness Is inLrlduccd. TIlE DETECTOR response for the configuration shown In
FI Pure 4.3 con be wrItten in the form:

L(X)-.f.(Xcosg) d (cosQ)
L(X) is the same fuaction as L(d) except that distance from the
source is expressed in terms of the effective mass thickness.

The curve of
Xf"_)P Chart I shows the variation in the reduction
:.actor expressed by L(X) abov_ as a function of mass thickness.
The curve goes to a value of one at a mass thickness corresponding to a mass thickness of 3 feet of air. Note that the configuration shown with Chart 1, B•(Xf) does not correspond to the
con.figuration used in its derivation (Figure 4.3) but rather to
a situation which may arise In the analysis of the shielding
characteristics of a structure. This will be typical of al' rhc
charts to be discussed, since it is necessary to apply the results
of standard configurations to actual situations..
4.2.4

CHART 1, B'o(X'o) CURVE

The effectiveness of a barrier to radiation that has beca back
scattcred can be found by employing the configuration shown in
Figure 4.8.

Figure 4.8

Isotropic Deteccor, Source Isotropic only in Directions
Pointing away From the Detector

8 shows a plane source
The configuration sketched in Figure
emitting gamma rays Isotropically in an upward direction into an
infinite homogeneous medium. The detector is below the source
plane, separated from it by an effective mass thickness X.
Radiation can be backscattered to the detector, giving a response
which can be calculated.
A normalization to unity at X = 0 is
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is convenient for use as a reduction factor in the applications,
so that the resulting detector response is the ratio of the response at a given mass thickness to that at a mass thickness of
zero.
Chart 1,B'o(X'o)gives the response function for this
configuration.
Again note that the sketch given with this curve
does not correspond exactly to the configuration used in the
derivation of the curve, but rather to the situation for which the
curve is used. B'o(X'o) Chart 1 is used to determine the barrier
reduction factor for radiation from the wails of the story above
the detector as reduced by the intermediate floor.
4.2.5

CHART 10

Calculations app3y to the response of a detector 4ith a conical
collimator of solid angle.

Cse I
This calculation applies to the reduction factor in a vertical
shaft below a horizontal circular aperture, such as a skylight,
which is covered with radioactive material. This value of
Rf = 1 for u-i 1 corresponds to a detector which is separate
from the source by a barrier thickness equivalent to three
feet of air (i.e. 0.23 PSF). This curve includes a skyshine contribution.
Case 2
This calculation applies tv the reduction factor in a horizontal
passageway leadcng from a vertical circular aperture. The value
of Nf = ½ for u) % 1 corresponds to a detector which is located
in the vertical plane of the aperture and thus receives radiation from a semi-infinite plane.

Case 3
This ceicx'lation applies to the reduction factor on a vertical
shaft below a horizontal circular aperture which is not covered
with radioactive material.
The value of Rf:O.1 fcrv= -1 corresponds to a detector which is located in 'he horizontal plane
and thus measures the total skyshire contribution.
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4.2.6

CHART 2, 3&(XeUH; CHART 1,

BJ(Xj)

The efLectiveness of a vertical harrier can be determined using
the cmnfiguration shown in Figure 4.10. Fallout radiation is
assumed to be uniformly distributed over a semi-infinite hnlf

Figure 4.10

Isotropic Detector and Plane Isotropic Source: The
Radiation Field at Height d Above the Primary Source
is taken as a New Source at a Penetration X to the
Right of the Detector.

plane. The detector is located a distance d above the contaminated
plane and separated from the outside medium by a material.with
mass thickness X. It is required to find the total response of the
detector in this position. The angular distribution of radiation
incident on a vertical wall is assumed to be the same as if the
wall were not present. This distribution corresponds to a distance d in air from an infinite plane source in a homogeneous
medium, but with directions referred to a polar axis perpendicular
to the vertical wall (i.e. parallel to the source plane).
The
spectrum incident on the wall is assumed to be that generated by
the primary source on the ground; an integral over all ohlique
angles of incidence is made; and the radiation at each angle Is
weighted according to theoretical data on oblique penetration.
The result approximates the total detectcrresponse at a height d

.)

)The

above the source plane and with a mass thickness X of barrier
Errors
material between detector and externAl barrier surface.
in this calculation arise from Inaccuracies In the angular distribution, changes iit the incident spectrum as the scattered
radiation comnponenit becomes more important, and incorrect
In general, this function
correlation of spectrum with directin.
represents the vertical wall barrier reduction factor abcurately
for d small,compared with a mean free path of the source radiation,
in air,i.e. d<x 1000 feet.
Chart 2 presents the results obtained from this configuration wi-th'
The results shown in Chart 2 are normalized
some modifications.
to the detector response at THE STANDARD detector location of 3
feet; and the results are for a configuration which is symmetrical
The zero mas.s thickabout a vertical line through the detector.
ness line thus corresponds to the height chart giv.,en in Figure 4.6.
results for a height of 3 feet are shown in Chart 1, 3.k(Xi) curve.
The results in Chart 2 give the barrier reduction factors relative
to THE STANDARD and include the effects of air attenuation,
collimation in air, and the effect of mass of the vertical barrier.
The effect of collimation is in:luded by accounting for the directional distrtbvtion on the vertical wall as discussed above.

4.2.7 CKRTI

Bj'(Xj) CURVE

)In the

analysis of roof contributions, it is necessary to account
for the effect of interior partitions. Since the radiation
emerging from overhead nass has been collimated '-r that mass, it
is necessary to include an effect of this collimaticrt in the barrier
reduction factor for the interior partition. This ccllimation
causes the interior partition (or vertical barrier) to be more
effective than it would be if the radiation were not collimated.
The barrier reduction factor for this case is found by considering
the ratio of the total radiation impinging upon the vertical
barrier to that emerging from it.
The radiation
Figure4.10 shows the typical standard configuration.
which the detector receives relative to THE STANDARD is given by
the curves of Chart 2.
For the roof contribution however, the
overhead mass thickness is replaced by the equivalent distance d9
oocainea from the relation:
d/X
discussed previously.

13.3

This results in:
Bi(Xi,

d-13.3Xo)
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which is the response accounting for the effects of mass, attenuation, and collimation and is the ratio of the total radiation
at the detector to that at THE STANDARD.
However, the required
barrier reduction factor is the ratio of the radiation inside to
that outside.
This latter value is simply the height chart, or
to continue to use Chart 2, the value of Bi at zero mass thickness and a height d=13.3Xo, that is

/

BI(O,13.3Xo)
The ratio below, gives the total radiation inside to that outside:
and is the effective barrier reduction factor for a vertical
barrier for roof contributions:
=B(X,,
B•

13.3Xo)(

•

B (O,13.3X)
If this ratio is calculated for a range of Xo and Xi values it
is found that for X0 - 50psf the curves for various values of Xi
are nearly vertical, suggesting that beyond 50 psf an increase
in Xo does not significantly effect Bi.
It is also determined
that most of the change in this ratio occurs as Xo varies from
0 to 12 psf.
As a result, one curve, for XoW50 psf, is adequate
to account for the ratio given above and this value

Bi' (Xi)

-

Bi(X,,

660)/ZB(0,660)

is shown in Chart 1 (B '(Xi) Curve.
This barrier factor is used in
as discussed in chapter 5.

4.2.8

the analysis of roof contributions

CHART 3

Chart 3 presents curves of the solid angle fraction for the ranges
of parameters indicated.
These curves give the solid angle
fraction subtended at a point detector by a rectangular area, and
were calculated from the expression:
aJ

4.2.9

-

(2/9)

tan-

n'(nZ + eL + I)

CHART 4

The introduction of the solid angle fraction permits evaluation
of the effect of finite fields of contamination.
Figure 4.11
shows a circular area of fallout having its center directly
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(

I

)

opposite a detector and separated by a layer of material of mass
thickness X. The solid angle fraction defined by the circular
-cos O max
area is

wi

Figure 4.11

)Chart

Isotropic Detector,

Isotropic Circular Source

4 presents curves of the ratio of the response due to the
The barrier is assumed to be
circular disk to THE STANDARD.
The detector
uniformlyr distributed between source and detector.
therefore receives both skyshine and radiation backscattered from
the medium below.
Note that the figure shown on Chart 4 is n3t exactly the configuration used in deriving the curves of the chart, but is shown
for convenience as typical of a roof configuration.
The lineW-1l of Chart 4 is the height chart,Figure 4.6 since a
solid angle fraction -1.0 corresponds to an infinite plane of
Since radiation backscattered fromn the medium
contamination.
below is considered in the derivation of this chart, the limiting
value ataP=l and d-3 feet of air is 1.0. As the mass thickness
of 3 feet of air (0.23 psf) canaot be distinguished from the 0
psf line they can be considered identical for practical purposes.
4.2.10

CHART 9

In cases where the source has finite dimensions the bar:ier reduction factor for the Infinite source (Chart 2) is replaced by a
reduced barrier reduction facto- for wall-scattered radiation.

"*0

A1~.9

This Is discussed In greater detail in choapter

5*

The barrier reduction factor shown in Chart 9 fo: wall-scattered
radlat,'on from finite sour,;es Is based Da unpublished calculations,
in which the dose rate behind tiwall due to linscattered incident
radiation from semIcircular sotorces was calculate~d. These setnicircles were concer.cric about a point at the base of) the wall
directly below the detector position on the wall. Th? results
are a function (,L the wall thickness ar.A the solid angle fraction
W~ subtended *-y the soorce. The effect of height on the berri~er
redu:-tion factor Is not. Important for the usual range of solid
angle fractions. The extension :)' the curves of Chart 9 shown in
this text beyond those given In the prior text, was carried out
using the 3 feet line of Chart 2.
4.2.11 CHART 5
4.2.11.1 Skyshine Case G,
In the analysis Of structures, it is necessary to .acco.int
,--r th.- anount ()4 radiation passing throuagh the vertical
walls above tho detector plane. This is show.,n in The sketch
with the Ga curve on, Clhart 5.
Th-o cirve for GaIs obtained by coasidering the conofn
eure
1,i
iguration shown in Figure 4.12.
the. lxo~int ef skv.,sliine- radiation reaching the detector

W,/X

F i u r e 4. 12

Cov'Icai
Source

t

Poltntcd away frii- a Plane 7sotr-pic

cone defined by 0 max. This angl, is
the aupper
through by
defined
circular
area whose solid angle fraction is
- 1~- Cos 0 max

The basic data for skyshine radiation is obtained from the
directional distribution functions given in Figure .5.
The curve for Ga has obtained for the case where d-0, that
is, detector located on the source plane,
The variation of
skyshine with height is not significant and is neglected.
The value of 0.1 at -O is the
ratio of the skyshine
radiation to the total radiation received at a detector at
a height of 3 feet. Although the curve was derived at d-0,
it is used at all heights and is normalized with radiation
received by THE STANDARD.
\)

In addition to the skyshine radiation reaching the detector
directly, an additional effect is included in the Ga curve
of Chart 5; namely, a correction term to account for the
radiation reflected from the ceiling. This correction
factor is made a function of the upper solid angle in order
to account for the relative location of the ceiling.

4.2.11.2

Scattered Case G.
The factor, Gs, attempts to account for scattering of radiation by the walls. As only limited information is available
on the wall scattering effect, it is necessary to approximate
the distribution of scattered radiation.
Since skyshine is
basically scattered radiation it is used to obtain the Gs
curve shown in Chart 5.
It is assumed that scattered radiation is symmetrical with
respect to a h3rizontal plane through the detector position,
so that the normalization is to 0.5 at w-0.
Again it should be noted that the solid angle fractions
utilized in the derivation of both the Gs and Ga curves were
obtained from circular areas ,and that both curves are assumeo
to be insensitive to height.

4.2.12

CHART 6

Ground direct radiation as a function of solid angle fraction is
obtained directly from the directional distribution curves given
in Figure 4.5. The only distinction between this case and that
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of skvshine Is that the region of Interest is below the detector
plane. Chart 6 presents curves of the ratio of ground direct
radiation as a function of the indicated solid angle fraction at
a given height, to that of the total radiation at that height.
These curves-were obtained directly from Figure 4.5 and by using
circular solid angle fractions.
The value of Gd at 3 feet andAV=0 is 0.9 indicating that at the
standard position, 0.9 of the total radiation is ground direct
while 0.1 is skyshine. The vertical line atW-0 shows that, as
the detector is moved away from the plane of contamination, the
fraction of the total radiation which is ground direct decreases
slightly; wh~le it is assumed, in Chart 5, that the skyshine
fraction of the total radiation does not vary.
Chart 6 incl.jdes only the effect of geometry aad does not account
for attenuation o! radiation due to height.
This effect is included in the barrier reduction factor which is obtained from_'
Chart 2.
4.2.13

CHART 7

The method of analysis discussed in the Chapter 3 stated that
the system distinguishes between radiation which has been scattered in the walls and that which has not. The fraction of the
emergent radiation that has been scattered in a wall barrier is
shown as a function of mass thickness in Chart 7.
If the mass\.•J
thickness is zero, no radiation is scattered, while if the mass
thickness is infinite all the radiation is scattered.
Chart 7 was derived for the configuration shown in Figure 4.9.
The ratio of the scattered radiation to the total radiation was
determined as a funztion of the mass thickness separating the

detector and source.

the basic charts,

As in all calculations performed to obtain

the source was assuned to be that of gamma rays

emitted by fission products 1.12 hrs after fission.
The sketch shown with this chart is not the configuration employed
to obtain the Curve but rather is illustrative of the use of Chart
7 in actual applications.
4.2.14

CHART 8

The charts discussed above have, within the framework of the assumptions, been obtained from schematization of certain basic configurations.
Chart 8 however, is a curve introduced to account
approximately for the shape of the building in the scatter geometry
contribution.

It

is

obtained by assuming that the response at a
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t

detector due to wall-scattered radiation is proportional to sinr
This Is an approximation
when P is the ahgle shown below.

of the directional distribstion of radiation emerging from the
The wall-scattered response in a rectangular building is
wall.
the sum of the re;Fonses from the walls, so that the shape factor:

I

E- sin + sin
(i1 + tan'

1
) / 3ecP'

sin7+ cos I
(1 + e)/(l + e2)-

where e - ( W/L)

1)

This factor is plotted in Chart 8 and is utilized with the wallscattered component as discussed in Chapter 3.

4 .3

SUMMARY

The discussion of the charts and their derivation in Section 4.2
has been based upon the material presented in Reference I.
Table 4.3
presents the correspondence between tile charts presented in this
chapter and contained in the OCDM Manual "Design and Review of StructN.res
for Protection from Fallout Gamma Radiation" to the data and discussions
contained in Reference 1.
Columns (2), (3), and (1A)of Table 4.3 present the notation,
figure and discussion references from Reference 1 which have been
utilized to obtain the charts indicated in Cclumn (1).
The relation
between the referenced figures and the charts is indicated in the
comnents, Column (5).
Table 4.3 can bc used with the text of this chapter to obtain a
more detailed discussion of the charts, including the mathematical
derivations.

4 .4
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TABLEJY CORUW£espo

(1 )

r rroix

(4)

FIGURE REFS.

PAGE RrFS.

28.1(a) and
282(a). (b)

P29,

28(l)

S1 (W), Eq. (27.4)

28.1(c) and

P29,

28(3)

W(XPd),

28.1(e) and

P30, 28(6)

I. Case I. and LMX). Eq (27.2)
Ileignt Chart
L(d)

I Case 25 &

AiArs To DATA OF REF. I

(3)

rouxi
FUmC?[OA

aimr

I Case

CE OFr

(2)

3

Eq. (27.7)

28.4

2807

Eq. (41.1)
4

L (X.,u),

5 G
a

S

C28.9,

5

_rs

See Chart 2

2

-5G

(5)
to__s

Eq.

(d,W), Eq.

(27.8)

4

2 x Fig (28.7),

.2(a)

Symmetry

P68, 41

28.8(a) and
28.18

P30, 28(7)

(27.13) 28.13(b) and P53,
28.15, 28.3

Same as above

Normalize to 3 feet-,

28(12

...

d-0, Normalize from Fig
28.3 to 0.1; Albedo correction applied, A
C

The results for Ga and Gs
were obtained from the
following expressions
Gs'O.5C1-(Fig 28.153, d-0
6

A(HcosO) d~cosg)

G=(1/5)Gs 1+Ac,

d-O

Ac'5[0. 1-0.2Gs

5,

A is a function of W
C
When H-3', ratio becomes

)(IH,cosG) d(cosQ)

"-l

(3,cosQ)

d(cosQ)

in-view of normalization
at 3'

7

PX?, Eq. (27.5) and
P(S)(X), Eq. (27.6),
Eq.(28.

8

N/A

9

N/A

28.1(d) and P30, 28(4),
28.6
(5)

1)
NIA

N/A

N/A

N/A
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Sw(X)

-p(S) (X)
p(o).X) + e(S)(XT

Special calculation
See Text, par. 4.2.10

"!

4.5

CHATýS FOR THE DffAILED PRCICEURE
Chart 1.

&irrier Shielding Effects (Plsane Sources)

Chart 2.

Wall Barrier Shielding Effects for Various Heights

Chart 3.

Solid Angle Fraction

Chart 4.

Reduction Factors for Combined Shielding Effects,
Roof Contribution, CO

Chart 5.

Directional Responses, Ground Contribution, G. and Ga

Chart 6.

Directional Responses for Various Heights, Gd

Chart 7.

Fraction of Emergent Radiation Scattered in WalU
Barrier, Sw

Chart 8.

Shape Factor for Wall-scattered Radiation, E

Chart 9.

Barrier Reduction Factors for Wall-scattered Radiation
for iimited Strip of Cont&•amination

Chart 10. Reduction factor for passageways and shafts
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BASIC APPLICATION OF THTE DFrAILD PROCEDURE
5 .1

INTRODUCTION

The simplest cases to be analyzed by the detailed procedure consist of structures vith rectangular floor plans, flat roofs, and with
the detector located in the geometric center of the plan. Such structures are referred to as block houses. The analysis procedure is to
determine the roof contribution, CG, and the ground contribution,, CgP
separately; then combine them to ogtain the reduction factor. This
chapter presents the analysis procedure for the determination of the
reduction factor fcr these simple cases.

C1nIiiLa OR DIFYMECIN DIMMTOM4 REPONSES

5.2

in determining the directional response for either wall-scattered
or non-wall-scatteree radiation from a given wall, it is usually
necessary to combine, or difference, the directional responses of
more than one solid angle fraction.
If, in Figure 5 .1, Gs(wu) and Gs(wL) represent the directional
responses for wall-scattered radiation reaching the detector from
that portion of the wall respectively above and below the detector,
then the total response for wpal-scattered radiation from this wall
This is termed the combined response for wallis Gs(wu) + GS(wL).
scattered radiation.
Similarly the combined response for non-vall-scattered radiation
in thist case would be Gd(uqIpHd) + Gaa(wu).
FIgure 5.2 illustrates a two story structure having
beLow

grade

with

the

one

story

5 .3

PROCEDURE FOR IAUPLE PROBLEM

detector

located

in

the

owr stor~y. In this case the total response for wall-scattered
radiation through the walls of the ipper story is the dLferenced
response for solid angle fractions wý and Q,
i.e. G (out) - Gs(au).
The total response for non-wall-scattered radiation ?ram this wall
ib the differenced response for skyshine only, Ga(wl) - Ga(au).

The w-ample problems in this chapter use the same format. A
simiAlar procedure shnuld be used by the analyst until he is thorovgh,1r familiar with the uystens of analysis. The procedure ,sed here is:
1.

'.

Prepare a clear, single line 3ketch of the structure, preferably to scale.
Sketch in the applicable solid angle fractions.

5-1

F.

3.

TWrite the appropriate functional expressions,

4.

Fill in the !'score boxl?.
keeping aid.

5.

Evaluate the functional expressions to obtain the roof and
ground contributions.

This is nothing more than a book-

Ilith more complex structures it is necessary to include the use
of fictitious buildings and sector analysis in this procedure (dis-.
cussed:paragraph 5.7 and 5,10)but the basic technique rwains the

same*

5.4 ROO COTIUTO.SDPI

CT.QNGULAR ROOFS

The roof contribution fro' a simple rectangular roof is a function
of only two parameters: the solid &igle fraction which measures the
size of the roof, or contributing contaminated plane as seen by the
detector, and the total overhead mass, 2., which determines the
barrier effect of the roof. If these two parameters are determined,,
the roof contribution can be :'ead cirectly frfa chart 4. Then more
than one horizontal overhead barrier exists, the mass thickness, : 0 ,
is the sum of these mass thicknesses. Thus in 77½cample 5 .2, Figure
5.2, the mass thickmess, X, is 150 psf.
Iote
this procedure for a simple roof.
Sbcample
5.1 illustrates
the roof contribution fran a circular or
that chart 4 gives q
rectangular roof to a detector located beneath the geometric center
of the roof. Thus all roof contributions must be found in terms of
a circular or rectangular roof symmetrical about the detector.

5.5 GROUND COM IBUTION
5 .5.1

SfLlIZ PZRCTANGULUR BUIIDIG

ADJACEIT WALL CASE

Figure 5 .1 represents a simple rectangular lo,Žilding. The ground
contribution is determined by writing the appropriate functional
expression and then evaluating this expression using the charts
in Chapter 4. To write the ni,:"tional expression, it is first
necessary to define the solid angle fractions which will de'ermine the geometry terns, in this case Wu and wL.
The wall scattered component is the cmbined response Gs(9u) A
The non-wall-scattered component is Gd(wL,H) + Ga(wu).
GS(wL).
The factors for the fractional portion of the &rergant radiation
ad ron,
i.Aich has been wall-scattered
(l-5','e)),, nd the shape factor, 2;e), are then applied; the
resulting geometry reduction factor for ground contribuoion is:
[GeI~d

A-Ga(wu)

L1s.(~]
5-2

[sU,)

ISW(Xe)

FEe)

When the barrier factor for the exterior wall is introducedp the
functional expression becomes: Cg
Gg Be(Xe, H)

[ GI~w.,8ic)

+ Ga(wu)] [l-Sw(Xe)]

+ [(Gs5 Qu) +

%(WL),

S W~(X'3)r;(e)J Be(:"eoH)

This type of problem is illustrated in Exmple 5 .1.

5 .5.2

STORY ABOVE THE DEXCTOR

Figure 5.2 illustrates a basement detector location with the
basement walls fully bcuied. In such cases, the only significant.
ground contribution is through the walls of the first story. It
is possible for some radiation to reach the detector through the
basement wall by first passing Through the earth adjacent to this
i.all; however, this radiation is of importance only when the fallout piles up against the wall. In most cases, radiation through
basement walls need be considered only when that wall is partially
ez-posed above grade (See paragraph 5.5.3).
The solid angle fractions needed to aefine the limits of th! first
story wall are shown in Figure 5.2. The functional expression is
written with the net wall-scattored and non-wall-scattered components being the differenced, responses for w and Wu. Swr(Xe)
and (e) are determ¶ined by the mass thickness and shape of the
first story vall.
As all radiation ccoming through the first story wall must pass
through both the wall and the floor slab there are two barrier
:actors: Be(Xe,H), which accounts for the barrier attenuation
of the first story wall and is read from chart 2, and B(X'),
which correspon-s to the floor slab and 4s read from B'0 (X o)curve
chart 1. Note that the barrier factor f.)r the first floor slab,
0,, in a function orly of the sing3.e pa:.smeter of the mass thickness of that slab, &.
The final functional expression is:

C,[swiG%

+s(:)Ee
[Ga(L),,)Ga(wu)] [l-S-:d(y~e]JB 1.X,)B(~

Geoz-etry Factor

Barier Factors

Tho- non-wFjl- scatter radiation in this case consists entirely cf
skyshine as it

originates above the pt-Mn, of the detector.

Z-canple 5.2 illustrates this procedure.

5-3

MA=LE 5.1

7'
Detector
D-

"3

3'

Figure

Given:

•

Plane

5.1

Structure ihown in Figure 5.1 with centrally located detector.
Lerth = 80'

Width = 60?
Mass Thickness:

100 psf

X.

XO= 80 psf

"W L

Z

-I/L

n=2Z/L

ChiL 3

Char

5

wu

60

80

7'

.75

.175

.81

.20

wL

60

81)

3'

.75

.075

.92

.092

Sw(YeP

Sw(lO0psf)

=

.73 (chart 1

Be(XeH) - Ee(l00psf, 3')

.(e)

(Chart

.095

5

Char•
.052

-

=

Chafe 6

E(.75)

.36
14.(Chart

C

2 )

Ground Contribution:

.3+

.o05)(1-.o73)+

jId~.t
~x)E(e)iB(,)

~(9+;~)

cg~~~~G GJ-1SeX)

(.09? + .20)(.73)(1-.4)]

Roof Contribution :

Co - Co(wu,Xo) - Co(.G ,Opsf)
Rf - Co

P1f

CF.

.035 4-.038

- .036 (Chart

- .0"A

.0-3

5-4,

4)

.095) 0.038

5.2

EXAMPEL

14'1e

UAI

10'
Detector
Plane

D

Figure 5.2
Structure shomn in Figure 5.2

Given:

Detector is

centrally located in basement

Length = I10 febt
Width = 90 fere
1Mass Thickness:

Xe = 70 psf
9=50

psf

=~100 paf

w
L

W

S90

Sw(:Ce)

e-W/L

o10 24

.82

.44

.(o0

.82

.1ý

r'?

110 10

Wu 90
-

Chart,

rw2Z!L

Z

•ý,(70psf)

- .E6

(Chart

"

~e(Xe, H) = Be(70psf, 3') - .1 8 (Char.
BO(X•)

-B(5Opsf)

= .0:o.2(w3ý(X)

1(

5-5

3

Tihare

-)

Ga
5

Clairt 1

-hart- 5

.33

.079

.19

.05
-

2 ) H. taken a,• 3'

Curve.

5-

rS

1.41 (Chart
for basement

8 )

kI

Eam ple 5.2 (Continued)
Ground Contribution: In this case the non-wall-scattered redi~tion
consists entirely of skyshine radiation as it all originates abc, .e
the detector plane. Any radiation which might come through the earth
adjacent to the basemen% wall is ignored.

Cg =f[Ga(%') -Ga(wu])[l-S,(Xe)1+
S(.079

[Gs((L)¶)

-

Gs(wu,)]Sw(X.)E(e)JBe(Xe,fl)Bý(X4)

- .05)(.-.66) + (.33 - .19)(.66)(l.41)}]18 )(.o62) - .oo06

Roof Contribution: The total overhead mass thickness, XZ, is the sum
of the mass thinknesses of the roof and ground floor slab or 150 Psf.
The solid angle fraction subtended by the contaminated roof is W&.

Co = C0 (.•AXo) = Co(.60, l15psf) = .o0056

(Chart

4)

.=0056+ .0016 = .0072

Rf = Co+ Cg
Pf,= 1 = 1

139

!q- .0o7"'
5.5.3

PARTIALLY EXPOSED BASEM•ITS

As the exposure of a basement wall increases, the magnitude of
the ground contribution through that wall increases rapidly in
comparison to that through the first story wall, This is primarily due to attenuation of the first story contribution by the
floor slab. The functional e•pressiou for ground contribution
through basement walls is similar to that for the contrihutton
of first story walls to a basement detector, except that no
barrier factor appears for the floor slab. The total ground
contribution is the sin of that the contributions through the

first story walls and the bassnent walls. !:)a=ple 5.3 illus,trates the case of the partially exposed basement wall..
5 5.4

STORY BMY.O

T

D -T1CTOR

Uhen a detictc- is located on an upper floor of a rulti-storied

building, the grotund contribution through the walls of the story
below the detector must be considered.

This is especially true

if the floors are thin or if! the walls of

3story contain a

high percentage of apertures.
The functional expression for tbiL case is ilIistrated in !xaXple

54. 'Tote that all non-wall-scattered radiation in ground direct
radiation as it originates Ielow the detector pla-ne. Again there

5-6

are two separate barrier factors; one for the excerior wall,
Be(Xe,H) and a second for the floor beneath the detector, Bf(Xf).
The floor barrier factor is obtained from Bf(Xf), Chart 1, with
Xf as the only parameter.

------------------------------------ ------------------

MMUIM 5.3

• a.
121

\

---- '

/

•D

Plane

Fiure

5.3

Structure shown in Figure 5.3

Given:

Detector is

centra2Jy located in the basemt

100 reet

l!ngth

50 feet

"lidth

!lass Thickresse.,::

"70 psf (first

-

story)

100 psf (bs-%u-nt)

"-"

I00 psf

-root
'

L

e-,• -J/L r -r;' !L

41

50

100

23

.50

wt

50

100

11

- 50

50

100

3

.50

,

3

'

.rO
4

tqhar!

5

!a rt,

5

•3.

.0.
5-7

.T

'

.00
.

.91

.10

x0?9

Eample 5 3 (Con~tinued)
Ground Contribution! The corttribution through the basemient walls and
the first story- walls must be determined separately, then combined
for the total ground contribution.
Basement walls:

7)

psf) = 0.73 (Ciia't

SWO(X*) -SV(l0O

8)

E(e) = 7'(.5) = 1.34 (Chwat

le(7-eH) = Be(lOO Psf,3') = .095
Cg

[ (.069

.0o9)().73) + (.28 - .iO)(.73)(1.34)1(.095)

-

017T

First Story !.,-alls:

Cg a~w~i)
f~a~~)

~14>X)]

G5 k)

=
f,#•(SOp
3'

Be(:.e,lI)

H)B (Xi)

(Chart 7)

"(COpsr)
.69

s•(xe) = s

(Chart 2)

.15

(ji(x,,,) curve, Chard- 1)

BO'-0?sf) =.04

%~('')

Sw(xe)EDCe)jBe(
'

(.39- .2(.69).(1.3)] (.15)(.o4)= .o64

S [(.o6 -. 069)(l-.6)9)
Total ground contribution

0183
0

Oo6(Z + .0177

Roof Contribution:

7

"..o

: =JOO

= 1o
u

pf - 1

6o0 160psf

)

Co(.47, 16P s)

-

'Cg -

0183

1
.5-8

-

.01

"=.47
*4

UO

-of

.0
.2!

5

,5r8

EAMLE 5.4

10'

7'
Detector
Plane

D'

Sixth

Story)

101

Figure 5.4
Given:

Stricture shown in Figure 5.4
Detect.or is centrally located on the sixth stor:,
Length - 100'
Width - 75'
Mass thickness:

Xe = 80 pat all stories
V,

- 60 psf

-60 p

XOXr + X;

150 psf

Xr a 90 paf

liy=,
w'

75' 100' 17'

&L
t~h-art
3 Mart
Ch

5

5 Ch

.75

.34

6

..

.072

7'

.75

.L4

,..1

,-5

.045

wL 751 100' 31

,75

.Oi

.93;

.08

---

100' 13'

.75

.2.

.73

.----

U

wu 75' 100'

S75'

5-9

.04
.32

-rt

S.w(Xe)

=sw(80pef)/

E(e)

E(.75')'

=

.69
=

1.-40

(Chart

7)

(Chart

8)

Ground Contri'ution:
at Sixth BtorY
C,

E1,(wL,Hd) + Ga(wU)] [1-Sw,(Xefj+ [Gs(wu,)

+

Gs(w,)]S J(Xe)E(eo)JBe(XeDRH)

Be(Xe
69 H) = Be(Sopsf, 53') = 0065

(Chart

2)

(.065)= .0170M

Cg [(.04 + .045)(1,.69) + (.165 +.08)(.69)(1-4)]

b. ?'ifth story. Note that all non-wall-scattered radiation is
ground direct radiation.

Cg,

d(('L,1Afd)I1_Sw(Xe )l, jGS(41Lj)

[GG'iVj

Be (x
5 11) =DeC 30Psfy 53')
Bf(Yf
C,

GS3(w9]SW(XS)E(e)J

(Chazý

=.065

Bf(60pef) = .062 (Case 1, Chart

All nxi-wa.U-scattýý;red radiation in sky-

ejB ,',

[1-k(Xj) +

Be(Xe,H) =Be(00psf,, 59)
B;(v"

= 00105

-on.

Ga(wuu)

r[aw)
C

= B(&0psf)

=

h

.06

(Chart

00003

W0038 - *0164

P~oof ContriL, licln:

15Ps~pf

4~.6e
Co

C0 (W"a,~ 0 ) - o.8
&I

2)

+ (.29_-.15)(.69)(1.4)](6)(4)-.03

Total Ground Contribution:

.100L0154

)BIXI

B,(X') CurveChtrt1il

005"C5

[(.072-.045)(l1.69)

.
2,01'(04-

2)

1)

[(.32 .- 04)(1-.69) + (.26-.O02)(.69)(1.4J(.069)(062)
-. Seventh story.
sh~ne radiat

1g

-

C
19

*cXQVý

5-10

+

l5Opsf) -. 0_2L6_
.0184

___o2

5 .6

7

5 .6.1

E

P_-1TITIO273
M~R~2
CT ON GROUND CONTRIBUTIONS

The presence of an interior partition may have considerable influence on the reduction factor, depending on its mass thickness
and extent. ;71ile the presence of such a partition wi1ll affect
both the geometry ant •he barrier reduction factors, only the
barrier effec'3 are considered. The difference in geometry effects
between parallel (to the exterior wall) and perpendictlar partitions Is ignored partly due to the uncertainty of these effects
and partly because of the complications they -wuld Litroduce into
the calculations.
Am interior partition barrier rediiction factor,
Bi(X ,3') is applied to radiation which passes through the interior
partition. The path of radiation within a structure is represent-ed by straight lines drawn from the exterior walls to the detector.
The procedure is to work the problem as if the interior partitlodid not e-ist, then apply the barrier reduction factor obtained
from chart 2 for a height of three feet. Three foot hiight is

alimays used because. the height above the contaminated pla'e was
con-:ideiredin determining the basic exterior wall barrier factor.
!hen more than one partition exists between the detector and the

source, the mass thicknesses are added and a single interi.or
partition barrier factor is determined. Thus the barrier reduction factor for three successive 25

Bi(75Psfs,3t) •
5.6.2

1TFSCT Oil ROOF CO,

psf

partitions would be

IBtTIOII

As stated in the paragraph 5.6.1, radiation which passes throilgh
an interior partition will be attenuated by that partition. The

principle problem ith roof contribution is not in finding the
narrier reduction factor '-,ut in determining what portion of the
roof contribution is affected by this part ition. Figure 5 .5
illustrates the ideal case of a core shelter, or a box within c
box. The only radiatTInn from the roof affected b;- I he partition
is that which originates outaide the core, on the peripheral
roof area. The core roof contribution and the peripheral roof
contribution must be determided separately and the interior
partition barrier reluction factor applied oral. to the peripheral

contribution.

If C0 (wiX 0 ) is the roof cortri:

4ioi

fron the

total roof area, ignoring the interior partiiu2, and C,
is the roof contyrib-tio;
fron 'he core r-of only; ther the
is the peripheral rof corn ri,,)
- C(j,),
difference, C(
butio!. before apjication of the partitio,,n barrier r&'-ct on
fact.or. The total roof contribution is:

Co C- ( u , o0 0
0
Coru Cont ribution

L:

-

1 ,)-C(.~:

0

]ij:

i( :A.(
i)

Peripheral Cont ri-uw>ion
5-11

The interior partition barrier reduction factor for roof contri-

bution, B?(Xk) is obtained from a separate curve, Chart I.B'(X,.)
(refer to paragraph4 .2.7).
This factor is different from the
onn used for interior partitions for ground contribution,
Bi(Xi,?), and the two must -not be interchanged. There are three
iffportant considerations in differencing roof contributions:
1.

The terms being differenced must be functions of the

-m__e

value of X0 .
2.

3.

The solid angle fractions .must be functions of the same 7,
distance.
•ach -value selected frin chart 4 is representative of the
roof contribution fria a circular or rectangular area
SMTI'PICAI about the detector.

These three conditions must always b
roof contributions.

. tisfied when differencing

tawiple 5.6 iflu,.t:-ates another use of ti e differencirng technique
",or roof ccr.ribation.

----------------------------------------------------MUM~T 5.5

/-

A

73 "7

©

1

20'

I

3'1_

i

Sect ion

Plan
Fijure

"given: .3tz,.ture nho-:

:'ass

201

5.5

in Fir•re 5.5

Thicknesses:

,

lOOpsf

5-12

X..-

40 p-:

X0 -

3 psf

Ground Contribution: This is the same structure used in Ebcmple 5.1
with the addition of a 40 psf interior partition. The only chaige
in the ground contribution is the inclusion of n barrier reduction
factor Bi(Xi,3') for the interior partitirc-.
Cg=

G'Be 1,Bi(Xi,3')

GgBe = .038 (,,-mple 5.1)
Bi(Y±,3') = Bi(4Opsf,3') = .38

C&=
.038 x .38
0

=

(Chart

2)

.01A,

Roof Contribution: It is necessary to distinquish between the core
roof contribution and the peripheral roof contribution,as only the
latter is influenced by the interior ,artition.
This is done by
differencing the roof contribution as discussed in paragraph 5.6.2.

CO = CO (W~,

+

[CON~ .xO)

-

C0 (w-Yx0 )]I B (X1)
W

Co

w

L

Z

e-=WL

rr2Z/L

wu

60

80

7'

.7,

.18

.81

80

.035

wt

20 30

7'

.67

.47

.54

80

.030

Chart 1, B•(Xi)

Cure

Chart

a

Chart

4

U

B,(Xi) = Bi(4Opsf) = .26
Co

.030 + 1.035 - .030J .26

Rf= C0 + Cg = .031+
Pf=l=

---------

-

--

1

Rf
----

=

.031

.0145= .0455
-22

.0455
----- --- -- -- -- -- -- -- ----

5,7 AZIMUTHAL SECTaRS
The buildirýs rliscussed ii the proceeding paragraphs have been
block houses with only one type of wall construction. As few real
buildings fall into this category, the radiation arriving at a detector from two different directions may have passed through barriers
of auite a different nature. Further, all detector positions will
not be the center of a rectangular area and thus geometry factors
may var7 from wall %;o wall within a building. It, therefore, is
usually necessary to separately analyze the different sectors of an
actual building. T7is is done by using -.zimuthal sectors.
Consider a detector location in the middle of a block house. If
it is assumed the ground contribution through each degree of azimuth
about the detector is equal, then the ground contribution through any
given wall ;wl] be directly proportionUl to the plane angle subtended by that waLl at the detector. The portion of a circle represented by that angle is the azimuthal sector of that wall. 2xpressed as
an equation:
A_ m The plane Zle
subtended

360'

The use of azimuthal sectors is discussed in paragraphs 5.1 and

5 .10, and is illustrated in
5.

7

5 ."-1

"Eamnples
5.9 through 5.11.

DO:."SAIMD DOO?:ALYS

!J:,L

The contribution through windoms and doorways may be a large

fraction of the total ground contribution.

The contributions

through these apertures must be detervdned, and the contribution

through the adjacent solid walls must be adjusted to reflect the
presence of the apertures. This is done by considering two
separate buildings, each with the samie size and shape as the
actual building, bmt one with solid wall construction throughout
and the other composed entirely of glass. The ground contributior from the analysis of these two buiidings is weighteu 1by the
actiual arount of anerture and solid wall present. The location
of the aperture is -ýIso considered, as this deteniLtn.s the nature
and vgnitude of the radiation which reaches the detector. A
detcctor locrite-T above the sill of an aperiure will receiva both
ground eirect &nd s:kshine radiation through that &perture while
a detector at. or below sill level will receive only •hine
radiation through the aperture. For convetience, apert-' es are
nor..all- consieIed to have a nass thicilness of zero.

5-1-4

MU4WIE 5.6

.^~~~ ~~... . ...

.7...

•,

/0/2

:'igure 5.6b

Figure 5.6a
Given:

Underground Arch shown in Figure 5.6a
Length = 40 ft
I-lss Thickness:

U = l2Opsf
70 = tjU = 1.0 x 120 = 120psfZ
11 =t 2 U = 1.5 x 120 = lCOpsf
"
t 3 U = 2.5 x 120 = 30Opsf
0

Using these values of mass thickness,the arch is equated
idealized flat roofed structure as shoin in Figure 5 .6b.

to an

i•of Contribution:

For clarity, the roof contribution is determined
in three steps. CO corresponds to the roof contribution through
mass thickness Yo, C' to that through XJ and C0 through ,•.

L

4

Wpo
0
!,
Co

2ý2
--

Co f~'I• •

CoI-

Cof)o,.o-

n-2Z/L

40

10

.10

.50

.UI

40

10

.20

.50

.20

40

10

.30

.50

.30

C('J.,L•Opsf)~
-"

coo,:)

CO

e-1,L

C
0 (w'o,:)

C0 (.2o,1•opf)
"

-

Co(.11,OOpsf). Io3"t

oo

Co(.30,25Opsf) - Co(.'01SOpsf)
-. O•r9--.001
0
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Ebmnple 5.6 (Continued)
Total Roof Contribution: = .0035 + .0006 + .0ooo9 = .0042

As there is no ground contribution R = .0042

1

P==

L_238

Rf.

.0042

In this solution it is assumed no significant radiatLon enters the
structure from beyond w•. Exxnination of the magnitude of C" indicates
this is a reasonable asstiaption. Notice in each case of difyerencing
roof contributions,the mass thicknesses were the same for each term
and the Z distances the same for both solid ang!e fractions.
5.8.2

STORY OF TOE DETECTOR

In Figure 5.7, the detector is on an upper floor of a multistoried building with apertures. It is convenient to analyze a
wmall of this type in successive horizontal strips. In this way,
the ground contribuion through the solid strips below and above
the windows can be determined as previously discussed. The strip
containing the windows is analyzed first as a solid strip, then
as a continuous wi-indow. The former is weighbed by the decimal
fraction of solid wall within that strip, (1-Pa), and the latter
by the fraction of apertures, P. (when Pa is the perimeter ratio
of apertures). The functional equations for ground contribution
through this wall are:

5 .8.2.1

Solid W-ifl Bel.ow Windows
Cg =f GoC(L)

5.8.2.2

Solid

3(X)(e

[Gd r(ký,Hd) [lSw(IXe)1IBe(XefH)

W7al. Above T'indos

Cg =[Gs(u)-Gs(wa)]Sw(X0)E(e) + [Ga(wu)-Ga(wa)] [l-Sww(e)]}Be(XeH)
501E,2-3

Solid INalI Between .Indows

Cg
5 .8.2.-4

j

L[[Gs(6a)Sw(7eJTaw)[l(e)

e(.H)(-)

Total Solid Wall - By collecting rll terms for solid wall.
contributions, one functioval expression c&n be written:
Cg [[Gd'wL0'~id + Ga(wu)-P
(wa)] 1
]
G(uPGs.
S;p.) E(e)3 De(X'eH)

gjJ
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L+

4

5.8.2.5 Windows
0

Cg

{ý

~

1.0

Ga(Wa,)'L-ZV*3B.(OH)Pa

jrT

Cg= [G,(wd ] B.(o, H)Paý
In paragraph 5.8.2.5, note that the value of S. - 0 (for zero
mass thickness) causes the equation to reduce to the final
form wherein only skyshine is considered. The barrier reduction factor, B (OH), is not 1.0 except in the special
case of H = 3 feet.
This procedure is applicable for windows with sills and tops
at the same height spaced more or less evenly about the perimeter of the building. For isolated windows or for windows
with uneven spacing, the azimuthal sector of apertures, Aza,
should be substituted for Pa.
5.8.3

AT" C2.,q

STORIES

When considering adjacent stories the actual location of the
apertures is of less importance, and only the extent or percentage
of apertures is considered. This percentage, expressed as a
decimal fraction is defined as:
Ap = Area of Apertures
Area of Wrall-

in Fi.~ure .. 7, it is required to find the ground contribution
through the wall of the story below the detector. The analysis
is performed fir!st for a solid wall, then for a wall composed
completely of apertures, the results being weighted by the
appropriate value of (1-Ap) and Ap. The functional expressions
are:
5.-.3.1

Solid Wall

fBe(::,,H)Bf(:.:r) (1.";)
5.0%3.2

.-.indows
Cg

[GdCLH)-Gd(WLHli)1 De(O,.)3(if) ,p

AgPin the aperture term r-ont airn. olnon-wnll-sc;atterm!
radiation. The antlysis of a str-cture wi ' perlures is
il1ustrated in )~xnpie 5.7.
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D(•MPLE 5.7

7'

10'

401

Figure 5.7
Given:

Structure Show in Figur" 5.7
Width-- 75'
Length = 100'
Mass Thicknesses:

Xe = O0psf all stories
Xt

=6tf

:A = 5Opsr
'ýo -=150Psf
Apertures 3' wide by 4' high on 6' centers.
39 above floor.

Sill height

This is the 3sme structure used in Example 5.4 with the inclusion of
apertures. The "score box" with wa added is repeated here for conver.ence.

i Mmple 5.7 (Continued)
G

(U

W
w•

L

Z e-ITlL n=2ZZL
.34
751 100' 17' .75

Chart

q

Chart .

3 Cha!

Chart

.68

.29

.072

--

wu 751 100'

7'

.75

.14

.85

.165

.045

---

wL 75' 100'

3'

.75

.06

.93

.08

--

.04

W

75' 100' 13'

.75

.26

.73

.26

-

.32

Wa

75' 100'

.75

.08

.91

.105

4'

6

-

.029

Sw(Xe) = Sw(8OPsf) = .69

(Chart 7)

E(e) = E(.75) = 1.40

(Chart 8)

Ground Contribution:

a. Sixth ato__
Solid WJa1l Contribution

Cg [L

+

Be

G-(ee)-Pa( +

]

[hs~wL)

G? (w(

, H)=Be(•OPsf,;

3

')

+

x

(Chart

.065

P. for 3? window on 6' centers

Cg9 - [(.04 ý .045-.5

)(wLld)
S(Xe})

3/1

')

= .5

.029)(1-.69) + (.M

.165-.5 x .10r5'(.69)(1.4)] (.065)

Apotux CContribution
0g

2Pa~a( ~a)E e(00H)
f

C8-g

t ")

(0,53'0
,,

(.)(.C') (. 5

'

-

?Chart

W

Total Ground contribution, sixth stor y.0071
7
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+ .0135

•

)

1j'mple 5.7

1,continued)

b. Fifth qto,
Solid ':,all Contribution

Ap rea ofWindowa

x

Area of
[GgB.Bf3

.2

6Y1.
xa•6

.00105

(Dmnp

3.J

Cg =f.oi0o5 (1-.2) - .00084
Aperture Contribution
Cg

[Gd~wiHd)-Gd(WL.,Hd7] Ap Be(Opli) -3f(f)

BS(OH) - B,(053')
Bf(60paf)
Cg

.5

(Chart

.0062

(.32 -. 04)(.20)(.ý2)(.062)

Total fIfth Stor- contribution

_.0.

7

OOC84 -1 . 00173

.0026

Solid Wiall Contribution
Cg
[YgBTB3 (-~A,)
(%BBe

.00034

cg -(.00o29)'

-. ?)

('cw2mple :5.4)

.o

Aperture Contribution
C[Ga(Lw,)-<Gw)
u

B(o(,H)

Bl;(!::c)
Cg

'

Be(0j,H) B,(.,

Be(o, 53') - .5
Dc;(60psV)

.045

"o)12-,,045)(e2)(5
.) (045)

Total contributiona.80Yv

2)

h story*
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O007 + .00012

-

.00039

4

Example5 .7 (Continued)
d,

Total Ground Contribution =.0208 + .0026

Roof Contribution:
E mple 5.4.

+ .00039 = . 0238

There is no change in the roof contribution from
Co = .0056
Cg=.

SCO+

Pf =l

=

1

00 56+

.0238 ý .0294

3

Comparing this result w~th Bample 5.4, the effect of the windows is
to reduce the Pf from 42 to 34 or about 19%.
5.9 PASSAG1AYS AND SHAFTS
Contribution through a horizontal passageway or vertical shaft
can be calculated by the procedures discussed in these para graphs; however, this calculation is frequently complicated by one.
or more turns in the passageway between the opening and the shelter
area. When these turns exist, the contribution is first determined
at a point c on to the center lines of the first and second legs of
the passageway. For subsequent changes of direction, the solid angle
fractions are used directly as multiplierm since the directional
response in these cases is not well def.ined. Experimental results
indicate that the solicd angle fraction msbtended by a detector in the
second lciý of an L-shaped corridor should be reduced by a factor of
0.2 to account for ciZfusion of the radiation as it scatterd "ound
the first right angle turn. Ln subsequent turns the solid angle
fraction should be reduced by a factor of 0.5 knote tnat solid angle
"frac',iQ.. :'.5 is a solid angle fraction of a sphere).
-cnple 5e.Z
illuetrates this procedure for one right angle turn.

For the special

case of the ciecontaminated skylight the contribution at point 1 is
determined from Table 8.1b or can be computed from Chart 10 for a mass
thickness of zero.
5 .10 FICTITIU.S BUIIDflWS
5

M0.
MAL
The systams of analysis presented in t.is section are based on
deterdining the response cf a de ctor in a blockhouse symmetrical about the detector. For this reason, before the contrmbutian through avy section of a real buildirg can be determined,
that section =Lst be incorporated into the walls or roof of a
blockhouse sametrical about the detector, These blockhouses
are called fictitious buildings and are used extensively -'ith
this systsm of analysis. A fictitious building must:
5-21

Open Shaft

5'

-

51

5'

5,

Section

Plan

Figure 5.8
Given:

Detector location in a mine as snown ir Figure 5.8.
n:/L

.

•L

z

ir-f/L

W, 10

10

15

1.0

3.0

.06

10

10

10

1.0

2.0

.13

1.

W,

It is asmmatd the only radiation reaching point 2 comes through the
open shaft. The contribution throu&h the shaft opening is the sme
as that for a decontaminated skylight and may be obtained frm Table
8.1.

rtf2 - • ) , 2)..
Rfl - .0025
r

(Chart 10

for

- (.0025)(.13)(.2o) - 1f

1

- 15-500

5-22

.o00065

.06".)

a.

Have the awe type constructior as the real section being

analyzed.
b.

Be symmetrical about the detector.

c.

When superimposed over the actual building, coincide with
the walls or roof being analyzed.

A simple procedure can b, used to determine the size and shape
of the fictitious buildings needed to analyze any section of a
real building. If lines are drawn through the detector parallel
to the exterior walls (or limits of the roof area), the perpendicular distances from these lines to the walls are the half lengths
and half widths of the required fictitious buildings.
5.10.2

ROOF CO1TRI

IO••S

There are four complications in roof problemas which require the
use of fictitious buildings:
a.

The mass thickness varies in different pauts of the roof.

b.

The detector is uns~yetrically located.

c.

The roof symetry, is destroyed by inter.or partitions.

d.

Any combinaticn of the above.

Ecample 5.9 illustrates the use of fictitious buildSigs for roof
contributions. Notice that the contribution from each roof is
fotund by creating a fictitious roof which includes the actual
roof, subtracting a core contribution when appropriate, and then
taking a proportional part (either 1/;,1/2, or 3/4) of the result.

5 .10.3

GRO•N

COZ.PBTMIOIAI

The first step in detarmvining the g:ound contribution is to aecide which sectors must be analyzed sep&a.ely. ghen doinr
tnis, it Is advisable to ig.ore mLnor variations in mass thickness and ZAn7try. The separate sectors are then grouped so
those wi-h the sae aass thiciness and whicthay be included Li
one fictitious building, c€m be analyvzed at the same time. If
it is possible to include a wall as part of more thar cre fic-

titimas biilding, the wall should be ircluded in the ficti ýous
building with the highest eccentricity ratio, that is, nearest
to a .quare. 'b=Ple 5.9 illustrateo tUhe use oe f ititious
building.
>- 2,m

TXi 25Xe 60pf
"81

Lo4aO

40f
S/_

_

"=

• Azl

140

1

Plan

Section
Figure 5,9a

Giver:

Cff cent"e• detector location shox.*m in Fi
::ass Thickness:

e

5.9

Xe - &-.,n in Figure 5.9

x0 = 100 psf
Ground Covtrib.tion:
Figures 5.9b and 5.9cUlustrate the fictitious bhuldings required to
Cetoe'iz-e the grol'nO co;.-ribution. Azimuthal sector AZ 3 , has been
nc1 "ede .in bu
'.oA
. 2 to reduce the ninber of calcvlations.
Xe

401

O0 psf

1

81

40'
Plan

Section
Figure 5.9b
Fictitious auildini" No.

5-2A

I

)

Dcmnple 5.9 (Continued)
Fictitimua Bu-lldink No, 1
~
wu
(A~

Z

rW/

40 80 8'

50

.20

.73

40 80 3'

.50

.075

.80.25-

2ZLC rt.

Chart

5Chart

.26

=1.34

Be(.XOOH) = e6pf,3')

6

.065
43

Sw(X.) = 9.(60Opsf) =.63

FE~e)= E(.50)

5 Cart

.2i4

(Chart

7)

(Chart

8)

(Chart

2)

A1-2430/36'00 - .67

Cg =[f(zd&JLHd)

+ Ga(%A~)] [1-Sw,(Xe) + @8-(wL) +

Gl(oC"u)] SI(e)E(e)JBe(X63,H) Az

[G(~43 + -0065)(1.-.63) + (.3.25 + .20')(-63)(1.34)](.24)(.67) -.081

Xre
--

40 psf

-6

441.40'

ho

-ooo

0

Sect. on

Plan
Figure 5.9c
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cmpple• 5 .9 (Continued)
Fictitious Bul-iMAQ; No. 2:

w<•l

.- 2z/_

8, .67

.133

0.85

.165

.044

-

.05

.94

.072

--

.30

rTL, z
u 80 12M
wL

80 120 3'
(4)i -

.67

glft..3 cha

,40Puf) -... 53

E(e) - E(.67) - 1.38
Bo(X•,S)

-

BO

,,

-.3T

3'

Bi(k,3,) - Bi(25Pf*3')- .55
- 63o/350,

.18

-z.

5 Curt

(Chart

7)

(Chart

0)

(Chart

2)

(Chart

2)

5 -;hart...6

A23 - 53./360o w .15

In thin fictitious i
sectors A, and A, differ only by the
barisiwr factor Bi(25pef*3' ) Tiese t49 sector1r2as combined in the

functional expression:

Cg -[[Go-,(Qto.4~d)

4

G;a((U)] (1-SW(3I))

+ [Gg(c4L) + lr~u]V
[z3+

-f

O.+ .044)(1.53) + .072 + .16••(.53)

eE+

("I

As2 Bj(Xj#31)i
.(13))(.37)[.13 + (.18)(.551-.2a
109

Total Ground Contribution - .031 + .078

Roof Contribution: The roof plan of fictitious building No. 2 is
used to detenmine the roof contribution. The solid angle fractions
involved are shown in the figure also.

C - Co(w, 1,Xo) + r

o

Co

*(.739100
psf) -tdI'0(82100
0
a .02 "[.02 -. LoI] (.39)

,lf -

Pf

U

BI.(X)

OX
,]
0

par)

-COG

- .02

.02 .+.e109 .13

1/-13

"'LI o

8

'3,i.O

paf)

EP(psf\l

•7)

5 .10.4

%IAJ

SECTOR ANALYSIS

Uhen the azim.ithal mecror is amall, the detector can be considered at the center of a large fir itious cylinder. This allows
direct cmputation of the solia angle fractions as described in
paragraph3 .4.2. This .'rocedure is especially applicable for

isolated windows and doorways; bout may also be used for short
sements of -wall.

The.shape factor E for a circular building is

1.57.
bcmnple 5.10 illustrates this procedure.

511 MUTUAL SH.IING
5 .11.1

GMTE!,

When an adjacent structure limits the width of contaminated plane
on one side of a shelter, the amount of radiation incident on
that side will be reduced, wtth a corresponding reduction in the
contribution through that wall. Two adjacent structures tend to
mutually shield one another, hence the term '"mutual shielding";
although, "!1r.uited field of contarination" might be a more descriptive term.
When analyzing a stracture with mutual shielding it is necessary
to treat wall-scattered and non-wall-scatter components separately
and to make some simplify.Iasmsptions regarding the extent of
the contaminated plane.
5.11,2

WALL-SCATTEED CCUflONMT

sees a contaminated plane of finite width.
A mutually shielded ial
In &ae cases. such as an enclosed courtyard, the corvLinated
plane is w4i1 defined and the analysis may proceed directly;
however, in the majority of cases it is necessary to impose artificial limitations on the contaminated plane. This is done by
asiming the width of field equal to the actual width, Ii . The
length of field is taken as the length of the building pius twice
the width of field. This is shown in Figure 5.12.
This effect is considered for wall-scattered radiation by usin.g
a reduced barrier factor, B,., instead of the usual Be*. B
is
determined by finding the solid angle fraction, we, subtended by
the finite plane at the mid point of the wall under study. This
is shown in Figure 5.12. Note that we is a solid angle fractiom
at a point above the edge of a plane. For this reason the plane
must be doubled and the solid angle fraction 21w3 determined.
Then we W IS . With this solid angle fraction and the mass

"Tthicknee3 of the wall, Bw.(w ,Xe)
5.27

can be read frum Chart 9.

No

201

EU.WLE 5.10

Plan

Section
Figure 5.10

It is assumed the only radiation reaching the detector ij that coming

do-m the passageway from the opening beyond point 1.
W

L

Z

w2

5'

8'

10'1--

wu

R-220'

5'

760"

wL

H=2 '

3'

81.'W

*

0

ea

Cos

4
.15

n

'*

G_

_

.625 2.5

.053

--

-

.76

.06

.85

--

-

---------

-

A cylindrical fictitiout building is used to determine
cylindrical section w 1-cos 0
[Gd(wLHd) + Ga(4)] B.(oH) A

Be(e.H) w B 0(O0,3')

1.0
1

A. - 14i/360" - .039
l

Rf2

(.50 + .6)(10o)(.039) - .0
G
Rfl(w,,)(.2) -ý.o2)(.o53)(.2)

Rf

1

.00023

4300
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.oo003

.50

fl.

For a

other change is iequired it, finding the wall-scatterel componont.
Thus, the functional expression for wall-scattered radiation for
the shielded sector of the second stor7 wall in Figure 5.11 is:

cg(.dAlded) -[jG(wu) -.L

@(0)L] SW(Xe)E(e)B,.(W•sXe)

A,(shie.ded)

A new value of Bw must be cmputed for each story, as shown in
Figure 5.11a.

D
@

Figure 5,ila
Figure 5.11'b
Figure 5.11 Effect of Nutal Shielding
5.11.3 NON-WALL-SCATTED COMK)NENT
Figure 5.11b illustrates the effect of mutual shielding on non-wal]scattered radiation. This effect can be considered by the differencing technique discussed in paragraph 5.2. The non-wadj.-scattered
radiation originating beyond the shield and which thereby is not
received by the detector is subtracted from that originating from

an infinite field.

Thus G.Hd)- Gd(WtR) is'round direct

ccmponent~non-a1ll-scattered radiation. In the particular case of
Xamr~e 5.11, the detector story is shielded from all ground direct
radiation. For mutually shielded buildings, the full value of

Ga (W.) is used even though it appears that part. of skyshine is
blocked out by the adjacent buiilding. .7."his is done because the skyshine teinu includes other scattering contributions. Thus the
ceiling-shine contribution is not affected much by the mutual shield
and the scattering from the adjacent building increases as the Wc
disbance decreases.
Since the actual magnitu'ie of these various
scattering compon-nts is not known, the full value of r% is used.
The solid aagle fraction W" and
,should be computed based on
the shape and dimensfons o4 the buhding. The Z distance is detetmined by drawing a ra, frm the detector to the mutual shield.
The vertical d~stance b,'tween the interception of the ray with
the exterior wvll and tko de~ect•, is trhe required value of 7.

EXWple 5.11 illuistrates the effect of mutal shielding.
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Dcmple 5 .1 (Continued)
Cg '-[[Gd(wLHAdj) + Ga(W )][I-S.cx4] + [o.(WL) + GO(wu)] -sv(X*)E(e)J (0,)e
Be(Xe, H) - B (60pW,23') - .14

(Chart

2)

Azi - 287"/360" - .80
cg - (•.19 + .066)(1-.63) + (.135 + .27)(.63•.40)

(.14)(.80) - .051

shielded, For this tector the wall-seattoraa and
b. Third s
ncn-•'Iscattered .mponentq
are found sepamtely. For the non-wallscatterad component the fUl value of skyshineis used as explained in
pare-raph 5.11.3 Ilon-Wall-Scattered Component.
For the waLscattered cnponent, a reduced barrier reduction factor, B.(wXe),
is used which considers the size of the finite field.
Non-wafl-acatter 3d

Cg - [Ga(Wu)I
A

11-VrX4 B*(X,*H) Ay.2

X

- 73"/3600 as

20

(1-.63)(.14)(.20) - .00068

Cg - (.066)
Wall- scattered

Cg

-

[,(wL) + G(Wu)] Sv(Xe) R(.) I•(w

X,
9 )Az

,(wasX-)- Bw(.18#,60paf) - .0074

(cart

9)

Cg - (.135 + .27)(.62)(1.40)(.006) .2 a 00053
Total third story - .051 + .COOWS +.00053 -

.0522 or .052

c. Second storyo. unshielded
Lld

C.+d

GId'J#H) [IS (xe)] - [G.,(' LXBe(X 0p)Bf(*:-f )A-1

Be(.Y,*H) - B,(6Opr, 23') - .14

GB(W] S"X)(~

)

(Ch•art

BfCt Df (40W N - .U

Cg" -[(.60

-.

19) (1-.&I3) + (.36 -

1^t.i..

(.U) (.8)-

(*3')(63)
(1*40J(_14
'*

-;

2

-04

SBmple

d.

5.,l (Continued)

Second sto

selded

Non-WaUl-Scattem ed

-g .r"d(w,,Hd) - Gd(

LHd)][I-Sw(Xe)] Be(X.,H) Bf(Xf) A.2

S(.60 - •56)(l-.63)G1)(.fC.ll)(.2)

- .000015

Wafl Scattered

cg -[. •.l
- G (wL~jsw(')'(o) B w ssCXo)Bf

) Az2
(Chart.

B.(w,,x,) - Bw,(.27p60psf) - 0.017
(.36 - .- 35)(.63)(o•4)(0.o01)(.3)(.2)-

Cg

Total, second story = .0043

.2

.00007 -

+ .000045

9)

.0044

The effect of the mutual shield is seew by ccmparing the third story
groumd contribution through the shielded sector with and without the
shield.

With ,Shield

Without Shield

.0011

.013

Total grouni contribution-.0044

h
. 56

.052

+

Roof ContDbution:

Cgc
5 = .o56+ .02 - .rT6

f

13

l'r •.076

- -

-

- .02

C (w0,Xo) - C (.72,1COp)

C°

1

--

- -

- - - -

- - -

-

i
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CHAFFER 6
DETAILE
6.1

PROCIDURE - CMOMLE APPLICATIONS

NTRODUCTION

The type problems discussed in Chapter 5, although long in some
cases, were nevertheless variations on the basic block house and required little imagination in their analysis.
All1 structures do not fit so well into this pattern; the analyst
may be required to make approxdmations or assumptions before proceeding with the analysis. The purpose of this Chapter is to provide an aid ir -'Ang these approximations.
6.2

IViF cOCT.IrTIONS

6.. .1 7:mum
ATIONS T!"L sS TIICKfSS
L- many types of roof and floor construction the joists are closel•, spaced and thereby add significantly to the mass thickness of
the barrier. In msch cases the joists may be "smeared IT over the
total area. This is do-ne by finding the total weight of the
roof plus the joists and dividing by the area of the roof. A
similar procedure was used in ditermining the mass thickness for
holLow concrete blocks given in Table 4.2.
6 .r.2

SOP

ROFS
mrG

Roofs camposed of sloping components (gables, hip roofs, etc.)
cannot be analyzed as such but kiast be converted to an equivalent flat roof. This may be done by using the horizont a1 projection of the actual roof at an elevation equal to the cent,,r of
gravity of a vertical section thr,,gh the roof. The fallout is
then assUMed to be uniformrly distributec over the horizontal
projection.
6.2.5

Th1Jr L4R SHAID ROOFS

The existence of unevenly spaced partitions racy divide a roof
into irregular segments which cannot readily be inc&1ul& in a
fictitious shape. Further, many moderr buildings are !•.t rectangular in shape. In such situations it is necessary to appro:-imate thi roof shape by a circular or rectagular roof which can
then be analyzed. Figure 6.1 illustrates approximations. A
general rule to be followed in making such approximations is to
treat the largest sources of ontribution as accuratel'y as possible.

Lesser contributions,

as from perinheral roof areas, r:ay

then',be treated by app:-imafion with li11;te 'oss of accuracy.
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~6.2.4 IM!MI-MME
.L4hlti-level

ROOFS

roofs are analyzed as a see-ies of separate roof pro-

blems.
Each section of roof is considered. as part of a fictitiou/s
roof at that level and aralyzed as wich. Figure6 6.2 illistrates
this procedure for a two level roof.
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6 .2 . .

C 0 (w

C,

ulti-jovei Roof

3C OTfUU S B- RR..
...

.

Horizontally diseontinuoua barriers are analyzed using azimuthal
sectors as discussed in Chapter 5. When barriors are discor.tiL.uous in the ertical direction, this discontinuity may be consider'ed by using Noll.(l ang1e fractions ard the 'isic assmption that

all rsiatiový travels to the detector in a straight line from
the exterior contributing xurfkce.
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Figure 6.3 illustrates this procedure.
Xo- Mass thickness of uppermost roof only
XI- Combined mass thickness of both horizontal barriers

00

CUa C0( Ws, X') +
Figiure 6.3

-

CoWs,

Bi (Xi)

Vertically Discontinuous Barriers

All radiation originating within the limits of (w) is assemed to
pass through the .ntemediate horizontal barrier while all roof
contribution outside of wo passes through the interior partition.

6.3

COs
co

6.3.1

IRREMLAR SHAPES

Most irregularly ahaped structures may be analyzed using fictitious buii.dings and azimuthal sectors ew discussed in Chapter
5. Uflen a structure is of such a shape that it rjarnot be conveniently fitted into a fictitious build:ing its Ohape may be
approximated by a rectangalar or circulew structure, aimilar to
the method used fo* roofs in Figure 6.1.

6 .3.2

S'BACKS

,the analysis of a setback depends on its height relative to the
surrounding ground. A lw level setback should be analyzsd as if
it were a seui-infinite plane, due to the importance of the radiation originating beyond the setback.
At hig&,r levels this
ground radiation is of less importance and the setback can be
considered a finite contminated plane, that in, a mutual shielding problem.
However, the ground contribution must also b6 detornintd. Nlo fixed height can be given to distinguish betwiwm
a Khgh-level an' a low-level setback, this wIll depend on the
nature ;f the surrowuiding ground, the existance of other setbacks,

6-4

Sadjacent

!okoledge

buildings, and in general, familiarity and working
of the shelter analvyst with the analysis procedure.

6.3.3 CLEARED ARAS
Uhen fallout is deposited on the surface of a river, lake, or
other body of water, it sinks and its radiati.on is thus attenuated
by the barrier effect of the water. For this reason a body of
irater may be analyzed as a 6olenred area.
If a cleared area is smwe distance fram the structure it may be
considered by applying the factor illustrated in paragraph 7.10
to the ground contribution. A•ea" immediately adjacent to the
structure will have a more pronounced effect on the reduction
factor and may be snalyzed as the opposite of mutual shielding.
The geometry and barrier effects of such a case are illustrated
in Figure 6.4.
cleared area

41..1•

.g

41.

41.

**- * M I•- *1 *

Non-wall-scattered: Skyshine Ground Di..c

Wallscatere

IV
I igumre

C~~)s
6

.),

(%) 1Sw(X

Be(Xe,H)

- Gd (WL,Hd)[1-SW(Xe)]Be(Xe,H)

(t(XeP14)

-

rws:'L's,(ej' E('e)

Cleared Area

6.3.4 SWDPI:lR] GROTUTD
As sloping ground is a depa.rture from .[, 7.T'-2.2JD, it will have
aime effect on the reduction factor. Uhen the slope is gentle
and uniform this effect will be nmnal and can be ignored. '!en
tht slopN is non--uniform, dcnaoard, the graxnd tends tu shield
itself. In this case, 'he slope na1 be ignored or in extremc
cases treated as a setback (mm. pars 6 .3.2).
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A steep slope, upward away fzrL the detector, can have a pronounced effect on the reduction factor, as ground direct radiation can now originate above the detector plane. Such a slope
can be analyzed by treating it as the plane of reference instead
of the horizontal plane. Figure 6.3 11-lustrates a procedure for
doing this. Notice that the relation between the detector and
the contaminated plane remains constant. The ground direct camponf#it can now be determined as a function of wI, wt and Hd.

C for this sector should
be ;mIltiplied by COS G since
ifallout density of the slope
is less than for flat ground.

Figu're 6.5

6.3.5

Sloping Conta:-nated Plane

GIOUIM ROUGIDMrSS

The effer' o! ground roughness is to place an additional barrier
batween thz -ebtectcr
and the radiating source. Unfortunately,
little axperime-.tai data is available on this effect; however,
by coupling available data with theory, a Judgment can be made
concerning its iniluencu on the reduction factor.
Table 6 .1 ib the result of this jud4ent, wherein grcund roughrgss is expresed in terms of an eouivalent height of air. This
fictitious height should be added to the value of H used in
determining the exterior wall ",arTier reduction factor. This
fictitious height is net. added to ld in the dotermination of Gd.
6.3.6

PARTICLE PIfL-UP

Particles of fallout which have ben deposited on turfed areas
do not tend to drift, and can be considered to r'main uniformiy
6-6

S

').I

~Table

ICTITtiOUS IUIGHIS FOM VnIIOUS MOMM ROUGMSMS CODITIaXS
Description

Fiictitious HeightL•(feet)

Smooth Plane
'Paved

SLa'Vi

0
0 - 5

Areas

0I

5 -

s
Gravelled areas

10

Ordinary Plotivd Field

20 -40

Deeply Plowed

40-

-

20

60

* To add to actval value of H for utie with wall-barrier curves,

Chart 2.
distributed over the area. Field experiments indicate that depositions on paved areas are not so stable. A building located
in a parking lot could be expected to have a "pile-up! of fallout particles on its windward side. To estimarte the imfluence
of this pile-up on a protection factor, it Is necessary to know
its relative source concentration. This concentration can be
related to the effective ':fetch':, F' of the paved area, that is
the distance to th. outer edge of the pavement from the wall of
the building.
The e.'fects of pile-up can be approydmated by the following
variation of the m.i. al shielding problem. Assue a finite contm-inated strip of !0 .'eet uide, (,r ). 11ake the normal calculations for mutual sIialding for this strip; however, multiply
the ground contribution by the ratio of fetch to contaminated
strip, F/c.
For detector positions above the third floor the effect of pileup vill `e =mall an- can safely >s ignored.
For a "casement detector position, the contribution frvr. pile-up
through the earth at!jacent to the basemen wall maoy be of interest.
This =ontriuItion can be approxirA ed b'.o the fc~lowi--4rg aressior.
(.-efr also Lo :igure 6.")i:
"g

-12W

1~)2~

2(~~'e.
___. _______-e.•

v6z
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z
U:Unit Weight of Soil

Figure 6.6

Particle Pile Up

auion only provides the contribution through the lip of
This es
the earth surrounding the structure; contribution through the

,aLls of the structure should Oe analyzed by the normal procedures.

)

•CHAPTER 7
3IMPLIFIED, APPROXIMATE PROCEDURES

The Detailed Procedure presented in the preceding chapters
is concise,
consistent with accura,.y; .owever, it is unwieldy and
too time consuming
for initial planning Fnd des gn purposes.
Several simplified approximate
procedures have been developeid which greatly reduces
the time required
for corzputations. Thes' procedures, however have varying
degrees of
Ptaccuracy whenTt compared
with
the ci lculation.
S~Procedure,
derived
may become
by
the
necessary
to verify all or part of Detailed
"
calculations o, the final design by means of the Detailed
Proc.JdurL.
The following publicatiions are being used to illustrate
the
Simplified Approximate Procedure:
1. Shelter Design & Analysis. Voltume 2, TR-20 Equivalent
Building
Method.
2.

Protection Factor Estimator TM 64-1.

Example problems and methods of solution can be found
in each of the
publications.
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CflAP1• 8

a .1.1

s

gstutr

OJECTIMV

The objective of shielding modification in t provlde a desired
degree of protection at minima cost caenw.uate Aith shelter
requiruents. Maimz= une must be made ,f exsting structure
propertie& to &,hieve this goal. Alterative deaths and conatruct~hn,materials which provide groatert shielding &vatbe used
in new const.ruction. A worktng knowledge of the systers of
analysis and paisueters of shie*4ing is essential. Familiarity
with building constrection and design is also necessa7.7. Thbs
Chapter reviews the pamaters of shielding and aplies the results to suple shieldLig modfilcation stuations.

9 .1.2

TER

The theory behind effective shielding modification is the vetem
of shielding analysis presented in Chapter 6.
Ths9 qstm is
analysed in detail to provide a qualitative eeimate ef the
effectiveness of the various paraneters of shielding i .,educing
radiation received. Nes of varying these paremeters in eisting or planned ccn-.ruaction are dia-usad and a general r~1ification procedure is developed. This procedure is applied to wple situations and Possible solutions for thc ie particular eszmples
are illustrated.

8 .2

OVERBW

8 .2.1
8 .2.1.1

~

Ulc

WMCTIOJ BY DOWrAXMDATIct

Table

S1~shine Contribution through Decontaminated Roofs

U8.1

Table

8.1a

Skyshine Contribution Through Decontaminated roofs
Overhead Mass Thickness
xo, psf

Skyshine Factor *
Use 'able

0

g.lb

0.10

25

0.08

50

100

CA01

200

0.01

- To be applied as a correction factor to values obtained from
Chart
4

Table 8,,lb
Skyshine Contriout-t or
Decontaninated Roof of Zero Mass Thickness
Solid hngle
Fraction

solid Angle
Fraction

Skyshine
Contributi.on

Skyshine
Contribution

0.02

0.00-08

0.20

o.O0,98

0.0h

0.0016

O.hO

0.019

0.06

0.U1025

0.60

0.030

0.u8

0.10,38

0.80

O.01

0. 10

0.00.12

.Ou.
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0

Caoplete decontuiination can provide extreme reduction in
the overhead contribution by eliminating the direct radiation
and the skyshine originating frao the contauination on the
roof. The approximate results of complete decontasination
of the roof area mq be determined by comparing the sk•wshine
component with the total overhead contribution. Table E.l
lists the fractional portion of the overhead contribution
determined from chart 4 represented by the
yashine component. For iJxnplse when Xo - 100 pafD shyshine is 4% of the
total overhead contribution. A decontaminated roof with
Xo - 100 and
-o
- .40(C(ow ,Xo) - 016) would have a contribution - .04 x .016 = e000*.
It sould be noted that skyshine is a larger portior of the con'.ribution for a lighter
roof, and that the skyshine originating fram the radiation
on the roof itself is an increasing portion of the whole with
larger and higher roofs. Thus, complete decontamination can
provide L large reduction in the overhead contribution.
8.2.1.2

Decontamination Methods
The principle remote operated systems which may be employed
for roof decontamination are:
a.

Roof Wabhdocn System - •n principle, this system covers
the roof with a rapidly moving film of water to loosen,
propel, dissolve, or suspend the fallout. A closed
system requi.red water distribution, collection, storage,
settling, filtration, and pumping. A "once-through"
system requires ater supply, pumping, collection, and
disposal. The effectiveness of the system is principally
dependent on the water flow and coverage, and the slope
and composition of the roof surface. Washing effectiveness test results for varioua roof surfaced and slopes
are illustrated in Table 8.2 (froa Reference 1. RADIOIGICAI
PROTECTIVL CONSMRUCTION, USNRDL, 467, 1962).
Table 8.2 - Influence of Roughness and
Slope on Roof Waahdokn Effectiveness

FRACTION REMA]2fl
Slope

P

Masonite

Ro0l Poofing

(1.8 gW/ft)

(2.7 gp/ftj

1:4

.004

.022

.083

1:12

.016

.048

.240

1:16

.01

.0o4

.535

1:25

.020

.360
8-3

Conposition Shingles

(2.7 g/ft)

No data

Surfaces such as tile, tar and gravel, and corrugated
roofs are not fully washed a&d thus
have a great3y
reduced waahdowm effectiveness. ILat roofs, roofs which
have a low wetability (smooth alumintu roof panels are
an exvnp.e), or any roof with a slope less than 1:4 are
poor for washing dewontemination.
Specific probleas of roof washdon aystaems occur with the
high contamination concentration. at the filter, need for
a dry pipe system for freezing climates; requirements for
special equipment, water supply, power, special distribution and return piping syates; freezing weather operation; and uncertainty of results.

8..2.1.3

b.

Roof Blowdown Systen - A roof air blowdown system, using
jets of air to prevent deposition of fallout is feasible,
although test results are not available. Advantages of
blc4down systems over waahing systems are due to avoidance of storage, filtration, and return piplig systems,
and the applic&ion of blowdown to flat roofs. Major
disadvantages are ineffectiveness in wet weather and
build-up of fallout adjacent the structiare in place of
the disposal or isolation obtained with the washdown
system.a

c.

Disposable Covrings - A disposable cover may be osed whtm
fallout occurs over a short time, disposal is only required for the fallout of one detonation and radiation
received in the shelter during collection of the fallout
on the cover and prior to its removal is acceptable.
Canvas or plastic covering widch may be rolled onto a
mechanically driven or gravity-actuated spool are types
of this method of decontamination. kajor problems are
the baee dispocal of the contaminated covering and
irregularities and projections above roof surfaces.
Discussion of Decontamination

Dec(xitaination requires reli&nce or, a comn•ex, ewpsive systeM To achieve an unIcnown result. Deconteminatiox is essential to some instances, such as on ships, manned exterior
facilities which must continue to operate, specific areas
within a structure which have an emergency function (suk h
the upper floors of a structure with micro-wave relqy facilitAes), and for ratiological recovery operations. Special
stractures ma have on-site equipment which in suited to deconL,&wiintion, such as stem gezerating plant, water treatment
plants, and various industrial plants with power, pmpitzg,
and water supply readily ivailable. Such structurte may

econanically employ decontamination as a means of shielding,
however for most rmlti-story structures housing shelters, decontamination is not the most econicamal or sure meane of

providing desired shielding results.
8.2.2

R•XXTI0

8 .2.2.1

BY GE(KTRI VARIATION

Influence of Gecmstr. on Roof Contribution
The overhead contribution is determined by the field of view
subtended by the contributing area (solid angle fraction) and
the mass the radiation must penetrate (X,9 and X1 -where appropriate). The overhead contribution varies with variation in
the solid angle fraction subtended by the contributing area,
however with increasing values of w, the change in CO becones
smaller. This effect may be noted inChart 4 , Reduction
Factors for Cmbined Shielding Effects. The overhead contribution is nearly proportional to the solid angle fraction
when the solid angle fraction is less than 0.1. This solid
angle fraction maq be visualized as a 20' x 20' core roof 23'
over the detector. Variation in C is much less than proportional to W when w is grmter tfan 0.2. The magnitude of
variation in overhead contribution with w is dependent on
mass for a greater than .2. This is due to the small pro-porLion of the total overhWad contribution provided by peripheral areas of heavy roofas, while similar areas of a light
roof will provide a higher proportion of the total overhead
contribution, E pJle 8 .1 illustrates the effect of variation
of solid &aglefraction on overhead contribution.

8 .2.2.2

GeometryaVriation Means
Although geometry is not the most critical parameter of overhead contribution, reduction obtained "by geometry variation
ma7 be significant in lowering the cost of modifications or
of incorporating a shelter in new structure design. P, inciple means of achieving gecmetry reduction are by:
a.

Locating the shelter in a compartmented area, thereby
reducing core roof dimensions; and, in effect, reducing
peripheral roof contribution by the barrier shielding of
interior partitions.

b.

Locating the shelter lower in the structure, increasing
the distance from the roof and gaining the barrier effect
of the additional intermediate floors.

c.

Locating the shelter &rea eccentrically within the ntructure, thereby increasing Lhe average distance to the peripheral roof areas.
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Example 8 .1

Parameter Variation Effect or. Overhead Contribution

X0,
Area*

Co

Xo

at 1O'

i00
165

135

165

200

.053
; .050

.021
.020

.0083
.0081

o0042
.0041

.0018
.0018

e
7600sf

0
O

1.00
.80

1.0
.29

.60

.15

.098

.045

.019

.0078

.oo4o

.0018

2200

.4O
.20

.092
.042

.064
.029

.034
.018

.017
.0093

.0070
.0047

.0037
.0027

.0017
.0012

580
180

.10
.07
.03
XO1
o005

.019
.013
.006
.0018
.0009

.013
.009
.004
:00141

.0090
.0061
.0028
.00095

.0050
.0036
.0016
.00052

.0026
.0018
.00080
.00028

.001L4
.ooo66
.0010 .00050
.00045 .00022
.00016
--

.0006

.o00046 .00027 .00021

.13

12

--

--

76

L8
20
9
6

, Area of a square subtended by the solid angle on a plane 10ft. over
.6
c
the detector.

II

I

II

i

Xo

65psf

-

II

X
set CO

Xi

i4(Xi)

o0

WC

.

.2

-07

0-

]

.o

.oA5

.o45

•o45

.o045

.50
.37

.0:
.045

.04o0
.038

.032
.028

.027
.022

.045
.026
.020

.o5

20
3C
40
5o

.26
.19
0

.045

.037
.036
.034

.025
.023
.0IP

.ol
.016
.009

x016
.013
.106

.012

.045

.045

8
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.022
.017

.00k,
0
o

These measures may be taken in selection of an area for modification or in locating a e.elter area in proposed new construction. Examples '3.2. 8.3, .and 8.4 illustrate situations
in which these measures mzW be used to reduce overhead contribution.

REDUCTION BY MASS VARIATION

8 .2.3
8 .2.3.1

Influence of Mass on Roof Contr.-bution

Variation in overlead contribution due to rmss is roughly
approximated by case 1, Chart 1 for values uf mass gi'ater
1 is almos+ linear or the
than 25 psf. As Case !, Chart
srzi-log plot, the correlation indicates that a fractional
change in CO due to a specific additional mass would be the
same through the full range of CO values. This effect is
illustrated in Example 8.1, where an increase of 30 to 35 psf
causes a reduction of about 50% in Co.
Varying interior partition mass also has a direct effect on
the radiation passing through these partitions.
Since Chart J.1
Chart 11 expresses this relationship.
closely parallels Case 1, Chart 1 it would be expectea that
the fractional change in CO would be similar for mass added
to an interior partition and for the same psf incremental
increase in overhead mass. Example 8 .1 also shows t!ie influence of interior partitions. An imp -tant feature however,
is that interior partitions only affect peripheral contributions, which are normally very snall in relation to the core
area contribution.
8 .2.3.2

Means of Vrin

s for Overhead Contribution

The choice of location of a shelter a&ea within an exist Lng
building can take advantage of existing mass within the buildIntervening
ing to provide & low overhead contribution.
floors between the shelter and the contanitated roof are the
most econamical additional mass to reduce the overhead conLicreaaed distance below the roof has the additrioution.
tional geometry effect of reducing the solid angle fraction
subtended by the contributing area.
A shelter area in a highly campartmen.ed area of a building
makes use of the existing mass of partitiont to reduce ovmrhead cont-lbution.
The shelter area may itself be compartmented extending through several distinct areas wich require
separate calculation of protection factor. Partitions which
are continuous on adjacent stories and extend to the roof are
howevvr,
most effective in providing canpartmentalization;
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Example

Compartmented Location Effect on Overhead Contribution

8.2
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Lower Floor Location Effect on Overhead Contribution

Example 8.3
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Example 8 .l

Eccentric Location Effect on Overhead Contribution
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the
discontinuous partitions, located on stories betw
shelter area and roof, will reduce overhead contribation even
though they are not on the story of the detector. The effect
of ccmpartmentaaization is reduced with greater total overhead mass thickness, as collimation by this mass caiuses a
greater portion of the roof contribttion to come from the
roof area directly over the detector. This effect is shown
in X•cnple 8.1 as a oemnetr7 factor.
Additional mass for the reduction of overhead contribution

may be provided in modification or new design by selection
of a low-story shelter area and by the selection of the
heaviest alternativea of possible floor and roof construction.
Provision of heavy interior partitions for reduction of overhead contributicn is mwarranted as most of this radiation
usually originates from the core area and would not be reduced0 This is particularly true in a shelter area with
sufficient oavarhead mass to provide a high protection factor
(Pf - 100). Mmaple 8.5 shown various Means of providing
added mass for hasty, temporary: or permanent employment within the structur . Note that floor strengthi, structure usage,
or need for placing mass under emergency conditions can
severely restrict the addition of mass to edisting floor or
roof systems.

8 .2.4

DISCUSSICO

OF OEAS OF R_)UCiIN (

EAD CONTzIBUTI M

The most economical means of reducing any cmtribution is

by

careful selection of the shelter area location within the structure.
Reduction of overhead contribution must be a part of the whole
problem of providing a desired degree of protection, and thus
must be considered in conjunction with ground contribution. 3SJection of shelter location for emple, directly inufluences both
overhead and ground contribution. Using a lower floor location
to Achieve greater overhead mass, increases the ground contributlon. The si ngle notable exception is adoption zf a 74aement
location in which all contributions are reduced. Reduction of
height by a story does not increase ground contribution by an
large a fraction as that by which the overhead contribution (reference Chart 4 ) is reducedl however, the actual increase in
ground contribution may be larger than the dacreass in overhead
contribution., due to different magntude of the tw contributions*.
Since geoe1 1y has little effect on a ihelter area which is to
have a high protection factor, the desired reduction Ln contribution %di2lnormall•y be obtained by the addition of mass. While
decont•ination car, greatly reduce overhead contribution, mai3s irn
place provides positive measurable protection.
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Examiipe 8 .5 Addition of miass to Reduce Ovarhead Contribution
GIVEN :Unmiodified structure below:

Modifications

a..

Elevation

A

i

ll

8

ill

b,
helter
Area-

-

Plan
REFERENCE

REQUIREMEi

&~amnple 8 .2
Present core roof contribution
5f
.095
Present Xd= 0psf

011011

: Reduce cle roof contribution to

SOLUTION :1.

0

Determine Ldditional mass thicknc zs required:

CO)M(

=.095,.Xof?) -.005

Additional mass required
?.

Location for the

x0 - 98Psf
-

98

-

50

(Chart

b)

-

ditional mass: ..

a. 25psf' on both roof and second floor, usin4,: bulk
materialF minixEulm slab loadin, some reduction
Pi peripheral roof contribution.
b. 50psf supported iniiediately o':er shelter area.
maximiuri bonus reduction in peripheral roof and
adjacent story contribution.
c. 5Dpsf on second floor: maximum bonuireduction
in contribution without a ss:parate sunportir,

frame.

adjacntstor
contribtion.
7
d. 5Opsf
on cbrt roof:
no bonus reduction
in conrir us.
ive of
tribution ut least disonpt pueild

frame.

L.boofec

-II
Slab o

ai

n

In general, it is xore economical in tVe modification of edat.ing structures to reduce the ground cort-ibution and not add mass
to reduce overhead contribution. The overhead contribution should
be accepted if it is sufficiently small that the dedired protection !tctor mky be achievred by reduciag ground contribution*. D
,wn above ground situations, a lower floor location, which has
( higher umixdified protection factor than does a similar locition
on a higher floor, will be more economical to wdify as mass will
not have to be added on horizontal planes.
There are no rules which pressit the most
modifying structLres. Economy in modification is obtained by
skill in fallout analysis ond in the chen desip field.
laidelines mev be established and illustrations made, homvev
each
application will dipend upon the ability ef the shelter desigier.

8.3 GWN

COO'

tT

8.3.1 RMUCTION BY GM
8.3..11

Influence of

"O
VA.RIATICt
emstEE on Ground Contribution

The ground contribution is determined by the location of the
detector with respect to the contaminatad field, the size of
the contmiknated field, and tna mcmnt and location of naes
trough which the radiation mist pass. Height, orientation,
and mount of ma& are peraeters of barrier reduction factors. The dimensions of the structure and limits of a limited strip of radiation are essetially Seaetry factors.
The imount of ground contribution that is iceivd from an
infinite field of radi tion is depandemt oan the diseamlone
and orientation of the contributing exterior a-rfaces. In
vertleal section5 the principle limits for contributing •--faces are the floors of a hLIding. Thus the radiation received through the eterior wall of tLi. story of the detector
is considered separately td is uxuall of such greater magnitude than the radiation received from the exterior valls of
the adjacent stories above and below that of the detecto:.
The locatipn of the floors then, detezuine the geometry affects
cn the
wm't Qf radiation recaived.
The effect of gemotry on the non-imli scattored components
of the radiation received wq be ri3,4lIsed from Figure 3.2,
the polar plot of nmi-•£wl scattered radiation received in an
unshielded situation. Note that the bulk of the radiation is
received from close to the horisontal. As an Illustration of
this effect, the pound direct directioval raseons-%is .42 to
* 3' high detector centered on the grvwd floor of a 48' x 48'

buildigo If the structure were 24' x 24' instead, or if
the detector height -e 6' in the original situation, Gd
would be .58, an oa
.aae of one-third in d. Chart 6

show that Gd changea moot Wisdly when the non-eontributing
portion of the field of vriw (represnted by the solid angle

f-ction) is very large (w greater ,an .960).
Sky•hine
variee in a sluimx' maner, heavily weighted at the horisontal,
howevr ite change with w in not as pronounced as is the change
Wall-scattered raiiation is essential.1y proportinal to the
mount of tha field of view subtended by the cntributirsg
sureace. The detector receives wall-scatt,%Wt
radiation of
almost unifotm intwnsity over the entire contributing nurface. The shape factor, E, provides a correction for collimation by the wll,, and solid angle fracti(n weigbto adjacent
wall are. more h-avily than an area at an acute angle from a
nornal o the mall frm the detector. Fxuple '3.6
aMines
variat-'c in Gd, Gal, and Go due to geouetry variation. As
illuxtrv.ted in this exWMple, the principle ,ffect of geometry
v, 4xiatton is upon Gd. Walls of sufficient ,• ",s thickness to
proide a sheltered area reduce the importance of (d in that
the fraction of emergot radiation which has not been wallscattered (l-8w) is uaall. The most direct geoetry factor
is detector height above the floor. "ariation in this value
is critical in compearion to the bu-lding dimensions. ThWs
can be vimslised in the comptation of n - 2z/L, in which
slight changee in
are of much more qignificance than slight
variations in L.
Another geometzy factor in the detsmination of the ground
cnntribution is the size of the contribut•ag area. Nutual
shielding, decontamination, and bWilding setbacks are uituations in which the radiation i1 not received from an infinite
field, Proounced variation
•n
Aount of radiation received
occurs in such situations. Theee offect3 axe illustrated in
almaples ir Chapter 6, Detailed Procedure - Ccmplex Applications. Limited contminated area situations are so varied
that. only a few generalizatione are feasible. Mutual shielding usually oausee ita greatest reduction in ground contrlbution on stories above the grmuid vtory bu• belov the ele.vati,. of adjacent rsofs. Decr-teaw.atior.. for gynm! contribution reduction is not generally practical for ahalter situ&tins
for reasn similar to those discussed for rvof deo"on-

tam.nation.

Other limited contaminated area situations require

.uidividual analyeis to detauine their ru1a;rie iz~prtance.
SW *Ming iodlificaticxi are Seneraly concerned wit 1 . acih
situations whan a high protocti!n factor is esught, leaki are
choce, or a detailed cmprehenaive solution is reqiired,
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8.6

Influence of Geometry upon Directional Response
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limiting, angles
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8.3.1.2

Geometry Variation Means
Selection of the shelter area location within tho existing
structure is the principle means of securing maxiimm gecmetry
reduction in a structure. Greatest reduction is generally
obtained with a basenent shelter location. Location selection
should take full advantage of any mutual shielding afxforded
by nearby or adjacent structures. In same situations, mutual
shieldirAg alone may afford such reduction in contribution over
that which the same area wuld receive if there were no
shielding, that no modifications are required. Greatest geometry reduction on non-basument stories is obtained with a
central location within this building, a detoctor close to the
floor, and maximum neight above contaminated plane (note the
change of Gd with height on Chart 6).
Shelter usage
Showever, normally dictates the selection of height of the
representative detector location, and roof contribution limits
maximum height above ccmtaminated plane.

8.3.2

RFDUCTION BY MASS VARIATION

8.3.2.1

Influence of Mass on Ground Contribution

Mass is the most critical factor determining th6 magnitude of
ground contribution. The location of mass determines the
parameters of the gecmetry factors. The orientation of the
mass with respect to the detector and to the contaminated
area determines its own effectiveness, as may be noted in
Charts 1 and
2.
Variation in the amount of mass between
the detector and the contamination results in exponeitial
variation in the contribution received from that contamination.
A second parameter of the barrier reduction factor, height
above contaminated plane, accounts for reduction in radiation
due to the mass of air between the contamination and the
exterior wall. The barrier reduction factor is affected by
t.as height and the improved effectiveness of the wall barrier
due to the collimating of the radiation in passing through
thja air. The sum of these effects for an exterior wall are
given in Chart 2.
The effect of height and variation in the mass of exterior
walls, floors, and partitions upon ground contribution are
demonstrated in Emple 8.7.
The effects of mass variation
and geometry mar.ation should be ecupared by reference to both
Dxmplps 8.7 anu L .6.
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Example 8 .7

Influence of Mass on Gr6und Contribution
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8.3.2.2

Neans of Var.ing Mass
Adding mass to reduce ground contribution is generally the
most economical and ready moans of improving a shelter. Mass
is most effective iln stopping radiation when the incidence of
the radiation is not normal to its surface. The angle of
incidence is greatest for floors and thi mass in floors is
more effective than the mass in vertical barriers. Exterior
walls at heights greater than 3 feet have their effectiveness
increased due to collimation of the radiation in the air; and
thua the same mass per square foot is slightly more effective
in an exterior wall than in an interior partition.
The overwhelming bulk of ground contribution 5n an exposed
story is from the exterior wall on the story of the detector.
Mass thickness, in pounds per square foot of surface through
which the radiation must pass, is the principle parameter of
reduction of that radiation. Maxinm= reduction is obtained
from a given mount of mass by having that mass as close to
the detector ,9s possible, as this permits the greatest mass
per unit area. As an entire shelter area must uaually be
protected, the closest practical location for this mass is
the limits c f the sheltered area itself. Thus, most econamical reduction in ground contribution is gcnerally obtained
by adding interior partitions at the limits of the shelter
area. Ecmeptions to this usually occur in the correction of
leaks, each of which is an individual problem. Exmple 8.8
illustrates the computation of the aount of mass required to
obtain a given reduction in contribution and same of the ways
in which this increased mass may be added.
Large reductions due to mass nxy be achieved in the selection
of the shelter location within ar. existing or proposed structure. Aside from the basament, which is usually the best
shelter area, the least ground contribution is found on
upper storiee. Shelter arem should be located to take full
In new design,
advantage of interior coapartmentalization.
choices for wall, partition, and
the heaviest of alternate
floor construction should be used. High window ai#Us cause
all the ground direct radiation to pass through the walls,
resulting in a large difference in contributicn compared to
a low sill situation. In design and construction, low added
cost items such as filling masonry blocks with sand or mortar
may b-A eaployed.
Heavy additional partitions often may be added to existing
buildings without structural modifications by placing the
partition along column lines. Slab-on--gre situations simiIArly allow ready modification. The amount of mass and its
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icainple
GIVEN

8 .8

Addition of Mass to Reduce Grounj Contribution

Un7iodified structure bclow:
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1. Correct leak, the door, by reducing its contribution to that of the adjacent surface. This may be
done by providiný 40psf up to detector height.
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partitions
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_wit.sand

_

78J-i

11

.43

location are shelter analyst problems; economical provision
of this mass is dependent on the skl of the shelter designer
and is dependent on his ability as an architect or structural
designer.

3 .4

TYPE MODIFICATIONS

8 .94.1 CATBOWP?
It is convenient to divide types of modifications into three
categories: Hasty or Tenporary Modifications, permanent Modifi-

cations to Existing Buildings, and Shelter Inclusion in New Design.
These categroies dc not characterize the degree of protection
afforded by the use of a specific type modification, as an almost
unlimited degree of protection could be provided by the use of
any of the three types. Further, it would occasionally be
desirable to use a cabination of modification types to most
econcmically provide suitable shielding.
The categories of modification' can be characterized by:
a.

Use and Nature - Hasty or Temporar'

Modifications require

movement of mass (such as sandbagsj to provide shielling,
they are apt to by-pass building codes, they may prevent
normal use of the area, and they generally require storage
areas for materials. Permanent Modifications and New Dlesi.gn

provide in-place protection, they must meet building codes
(as may be amended for fallout shelters), and they usually
allow for a normal use of the area.

b.

Cost - Hasty or Tenporary Modifications usually provide the
laact expensive means of providing a given degree of pro-.
tection for a given building design. For a permanent shelter
it is more economical to include a shelter ir new design tndn
it is to modify the same existing structure to provide a
eimilar shelter. Hasty type modifications ahoud be considerad for any shelter as in many cases they will be feasible and
fully suitable for permanent plannirn.
An axaple would be
the use of sandbags to block basoment windows or areaways, zo
baffle entrances, or to shield ventilating aystem radiation
leaks.

The selection of the type modification to shield a shelter requires ecor.mlc arAaysis of possible means of )roviuing a given
shelter area a given degree of protection, Such w, analysis, and
other considerations of degree of risk, possible blast effects,
and effect of modif icaL one on snruct ire usage or worth, require
judgment bard onthe general knowlsdge and professional skill of
the &rchitect or structural engineer.
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8.4.2

HASTY OR T4PORARY MODIFICATIONS

8.@402..1

Philosoph of M!21ploynt
RAsty or temporary modifications are generally the most economical means of modifying an area to provide a given degree of
protection. The placeoment, or planned use of these type
modifications are suitable in the following situations:
a.

Permission cannot be Dbtained to make modifications of a
pezmAnent nature.

b.

Such modifications cannot be made within building codes
or by altering the use of the affected areas of the
building.

c.

A smail area must be shielded which cannot be blocked by
penmanent shielding, such as a door, window, areaway, or4
corridor.

d.

The structure owner considers that sufficient time will
be available after warning to place the shielding.

e.

The modifications are planned or emplaced after the declaration of a national emerguncy, ininent hostilities,
or an outbreak of war.

4% Military construction and use in a theatre of operations.
Hasty modifications should not be used if it is anticipated
that warning of attack and arrival of fallout will not allow
sufficient time for placing the shielding, that the anticipated occupants will be incapable of placing the shielding,
or that climate will prevent use of the hasty modifications
in

smO seasons.

Hasty or temporary modifications generally •ivolv readily transported heavy material with little structural strength. They
are most adaptible to placsmet on a slab-on-grade, over
column lines, or over foundations. Therefore, a large overhead contribution should be avoided to keep cost at a mini==.
As the large mass for the planned shielding must be stored and
mOVed into place when required, basement or ground floor shelter locations are desirable.
Posible uses of theee type modifications are limited only by
the imagination or professional ability of the shelter deaiger. Properly planned, such modification can provide protection
far out of proportion to their cost. This alone should cause
their consideration in the planing phase of any shelter.
8-20"
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Sample Wfr!ps
Types of hasty or temporary modifications are too mzneos to
attempt a complete Uisting in this handbook* The purpose of
the list in Table 8.2 is to illustrate sufficient varietiee
of such modifications that the designer can vivualise appropriate modifications for the specific snIter under study.
Table 8 .2 Hasty or Temporary Modifications

TM.

VARIATIONS

Earth

Other bulk
Material

TTPICAL USIZ
Fill areaways.
Berm to cover exposed wab.L (as for a

partially buried basement).
Added o-erhead mass, as by spreading
over a floor up to the capacity of
the floor.
Filler between forms, or to go on a

structural support over a shelter area.
Filler for hollow blocks.
Sandbags

Sandbags on
Pallets

Uses for bulk material given above.
Fill window or door openings.
Vertical walls, with braces and crossties or stacked against a waiL,
Baffle entranceways or corridors.
Shield ducts or small radiation leacs.
Shield filter.
Shield leaks found during shelter
occupancy.

Ungrouted
Masonry Block

P1l1eted brick
Tile
Block with
hollows filled
with sand*
Cans or diurs
to be filled
with water.

Usee for Sandbags given above.
Vertical w9ll3 or baffles.
Structural support for a separate
5-helter roof.
Compartmentalization within shelter.

Structural
Members

Steel sections,
Timber

Support modifications described above.
Support maes on a sepa-rate shelter roof.
Form support or hold bulk mas.

P,-ecast concrate

Filled ce.lular
steel flooring,
Pataited bulk
material forms.

Provids prefabricated walls and roof
for shelter.
Added manaa for kvof ;lacement.
Close doors, windows,, arsawys, or
cor-idors.
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8 .4-3

-FMA

IT MODIFICATIONS TO EXIST1ING BULDIMDS

Providing permanent modifications to existing building.. 1esents
the greatest problems to the designer and is the most exronsive
of the type modifications. Details of such modifications are
not presented as these may be readily visualized by the shelter
analyst qualified as a designer due to his architectural or engiSpecial considerations are presented in
neering background.
Table 8.3 for the shelter planner and type modifications are
given in Table 8 .4 to assist the planner or designer to virialize the shelter.
Table 8 .3 Principle Special Considerations for Permanent Modifications
PROBLI

NATURE

AREAS

Zoning

Building or area capacities.
Type of construction permitted.
Extent of lot covered.

Building, Safety and
Fire Codes

Problem areas of zoning.
Construction of partitions.
Baffling or blocking doors, windows, and
corridors.
Required vindow area and numbe of entrancea.
Ventilation requirementi.
Loading on existing beams, slabs, and columns.
Numbers of wash and toilet facilities.
Ibergency fuel storage.
Storage of supplies Lnd equipment.

Labor Unions

Type of conistruction to be eployed.
Classification of t;Te of #ork of varied types
of modifications.

Professional Ethics

Addition to, or modification of, original plans
of another archite-t or engineer.

Present buildinr t'Lse

Change in characteristics or cmpartmenting of
shelter area.
Reduced lUve:.oad capacities of xLio-irs,
Intarruption of present uire for construction.
Relocation o:. utilities.

teimburement

Details or F.r'eral., State, or local progrus.
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Table

8.4 Type Permanent Modifications

(Refer also to Paragraphs
RADIATION ETRI

8.2 and

E.3)

SAMPLE MODfIFICATIONS

Exterior doorway

Interior or exterior baffle or maze of sae
mass thickness as adjacent wall.
Ideal location for hasty sandbag modifica-

tion.
Additional interior partition mass thickness.
Exterior window

Modifications for exterior doorway.
Close with block, brick, or concrete.

Ebtorior wall

Additional interior partition mass thicknose.
Earth berm to highest practical height, or
terraces.

Areeways

Modifications for exter.or door and window.
Close openings and fill with earth.
Concrete slab cover at ground level.

Duct or vent openings

ModificationsIbr exterior Loor.

into shelter

area

Baffle by partitions of mass thickness equal
to that of the part.ition containing the
entries.

Core roof

Supported roof over shelter area.

Entries

Added slab or precast slabs on roof.
Decontamination system installation.
Perinheral roof and

Additional interior partition mass.

adjacent stories

Modifications for core ro.f.

8..-4

SHELTER2

ILTCUSION IN NEW DESION

The principle special considerations for permanent Lnodification
of exwsting buildings listed in Table 8.3 applirs to a slightly
les3er extent to now design. Now design in less of a problem and
more econcaical than permanent equivalent shielding modification
to an
iatinrg beliding for obvious reasons. flaJor departure
from modifications to existing structures occur in the ability of
new design to make full planned use of the shielding advantages
of location selection, to incorporate required overtead or partition maas in floors or partitions yet to be built, to provide the
8 -23

necessary structural capacity, and to avoid the problm areas
listed for Labor Unions, Professional Ethics, and Present h•ilding Use in Table 8.3.
Desirable location considerations are presented in paragrpjs
8 .2 and 8 .3, as are procedures for dtez•i.ning or satisfying
mass requirsisits. Shelter inclusion in new design requires
(lose integration of shielding ana3ysis sldll and professional

design ability.
8 .5 MODIFICATIO
8 .5.1

SELECTICK PROCEMIE

MODIFICATION SEUTION SE=CE

Step 1 - Select representative detector location in proposed
shelter area.
Step 2 - Compute Protection Factor for selected detector location.
Step 3 - Compare required and

xieting Protection Factors.

Step 4 - Correct leeks, bring to norm of adjacent surfaces.
Step 5 - Recaapute Protection Factor with leaks corrected.
Step 6 - Determine those ruiaining sources of reelation which it
is undesirable to correct.
Step 7 - Coret the remainf~g swurces of radiation to prcAre the
desired Protection Factor.
Star 8 - Select the actual materials to be used to make the
corrections in Step 7.
Step 9 - Cnpipte the Protection Factor for the Modified Shelter.,
Step i08 .5.2

Check the applicability for the rest of the shelter of
the Protection Factor found for the detector location.

DISCUS3ION CF STEPS - (Refer to paregraph

8.5.1)

Step 1 - A detector location is only chosen to be representative
of the shelter area. The Protection Factor will vary slightly
(15 to 200) within a Whe1ler area due to geametry and minor
structural variations. Excessive variatior may be due to leaks
or shielding conditi(as which only affect a portiort of the abelter
area. For such eltuttions, the coapitad Protection Factor rust
be verified as being repesnt4Live, or Whielding calculations
must be made for separate detector locvtons.
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Shelter location h.ould be chosen to make waximwn use of available
shielding, and to minlmuze overhead contritat-. on.
Step 2 - Shielding calculation should be made by the Detailed Procedure in the design of permanent modifications or neo construction. The Simplified Approximate Procedure may be uscd for preliminary calculatioiw, or as an alternative to the Detailed Procedure for hasty or temporary modifications.
Step 3 - Caparison of required and existing Protection Factrs
gives an indication of the magnitude of the task and the nat-tre
of the shielding that xill be required.
Wt reme variation wl
esserntially require a strmcture within a structure (such as the
Family Fallout Shelter) with the result that location can be rs'hosen without regard to eaisting %hielding.
Step 4 - Leaks Pre small areas iwiich contribute a disproportionate
amount of radiation to the shelter area (doors, skylights, etc.),

Leaks are most %'crmically
corrected tt the opening itself,
instead of at the shilter limits, and are often suitable for hasty
type modifications. The correction of leaks normally provides
the greatest shieldi.g benefit per unit cost. As the leaks are
usually at an exterwor surface and excess radiation through that
surface will normally be corrected by additione.] mass thickness
at the shelter limits, the leako should onlyv be corrected to provide shielding equivalent to that of the adjacent surfaces. Tho
le4:' area can then be included witIi that surface i- any further
c' •"ectionIC
Step 5 - In same situations, the correction of leaks may provide
sufficient aldtional shielding to meet the required. Frotection
Factor. In any case the .rotection Factor with leaks corrected
is required for subsequtwit modification calculations.
Mtep 6 - Those sources of radiation should be idantified which
it is not desirable to correct and whose magnitude hermits the
requirod Protection Factor to be obtained even without their
modification. Expl•es of these vould be overtead and mzL-kor
sources of contributions.
Step 7 - The @L= of the contributions which sxv no* to be rusiaed
is subtracted from the maxim= allowable roductioin factor to find
thi desired total contribution of t,2 sources of reaiation iihiclh
,'re to be modified. This is cmpared to tha as-is contribution
of thee. ame *aurcea df rndiation.

The r

-'uired maes thirknees of an interior partition may be readily detezmined by dividing doAred reduction factors by as-is roduction factors. The quotient i- the required interior parfition
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barrier reduction factor if there are no Interior partitions;
otherwise, the present interior partitioii barrier reduction factor multiplied by the same quotient is the requir%4 interior
partition barrier reduction factor* in either case, the required
mass thickness t 'i be determined dlirectly from Chart 2 , A
similar prccedu. ý may be used for deteridning additional mass
thickness required to reduce contributions fram other sectors,
the roof, or adjacent stories.
Step 8 - As the required add fional mass thickness is determined
in Step 7 for each sector, the method of construction, and thereby
the actual mu.ss thickness, should be selected.
The -difiaed
contributions for these sQctors should be camputed usaing this
actual mass thickness. This procedure permits ma.st economical
use of materials.
Step 9 - The computed Protection ractor for the modified shelter
should le within 5.,of the required Protection Factor, or within
other specified limits. Close agrewenet Mhould be expected as
new chart readings of reduction factors are ge:Lerally not required in this modification procedure (new reduction factors are
computed and values of mass are read from the charts).
Step 10 - Ihen the Protection Factor of a shelter is increased
by several times, contributions win-h previously were negligible
or approxdiated may be a significant portion of the total contribution. The analyst must cLeck these contributions, and differences of geametry, or other ahielding, which may cause large
variation from the modified Protection Factor in other portions
of the shelter.
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CHAPTER 9
ENVIRON1ENTAL, CONSIDERATIONS

9.1

GENERAL

Although a potential shelter area may provide excellent shielding
from fallout radiation, its worth as a shelter is limited if it is
poorly ventilated, deficient iD sanitary facilities, or too small for
the number of occupants.

9.2

AREA M

VOLUME

The term "capacity" refers to the number of persons that can be
accozmodated in a shelter.
Gross floor area includes such items as columns, fixed equipment,
and storage space for shelter supplies. The minimum net floor area
allowance pe'r person is recommended to be 10 sq. ft.
In addition,
at least 65 cubic feet of volume per person should be pczvided.
Shelter capacity or occupancy time may be limited by the volume
of the room and not by its area.
This is particularly true if mechancal ventilation is inadequate.
In many cases, however, interior stairwells, qhafts, and ducts would create enough natural ventilation to
extend stay-time markedly.

9.3

VENTILATION

The basic requirement for a shelter ventilation system is that
it provide a safe and tolerable environment for a specified shelter
occurgncy time.
In areas of very light fallout, occupangy time may
be as little
as one day. In areas of heavy fallout, it t.y be as
mush, as 2 weeks or more, but occupants probably could spend some time
outside the shelter after the first few days.
The following are important considerations in the ventilation of

shelters
1.

Oxygen supply is generally not a critical factor
Carbon
dioxide is.
The carbon dioxide concentration should not
exceed 3 percent by volume, and preferably should be maintained below 2 percent by volume.
Three cfm per person of
fresh air will maintain acceptable concentrations
£ both
f
oxygen and carbon dioxide.

2.

A combination of high temperature and high humidity in a
shelter may be hazardvus.
An effective temperature of 850 F.
should not b% exceeded.
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3.

If recommended sanitation and ventilation standards are followed, odors within a shelter should not be unacceptable
under thc short-term emergency situation.

Based upon the above factors, the following minimum standards
for ventilation may be used as guidance.
1.

If no mechanical ventilation is available, a net volume of
500 cu. ft. per person may be used for estimating shelter
capacity.

2.

If the shelter capacity is based on the minimum space requirements (i.e. 10 sq. ft. r d 65 cu. ft. per person), then at
least 3 cubic feet of fresh air per minute per person is
required.

3.

If equipment
of less than
estimated on
required per

4.

The installaticn of equipment for the artificial cooling of
air for shelter purposes only should be avoided if possible.

5,

A heating system generally is not essential. Use of blankets,
heavy clothing, etc., for warmth usually will suffice when
outside air temperatures are low.

is available for mechanical ventilation at rates
3 cfm of frsh
air per person, with occupancy
the basis of floor area, the net volume of space
person may be determined from table 9.1.

TABLE 9.1 - Relation of space requirements to ventilation

Rate of air change (minutes)I
1,000+...........
600..
.........

....................
.......................

400..........

......................

.. 400

200 ..........
.....................
1O0 ..............
.....................

60o ........
35 .......

22

Volume of space
required per
person
Cu. rt.
.. 500
450

.......................
........
............

..........
...
....
. ..

... 300
200

150

. . . .,... ..100
65

'Computed as the ratio, Net voluse of space (cu. It.
Fresh air supplj (cfa)
FXAMPLE for table 9.1, "Relation of Space Requirements to Ventilation"
Given:
A potential shelter area vith clear floor dimensions of 60 by 90
ft., and a ceiling height of 10 ft.
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4

Find:
1.

The capacity: based upon adequate ventilation (3 cfm or
more of fresh air per person), at least 10 sq. ft. of floor
area per person., and at least 65 cu. ft. of space per person.

2.

The capacity: based upon no ventilation (Icfm or less of
fresh air per person) and 500 cu. ft. of space per person.

3.

The capacity:

based upon ventilation with 270 cfm of fresh

air ,ipplied by a blower.
Solution:

1.

Floor area=6 0 x 90=5,400 sq. ft.
Volume=5,4OO x 10=54,000 cu. ft.
Capacityx5_.LO0=540 persons

10
or
54.000

n

30 persons

Capacit,-

(The smaller capacity, 540 persoins, governs.)
2.

Volume=54,000 cu. ft.
14I
Capacity-ýý
500

3.

l08 persons

Volume, V=54,000 cu. ft.
Fresh air, Qw270 cfm

Ratio,! -200 min. for air change
Q
From table 3, when Y-=200, the r-quired space per
person=300 cu. ft.
Capacit

4

-O180
l
persons

9.4 FILTES
Weatherproof air intakes should be *rovided for the ventilation
systems of all shelters to keep out rain tud fallout particles. For
home shelters with hand-operated blowers, a simple hooded intake is
considered sufficient. For larger shelters, however, fresh-air Intake velocities of wchanic,.l ventilation systems may be high enough
wo draw fallout particles into the shelters. Therefore, air filters
capable of removing at least 90% of L0 micron particles should be
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install.d. High-efficiency filters that would remove submicron sizes
of particles are not required for fallout shelter.
If filters or plenum chambers where radioactive particles can
accumulate are in or adjacert to a shelter area, they should be
shielded. The following is a guide for sizing the filter shields.,
wlich may be walls, or floors above or below the filter:
Intake(cfm)

Mass thickness(psf)

4~o-6o

100

80-120
16o-2240

1,000
10,000
9.5

WATER SUPPLY

A supply of potable water is essential. At least 32 gallons
must be readily available to each occupant. In addition, it is
highly desirable to have extra vater for hygienic purposes.
Water storage containers should be non-breakable and may be kept
within the shelter itself or in nearby readily accessible areas of
the building in which the shelter is located.
A reliable well in or adjacent to the sheLter area is the best
source cf supply. However, if it can be assumed that the normal
public water supply will be available under war-emergencr conditions,
consideration may be given to its use. Before relying on this source
for drinking water, it should be ascertained that the water would be
uncontaminated and that the treatment and pumping plant would be in
operation. This requires fallout shelter for the operators and an
auxiliary power source if there is likelihood that normal power
would be disrupted. If the public water supply is from wells, there
would be less danger of contamination by radioactive particles.
Colloidal and soluble radioactive isotopes could be hazardous if
sufficient quantities of fallout contaminate a water sourc.
Exposed
surface sources such as reservoirs of public water systems are the
most ýulnerable to this type of contamination. Use of water from
these sources may be cdangerous for drinking, but not dangerous for
such uses as washing or flushing.
To determine the overall water supply available to a shelter
area, both outside scurces and those within the building should be
considered. A wst desirable Type of outside source would be a
large covered vater tower or reservoir which is connected to the
building by a gravity piping system. To determine actually how much
water would be available to a given shelter area, a general analysis
must be m~de of all potential users that would be dependent upon
this outside source 'iring an emergency.
9-1.

In larger buildings, water in hot water tanks, fire reserve
tanks, house storage tanks, or in the piping systems may be a good
However, water from each source should be checked to see
rescurce.
In residences, hot water tanks are excellent
if it is potable.
sources of potable water; and if aele warning is received, bathtubs
and sinks could be filled before the arrival of fallout.

9.6

SANIThTION

Because of the confined and crowded living conditions that sheltering might require, sanitation could be a major problem.
Metal or
Personal cleanliness would have to be encouraged.
plastic hand basins, with buckets for water distribution, would be
adequate.
In family shelters, human waste may be disposed of through use
These
of nevwpapers, plastic bags, or other disposable containers.
A sultable
would then be deposited in tightly covered containers.
type of chemical toilet may also be used.
In the larger group shelters, regular or austere flush-type
toilets, or chemical toilets, siould be available on the basis of
Half of these may be outside the shelter area
1 per 25 occupants.
if readily available in other parts of the building.
While
he allowed to accumulate.
Trash and garbage should n
ept In tightly covered containers;
inside the sh!tlter, tt should
and it should be deposited out,_.e the shelter area as often as
necessary.
9.7

tLECTRIC POWER

In all but family and small group shelters, electric power may
be needed to operate motors and to provide light. The greatest load
If a special emergency
probably would be for the ventilation system.
ventilation system is installed, fan motor power requirements may be
In many cases, it may be more desirable to modii'y
kept to a minimum.
In this case, the minimum power
an existing ventilation system.
requirement must be determined by the size of the existing fan motors.
This may be far more than the basic emergen--y system requirements.
other electrical motors that may be required for larger group
shelters include those for a water well Dump and a jew-ýge ejector
PUNY.
Lighting is not a critical factor in
A minimum illuminatlon at floor level of
sufftcieilt for nýbt of the shelter area.
candleb at floor le'%el and administrative
20 foot-candles at desk level.
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electric:-, power requirements.
only 5 fcot-candles should be
Sleeping areas require ? footand medical ar-as require

!
The best source of emergency electric power is an erginegenerator set with a 2 week supply of fuel. The relativ2 merits of
gasoline, diesel, and liquefied petroleum gas engines should be carefully considered.
Initial cost is izportant, but so are local code
requirements, ease of maintenance, dependability, safzty of o'pertion,
and storage characteristics of fuels.
Emergency engine-generator sets shall have separate vents and be
heat-isolated from the main shelter chamber.
Special consideration
must be given to the manner of installation of engine-generator sets
and fuel tanks to minimize hazards from exhaust gases and fires.
The capacity of emergency engine-generator sets may range from
1 to 10 kilowatts per 100 shelter occupants, depending upon lighting
and equipme ' requirements, and dependability of outside power.
Normally, the requirement would be in the lower half of this range.
If the power station has fallout protection, and operational
plans provide for the continued operation of the station under fallout conditions, it may be assumed that electric power would be available.
Under such circumstances the fallout shelter will not require
emergency power.

9.8 ENTRANCES AND EXITS
Entrances, exits, and other openings can markedly affect shelter
category and capacity--for example, large garage-type doors in the
basement wall3 of many commercial buildings. Doors of this type,
used for belowground shipping service and parking areas, have low
mass thicknesses and are in exposed positions. This can result in a
low protection factor for basement areas where the factor might otherwise be high.
Baffle walls can be used to shield entryways ard other openings.
In any given instance the baffle wall should be of a mass thickness
that will provide the category of protection desired for the shelter.
In most cases this mass thickness should be equivalent to X. or Xb,
whichever is appropriate.
Exceptions to this will be those cases
-there the mass thickness of Xw, or Xb is extremely high (e.g., a
granite wall 3 feet thick).
In some cases, btairwelle entering shelter areas have open s~des
and it may be necessain, to provide shlelding walls to enclose them.
In general, the mass thickness of these walls nt:! not be greater
than 100 paf.
Accessibility may affect fill-time of a ahe.ter.
ks an example,
the basements of some large buildings may in themwelves have high
capacity.
However, these same areas my be served chiefly by
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elevators and may have only one or two narrow stairways for entry.
In an emergency, the elevators may not function, sad fill-time would
be lengthened appreciably.
Local fire codes may be useful in determinnmg accessibility and
fill-time.
In regard to these two factors, however, it should be
kept in mind that a heavy concentration of fallout is not likely to
occur immediately following the explosion of a nuclear weapon somer
distance away.

9.9 HAZARDS
Sometimes areas that offer good protection from radiation are
used for storage of dangerous materqlls or have other daigerous
conditions.
.ze of the -azards to look for are storage of explosives, or
highly combustible materials such as paints, varnishes, and cleaning
fluids; or exposed high-voltagp equipment.
If the amount of d:=.gerous material in storage is small and
readily movable, or the hazard can bc. isolated, the capacity rating
of the shelter should not be affected.
Hazardous utility lines such as steam, gas, etc. should not be
located in or near the shelter area unless provision is made to
eliminate such hazards before the shelter is occupied.
All shelters shall be constructed to minimize the danger of fire
from both external and internal sources.
9,10

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

Provisions shall be made to insure the shelter interior will
remain reasonably dry. When necessary, such items as surface, perimeter and subgrade draLnsge, d'amp-proofing and water-proofing shall
be accomplished.
Appropriate provisions shall be made for use of ordinary batteryoperated radios.
This may require installation of suitably designed

,w..enna.
Provision shall be =ade for the prevention of infestation of the
shelter area by insects, rodent&, vr other pests.
•u areas subject to high ground watter conditions, prov'sionc sh.-.li
be made to prevent flotation of the ,helter.

9,-7

General provisions shall be made for the storage of basic shelter
supplies by allotting at least one and one-half cubic feet per person.
These supplies may include such items as water, sanitary kite, medica] kit, radiation mter and food.
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INTRODUCTION

...

)

In the fluid world of today and tomorrow, adequate anrd accessible
shelter for the people is an essential part of a program to assure our
survival as a free na.ion under any realistic eventuality, including
For this purpose the shelter
the widespread effects of nuclear warfare.
The structure must provide
structure is the basic protective element.
at least the necessary shielding against the insidious effects of residual
This kind of protection would probably
nuclear radiations from fallout.
be sufficient in most areas and, by taking advantage of the inherent
shielding afforded by many existing buildings, can be attained quickly
at relatively low cost.
However, it is technologically feasible to extend

the capabilities of shelters for protection against other weapons effects
such as blast overpressures, initial' nuclear radiations, atmospheric contaminants and raging or smoldering fires. If we hypothesize that the
concepts which determine our defensive posture are not static, changes
in emphasis on variousaspects of civil defense, including shelter
requirements, can be expected. Under continuing research and development programs, ways and means are being explored and evaluated on the
b:.sis of cost-effectiveness to satisfy possible long-range conditions
as well as to provide better or more economical systems, methods, materials

*J

and hardware for .meeting requirements in the immediate future.
No structure is a worthy shelter unless it is habitable during the
necessary period of occupancy. As one facet of habitability, the physical
environment must be maintained within reasonable limits of human toler-

)•

ance with respect to thermal characteristics and chemical composition
of the air. We will consider herein the major parameters and how the
physical environment can best be controlled in a shelter which must, by
reason of economy, be austere but acceptable to people faced with a
situation in which survival may depend upon this protection.
It is a
thesis of this discussion that a shelter can be planned to facilitate
changes which enhance its protective capabilities and yet be constructed
and equipped initially to accommodate a lesser objective within a limited
budget.
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
Apart from the effects of enemy attack, there are many interdependent
variables which affect the physical environment in which man must live,
and the importance of some of these variables is accentuated by the inherent
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nature of a shelter and the abnormal conditions under which it may be
occupied.
Some factors which influence or reflect the thermal and
chemical environment in any occupied shelter are as follows:
1.

Time of stay in

2.

Number of occupants.

3.

Metabolic characterisitcs of the occupants with respect to
sensible and latent heat generated, oxygen consumption,
carbon dioxide produced, size, sex, age, and activity.

4.

Physiological and psychological reactions of occupants to

shelter.

the immediate situation.

5.

Temperature and humidity in shelter space.

6.

Clothing (insulating properties,

7.

Diet (solid and liquid),

8.

Interior heat and moist, re sour:es other than people, such as
lights, motors, and cooking appiiances (continuous or intermittent).

9.

Initial conditions of the shelter environment and its surroundings
(temperature distribution, moisture).

10.

Rate and method of ventilation with fresh and recirculated air
(air conditioning, air motion).

II.

Size and configuration of the shelter with relation to interior
surface area, volume, geometry, and exposure.

12.

Temperature and humidity of fresh air or air supplied to shelter
spacc.

13.

Temperature aad humidity of air lenvi,,g the shelter.

14.

Interior surface temperatures and moisture condensation.

15.

Wea4ther conditions with respect to variable temperature,
humidity, solar radiation, wind, and precipitatLon.

16.

Thermal properties of the shelter and surrounding materials
(conductivity, density, specific heat, diffusivity, moisture
contenc).

17.

Thicknaps and thermal properties of cover and shioldLng materials.

absorptivity).

including drinking water.

S

7•)

18.

Heat flow from adjacent structures or heat sources.

The engineer must first of all distinguish between a structure which
is intended for use only as a shelter and one which has alternative uses.
The design of mechanical systems and selection of equipment for other than
shelter purposes must be governed by building code or local regulations
for normal occupancy of such spaces, and the systems must then be adapted
as necessary for shelter use.
THE CHEMICAL ENVIRONMENT

)

Air Vitiation. Thenormal air components with which we are primarily
concerned in shelters are oxygen, carbon dioxide and water vapor.
Some
degree of control must be provided for these constituents in shelters or
any occupied space. We can also consider and provide appropriate measures
to protect against the hazards of radioactive fallout particulates and
other air-borne toxic, noxious or pathogenic contaminants such as carbon
monoxide, hydrocarbon vapors, odorous substances and chemical or biological
agents.
An approximate relationship between physical activity, energy
expenditure, oxygen consumption, carbon dioxide production and rate of
breathing is shown in Table I with reference to the "average" man.

TABLE I
ENERGY EXPENDITURE, OXYGEN CONSUMPTION,
CARBON DIOXIDE PRODUCTION AND RATE
OF BREATHING IN MAN
Physical
Activity

Energy
Expenditure

Btu/Hr

Oxygen
Cons-mption

Carbon
Dioxide
Production

Rate of
Breathing

CuFt/Hr

CuFt/Hr

300
400

0.60
0.80

0.50
0.67

15
20

SLanding,Strolling 600

1.20

1.00

30

Walking, 3MPH
Heavy Work

2.00
3.00

1.67
2.50

50
75

)
Prone, at rest
Seated, Sedentary

1000
1500

CuFt/Hr

Oxygen depletion and carbon dioxide buildup are of little
concern in
properly ventilated shelters, but are important considerations in poorly

)

S05

Oxygen concentrations below
ventilated, unventilated or sealed shelters.
16 per cent and carbon dioxide concentrations above 2 per cnnt by volume
are objectionable, and distress due to these factors would be increased
if the abnormal conditions occurred simultaneously or if the time of
Oxygen concentrations below 12 per cent and
exposure were prolonged.
carbon dioxide concentrations above 5 per cent by volume may be acutely
A limiting concentration of carbon dioxide will develop
dangerous.
before oxygen is depleted to a correspondingly restrictive level, that
is, unless means arc used to absorb carbon dioxide without replacing
oxygen.
For prolonged occupancy, the intake of fresh air should be sufficient to maintain a carbon dioxide concentration of less than one per
cent by volume.
Figure 1 shows the relationship between the concentration of carbon
dioxide and. oxygen in occupied spaces, the rate of ventilation per person,
the volume of space per person and the time after entry. This chart is
based upon an oxygen consumption of 0.90 cu. ft./hr/person and a carbon
dioxide emission of 0.75 cu. ft/hr/person, which would be representative

J

of people in confined quarters.
The example shown by dotted lines indicates that a carbon dioxide!
concentration of 3.50 par cent by volume will develop in 10 hours in an

unventilated shelter having a net volume of 235 cu. ft./person and that
the oxygen content of the air will then be 16.25 per cent by volume.
Control of the chemical environment.
Ventilation with pure outside air
is the most economical method for maintaining the necessaLy chemical
quality of air in a shelter. The recommended minimum ventilating rate
of 3 cfm per person of fresh air will maintain a carbon dioxide concentration of about 0.50 per cent by volume in a shelter occupied by
sedentary peop),e.
However, it should be noted here that an air replacement rate of 3 cfm per person is not in itself sufficient to limit the
resultant effective temperature to 850 F unless the supply temperature
is less than about 450 F. This subject will be considered more fully
in the discussion of the thermal environment. A capability for maintaining a conservatively low concentration of carbon dioxide and a
correspondingly safe concentration of oxygen in a shelter has a number
of advantages, including one or more of the following:
1.

A longer stay time is gained for continued occupancy after shutdown of a ventilating system because of fire or for repair of
disabled equipment.

2.

Intermittent operation of a manual ventilating blower may
become practicable.

3.

Greater physical activity in the shelter becomes permissible.
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4.

Environrental conditions with respect to temperature,

humidity, moisture

condensation, air distribution, air motion and odors, as well as oxygen
and carbon dioide may be improved without supplementary apparatus,
Due to the effccts of winds and variations in settling velocities, fallout from the high-altiLude radioactive cloud formed by a nuclear detonation
is distributed downwind in accordance with particle Aizes.
Particles having
mean diameters less than abuut 50 microns undergo much radioactive decay during their prolonged descent and would probably be deposited beyond the acutely
hazardous area. Particles having mean diameters more than 100 microns or
terminal velocities higher than 150 ft/min can be largely excluded from a
ventilating system by a suitable air intake fixture of reasonable dimensions.
It is apparent that filters for the fresh air supply can in some degree contribute to the protection afforded by fallout Ahelters, particularly if the
occupied spaces are shielded by an intervening wall from radioactive particles
accumulated by the filters. Although relevant observations indicate that
substantial amounts of radioactive fallout particulates are not likely to
enter a shelter via the ventilating system, more conclusive information is
being pursutd to evaluate the significance of this mode of contamination and
to compare tne cost-effectiveness of alternative procedures for improving
shelters.
In general, any air filtering requirement in fallout shelters
is for apparatus to remove particles larger than 10 microns with a gradated
moderate to high efficiency rather than to remove sub-micron particles with
very high efficiency. Air filters increase the effort needed to operate
a blower with a manual drive and may be omitted in small fallout shelters.
For a situation wheiein the outside air is contaminated by pathogenic
organisms or toxic gases, either suitable gas-particulate filters ma:.' be
pcovided or the ventilating system should be shut down temporarily.
Due
to the presence of heated air and carbon :nonoxide, shutdown of the ventilating system may also be necessary during the course of a fire adjacent
to a fresh air intake opening. A closEJ envirornental or life support
system is indicated for prolonged periods without ventilation. When a
ventilating svstem is shut down, pressurization of tre space is lost, and
the shelter must be well sealed to prevent the infil~ration oi contaminated
outside air.
Intrmrittent Blower Oeration. To maintain the chemical quality of air in
a shelter with minimum effort, a manually driven blower having m.ore tCan
minimum capacity car be operated intermittently. Answers to 'o:ve questions
about operating scheoules can be readily obtained from Figure 2. On this
chart the minimum ventilating rate in Jrn p- nerson of .resh air is equated
to the minimum blower operating time exrpressea as a percentage of an ON-OFF
cycle time, and the net tree volume of shelter space in cul:ic feet per person is equated to the maximium blower sbutdown tir'
-xpressel -s a percentage
of the same ON-OFF cvcle time.
Tie chart is based on a carbrn dioxide production rate ot 0.30 cubic feet per hour per pa• on, dnd a carbon dioxide
concentiation which varies during the cycle between the limits of 0.t7 a.(6
2.C0 pr cent by volume.
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In the example shown by dashed lines, it is known that the volume of
free space in a shelter is 88 cubic feet per person.
The blower may then
be operated on a 2-hour ON-OFF cycle if the installed blo er capacity is
4.3 cfm per person or more, with a minimum ON time of 27 per cent or 32
minutes and a maximum OFF time of 73 per cent or 88 minutes.
If the ventilating rate is greater than 4.3 cfm per person or if the ON time is more
than 27 per cent, the maximum carbon dioxide concentration will be correspondingly less than 2 per cent by volume.
THE THERMAL ENVIRONMENT
Heat and Moisture Sources.
Some of the internal heat and moisture sources
in shelters are the people, lights, cooking appliances, radios, motor-driver;
equipment and auxiliary power apparatus.
Heat resulting from human metabolism must be almost continuously removed from the body.
While the body can
store heat temporarily, this produces a rise in body and skin temperatures
and results in progressively increasing heat stress. Heat storage is necessary in a warm humid environment when a state of equilibrium between the
energy expended and the total heat loss cannot be attained at a normal
body temperature.
Activities to be expected in shelters would probably
lead to per capita energy expenditures within the range of 300 to 600 Btu
per hour with a mean of about 400 Btu per hour.
However, the daily average energy expenditure would probably be less than 400 Btu per hour per
person because of the reduced metabolic rates for sleeping people and
small children.
An effective
temperature of 85k% F is about the maximum
condition under which the energy expended by mildly-active persons can be
removed from the body without heat storage, and is the recoimmended maximum inside design condition for shelter:s.
With still
or slowly moving
air, severai combinations og temperatures and huatidity for which the
effective temperature is 85 F are shown in Table 11.
Moisture can be
expected to condense on interior surfaces having a temperature below the
indicated dewpoint temperature of the air.
TABLE II
TYPICAL COMBINATIONS OF AIR CONDITIONS
FOR WHICH
THE EFFECTIVE TEMPERATURL IS 85°F

Eftective
Temperature
0

F

Dry-Bulb
Temperature
0

F

85

85

85
85
85

90
95
100

Wet-Bulb
Teiiperature
0

F

85
82
79
76

Dew-Poirnt
Temperature

Relative
Humidity

O

F
85

8s
73
u6

100
72
50
14

The partition of total heat loss frora the human body into sensible
heat and latent heat is largely dependent upon the dry-bulb temperature
of the environment.
For a nominal heat loss of 400 Btu per hour per person, Table III shows a probable relationship between the dry-bulb temperature, total heat loss, sensible heat, latent heat, and amount of water
evaporated.
The tabulated values are derived from several sources and
are suggested as representative for a sedentary or mildly-active adult
person wearing optimum clothintgin thermal equilibrium with the rather
humid environment of a ventilated shelter. At temperatures abeve 85 0 F,
the quantities for moisture evaporated may not be attainablc if the
relative humidity is high, and the resultant deficiency in latent heat
loss would then cause the body temperature to rise. The vglidity of
the sensible heat losses at dry-bulb temperatures below 70 F is contingent
upon the addition of appropriate layers of clothing to maintain normal
skin temperatures.
A person weating inadequate clothing would react to
a chilling effect as the elvironmental terperature falls below 700 F,
and the attendant values of ttal
and sensible heat losses would then
be considerably higher than those shown in Table III. The quantities
of water evaporated are related to the requiremeti- for drinking water
in shelters at various environmental temperatures.
TABLE III
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN AIR TEMPERATURE
HEAT LOSSES AND MOISTURE EVAPORATED
FOR AVERAGE SEDENTARY MAN
WITH OPTIMUM CLOTHING

Dry-Bulb

Temperature

Total Heat
Loss *

OF

Btu/hr

40
45

400
400

50
55
60

Sensible

Heat Loss
Btul-ir

Latent

Moisture

Heat Loss

Evaporated

Btu/hr

Lb/Hr

350
350

50
50

0.*048
0.048

400,

350

50

0.048

400
400

350
345

50
55

0.048
0.053

65
70
75
80
85

400
400
400
400
400

335
320
300
270
220

65
80
100
130
180

O.0b2
0.077
0.09t
0.1-;5
0.173

YO

400
400

120

280

95

0. ?b9
0. it'5

100
105

400
400

-80
-180

4,0

O. ltI
.s5

-2t0

6-,80

O.____

1I10

400

* 400 Btu/sir is

2)

equivalevit to 117 watts

.

Under emergency conditions,

level,

illumination can be reduced to a low

if necessary, with a resultant heating effect of 0.50 to 1.00

Heat and moistur. from other sources
watts per square foot of floor area.
can be removed directly without affecting the living and bunking areas by
a simple exhaust system or by grouping the utility areas to best advantage.
There are three more-or-less distinct procedures which ;:iay be used
to control the thermal environment in a shelter during warm or humid
weather:
(1) cooling by forced or natural ventilation with outside atT,
(2) cooling by the effects of heat conduction into the surrounding earth

and (3) mechanical cooling and dehumidifying with refrigeration or well
water. Various combinations may be utilized. In general, only wethod
3 provides positive and reliable control of temperature, humidity and
moisture condensation.
Cooling by Ventilation.

The curves in Figure 3, can be used to estimate

the ventilating air requirements for control of environmental conditions

in occupied spaces. On this chart various per capita rates of ventilation are plotkcd as a function of outside and inside dry-bulb temperatures
and upon this background are superimposed the 50, 60, 70, 80 and 900 F
still-air inside effective temperature curves for outside air relative
humidities of 25, 50 and 75 per cent. The 700 F inside effective temperature curves for outside relative humidities of 0 and 100 per cent are
also shown. The heat and moisture loads upon which this chart is based
consist of the sensible and latent heat emitted by a man seated at rest
plus 20 Btu/hr/person for low level lighting, that is, about 6 watts
per person. Other internal heat loads and the transient cooling effect
of earth conduction are not considered.
The chart may be used to estimate the supply air quantity, temperature
and relative humidity necessary to maintain a given effective temperature
in a shelter. For instance, an effective temperature of 800 F can be maintained in a shelter with 15 cfm of air per person distributed at a drybulb temperature of 780 F and 50 per cent relative humidity. The dry-bulb
temperature in the shelter would be 880 F.
Coi'venient data are plotted in Figure 4 to show the quantities of outside air required at various dry-bulb temperatures and relative humidities

to maintain an inside effective temperature of 850 F. Similar data are
plotted in Figure 5 to show the quantities of outside air required at
various dry-bulb temperatures and relative humidities to maintain inside
effective temperatures of 800 F and 900 F. The curves graphically illustrate the limitations for adequate cooling by ventilation during hot weather,
particularly when the outside air is

humid.

The curves in Figure 4 show that 3 cfm per person of fresh air, which
was sufficient for controlling the chemical environment could not without
supplementary cooling maintain an inside effective temperature of 850 F
or less, when the outside air temperature is higher than about 450 F.
The curves in Figure 5 show that, with 3 cfm per person of fresh air,
inside effective temperatures of 800 F or 900 F can be maintained only
when the outsido air temperature is less than about 300 F or 600 F
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Thus it is apparent that 3 cfm per person of outside air
respectively.
is not sufficient by itself to maintain an effective temperature of 2ven
90OF during a significant proportion of the year.
It can be said explicitly that an air replacement rate as low as 3 cfm per person is adequate
only when (1) the cutside air temperature is low, (2) the cooling affect
due to earth conduction is high by virtue of a combination of a large
interior surface area per person, a low initial earth temperature and
favorable soil conditions or (3) supplementary cooling or dehumidifying
apparatus is p-)vided using mechanical refrigeration or well-water heattransfer coils.
Comte repzesentative values from the curves of Figure 4 and Figure j
are shown for comparison in Table IV. An inspection of the tabulated
values leeds to the conclusion that the recommended maximum effective
temperature of 850 F or less can be maintained in a shelter with a
ventilating race of about 15 cfm per peison in most localities, except
during e;treme conditions of temperature and humidity.
Wit6, lower rates
of ventilation, supplementary cooling or dehumidification %ould often bc
required.
Under favorable conditions the necessary supplementary cooling can be provided by earth conduction effects.
During cold weather
the intake of fresh air should be reduced as necessary to avoid over..
cooling, preferably by recirculating part of the air rather than by
reducing the total rate of ventilation.

Inside
Effective
Temperature
(OF)
80

85

TABLE IV
QUANTITY OF AIR REQUIRED FOR
COOLING A SHELTER BY VENTILATION
(CFH4 PER PERSON)
Supply Air
Relative Humidity
Dry-Bulb
of Supply Air
Temperature
('er
Cent)
(OF)
25
50
75
8.4
12.0
18.4
80
11.2
18.8
*
85
16.6
*
*
90
*
*
*
95
*
*
75
5.2
6.7
8.7
80
5.9
8.5
i2.7
85
7.0
12.4
24.0
90
9.0
22.5
95
13.6
*
*

75
80
85
90
95
*Values grtater than 30 cfm per

2

3.4.
3.8
4.ý
4.9
5.P
person.

4.9
6.0
8.0
12.7

6.3
9.9
17.0
*

0
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Earth Conduction Effects.

The relatively cool soil or rock surrounding an

underground shelter would absorb heat at a rate which ia high at first, but
the rate would diminish with time as a temperature gradient is established
in the adjacent material. The heat absorption is accompanied by a rise in
temperature of the interior surfaces.
hiis transient effect provides apprec!able supplementary cooling which retards the rate at %hich the shelter
temperatre rises. An analytical study has been made of the ea'th conduction effect alone jor three sizes of f..elters and five types of adjacent
so4 Is, using a computational method for heat transfer in deep underground
chambers inc;-jded in the Corps of Engineers Manual, "Heating and Air
Conditioning of Underground Installations." This methsd considers two
cases: (1) a constant heat input and (2) a constant maintained temperature
in the chamber. Data on the sheltprs an.1 soils studied are tabulated in
Figure 6. Most fill materials would have significant thermal properties
within the range represented by Soils M2 and M4, that is, thermal diffusivi es between 0.020 and 0.040 S3 Ft/Hr, and thermal conductivities
between 0.50 and 1.40 Btu/(Hrx Ft x F). The heat load in all three
shelters is assumed to be 400 P-u/Hr per man plus 2 Btu/Hr per square
foot of floor arc i for low level lighting. The results of the study
are plctted as cuites on Figures 7, 8, 9 and 10.
Figure 7 shows the effects of unit surface area on the time required
to reach an effective temperature of 85o F in 2, 7, 14 and 30 days for t
soil types, M2 and M4. For example: In a .- dium shelter with soil type
M2, an initial earth temperature of 64.60 F, 4nd an inside surface area of
87 sq.ft/man, an effective temperature of 850 F would be reached in 7 days.
The unit ,eat load i 5.2 Btu/hr per square foot of surface. With the same
soil type and initial earth temperature, and an inside surface area of 122
sq.ft/man, an effective teuperature of 850 F would be reached in 14 days.
The unit heat load would be 3.9 Btu/Hr per square foot of surface.
Figure 8 shows the effects of various soils on the unit area of
surface required to avoid an effective temperature higher than 850 F in
14 days in a medium shelter. For example: With soils M2, M3 and M4,
and an initial earth temperature of 61.40 F, the required unit surface
areas to just reach an effective temperature of 85 F in 14 days would
be 103, 65 and 47 .q. ft/man rE 2ectively.
The corresponding unit heat
loads would be 4.5, 6.8 and 9.2 Btu/Hr per square foot of surface.
Figures 9 and 10 illustrate the difference in earth conduction effects
between the small and large shelters. For example: With soil M3 and an
initial earth temperature of 64.50 F, an inside effective temperature of
850 F would be reached in 14 days if the inside unit surface area is 66
and E6 sq.ft/man respectively in the small and large shelters. The corresponding values for unit heat load are 6.5 and 5.5 Btu/Hr per square
foot of surface.
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7

It is apparent from a study of the curves in Figures 7, 8, 9 and 10
that the thermal properties of the soil, the initial earth temperature and
the stay time in F.shelter hav'e an important effect upon the interior unit
surface area required fir the adequate removal of heat from underground
shelters by earth conducti, n. The conductive cooling effect in shelter
roofs having shaflow cover would be reduced in warm weather, and to a
greater degree If tCe upper surface is exponed to solar radiation.
Since the Interior surface area per person tends to decrease as the
size of a shelter increases, the contribution made by earth conduction
effects to cooling requirements becomes proportionateiy lese in large
shelters. However, earth conduction effects may be sufficient in conjunction with adequate replacement of the air to maintain a habitable
physical environment in an underground survival shelter. Therefore,
under favorable conditions the necessity for providing a more expens.ve system can be avoided.

J

/a

Mechanical CooingI.
An environmental control system which uses either
mechanical refrigeration or well water for cooling and dehumidifying has
number of advantages including the following.
1.

Temperature and humidity can be controlled within any desired limits.

2.

The system can function effectively during hot, humid weather.

3.

Moisture condensation can be eliminated.

4.

The amount of fresh air required and the size of the ventilating
openings can be minimized.

A well and pump for potable and cooling water is most desirable in a
sheltei for other purposes as well as domestic uses. Air cooling anC
dehumidifying with water coils can be accomplished at low cost with well
water. Well water can also be used to cool refrigerant condensers and to
cool emergency engine generators either directly or with an auxiliary heat
exchanger.
Air cooling with mechanical refrigeration may be necessary in
some climatic locations where cooling is essential and lower cost methods
aia not feasible.
Adjacent Fires. If the air intake fixture for a shelter ventilating system
is close to a fire or smoldering materials, temporary shutdown of the sys.
tem might be necessary to prevent the ingress of carLon monoxide and heated
air. Also, heat from a fire or smoldering rubble on the ground above a
shelter might penetrate the cover materials and overheat the shelter space.
Figure 11 shows the ratio of the temperature rise of the inside surface to
th, initial tsmperature difference as a function of time for cover materials
having thermal diffusivities of 0.02, 0.03 and 0.04 sq. ft/hr. For example:
if the fire temperature is 15000 F, the initial temperature of the cover
material is b00 , and the thermal diffusivity is 0.03 sq. ft/hr, the inside
surface temperature rises of a 2-foot thick cover after 8 and 16 hcurs are

10-2 !

1200 F respectively, and the inside
1440 = 130 F and 0.083 x 1440
.0090
surface t(aperatures are 730 F and 1800 F respectively.
Heatinil. In cold climates, some capability for heating is desirable to
temper vent:ilatinf air or to avoid low or freezing tempera;. res when the
shelter is not .tr.use. Environmental temperatures of 500 F or even lower
can be endured if srinter clothing is available, the diet is adequate and
the people are in good health. Heat produced by the occupants will be
effective in progc-,ssively varming the space, and this effect may be sufficient, particult:ly in underground shelters. Since the requirement for
heat is relet:vely small, electric resistanre heaters are convenient aid
econumical for thin purpose. If an auxiliary power supply having a liquidcooled engina is provided, waste heat can readily be u3ed for both space
heating and domestic hot water. Fuel burning appliances which take air
for combustion froma the occupied spaces and are not directly vented to
t,=he atmosphere mcy be hazardous anO should be avoided.
MECHANICAL SYSTEMS
If the evaluations in a cost-effectiveness study were assigned on the
basis of economy, versatility and ability to perform satlsfae,-orily under
alP. operating zionditions, the preferred cnv!ronmencal control system for
shelters might well be one which includes the following features:
I.

A recirculating air system with fan, distribution !uctwork,
diffusion outlets, mixing plenum and interconnections to supply
air to occupied spaces without objectionable drafts.

2.

A separate blower for the intake of minimm.a quantities of outsi~e air as determined by requirements for oxygen rpolacement,
carbon dioxide dilution, combustion, exhaust and pressurization.

3.

Air cooling and dehumidifying apparatus using well water as a
coolant with sufficient capacity to absorb internal heat loads
and to avoid moisture condensation cn shelter surfaces.

4.

A simple and reliable sub-system tor controlling and coordinating
the operation of all equipment.

The configuration and flow diagram shown in Figure 12 is a rcther
extensive development of this concept, but is adaptable by omissiona and
minor rearran!emjnt to the most fundamental requirements. By planning for
possible improvem-nts, future modifications can be facilitated, or an
inferior final arrangement can be ivoided. In the configuration shown
in Figure 12, utility and service areas are grouped for ventilation in
sequence by waste air leaving the shelter. The numbered items may be
identified as follows:
I.

Weatherproof hoods of the mushroom type for intake and exhaust air.
If the air intake fixture is designed for a low entering air velocity
(less than 200 ft/mmn), coarse particulates having a higher terminal
velocity of fall would be separatpd by gravity f-om the fresh air supply.
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2.

Automatic blast closures for protective structures having appreciable
resistance to dynamic loading. Blast valves would be superfluous in
fallout shelters having little inherent blast resistance.

3.

Fresh air intake plenum or expansion chamber.

4.

Fresh air filters or prefiltets. For example, these may be panel
filters with a dry or viscous-coated pleated media of fine bonded
glass 'ibers supported in a metal frame by pleated wire screen on
both sides.

5.

Gas-particulate filters for protection against chemical and biological agents in shelters playited for this purpose.

6.

Fresh air ductwork with bypass for the gas-particulate filters.
The space between the two bypass valves or dampers is pressurized
by a pipe connection to the main fan discharge to assure that any
valve leakage is uncontaminated air.

7.

Fresh air blower with electric motor drive. Snce this blower
pressurizes the space and must be capable of operating against
a rather high system resistance if air flow im restricted by
gas-particulate filters end blast valves, Class II consLruction
may be indicated.

8.

Grilled opening for recirculated air. Behind the grille are
optional prefilters and activated-charcoal filte-s for odor
control.

9.

Mixing plenum with adjustable dampers for fresh and recirculated
air.

10.

Air conditiuning chamnez with cooling and heating coils. Cooling
coils use well water and heating coils use waste heat from the
engine-generator.

)

Main fan with electric motor drive.

S11.

12.

Air distribtotion ductwork witO diffusion outlets. If -ooling and
eehumht,!ying equipment L3 not provided, an a&r supply system wi'ilh
introduces 411 of th, air at the end of the occupied rpace m-ost
remot*e from the exhcust openings wnuld probably result in minimum
discoafort d.ing vtrn weather.

13.

Well and pump V-. potable and cooling water. A chargin# well ter
waste VLer may be de'irable.
If well water is not ovailible, uthir
means must be substituted for cctoli8g the shelter and equip.ent.
Neat transfer *)paratu
for blast shet4ers should be blast resistant
It installed o-itside a prottctiv* structure.

14.

Hydropneumatic tank for pressure water system.

15.

Optional package water chiller for alternative or supplementary
use. This item may be requircd in hot humid cLimates when cool
well water is not available.

16.

This item may be an integral
Chille-i-vater circulating pump.
part of the package water chiller.

17.

Emergency engine-gendrator set cooled by a heat exchanger or,
The fuel storage tank is
alternatively, by a remote radiator.
not shown.

18.

Heat exchanger and muffler for engine cooling and waste heat
recovery.

19.

Hot water circulating pump.

20.

Hot water storage tank.

21.

Batteries for starting engine and emergency lighting.

22.

Recirculating unit cooler for generator room.

23.

Control cabinet for functional control apparatus.

24.

Decontamination facility for entzy of contaminated personnel.

25.

Cabinet for detection and test instruments.

26.

Portable manually-operated life-support systems for a maximum
of 24-hour sealed operatisn.

27.

Incinerator for combustible waste materials.

28.

Sewage sump and pump below stairs.

r

It should be emphasized that -his illustrative system is not
In a fallout shelter with
representative of minimum requirements.
a simple system for cooling by vtcntilation with outside air, many of
the items would be omitted -- but the basic features of the ultimate
Every listed item of equipment has a function
plan ,Žuld be retained.
which could contribute materially in time of need to the health and
safety of the people.
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CHAP=Z 1.1
DOSE AND DOSE RAM CALJIATIORS
Since the radiation intensity will decay with the passage of
time It Is
imortant to be able to compute problem of this nature
to detenime when and for what length of time it vould be safe to
eferge from a sheltered area. An indication of the manner in which
the dose rate of the actual mixture of ftllout fission products
decreases with time my be obtained from the following approzimte
rule: for every seven-fold increase in time after the explosion,
the dose rate decreases Ib. a factor of ten. For example, if the
radiation dose rate at 1 hoar after the explosion is taken as a
"reference point, then 7 haors after the explosion the dose rate
will have decreases to one-tenth; at 7 X 7 - 49 hours after the
explosion it will be one -.mdreth of that at 1 hour after the
burst. Ihe dose ratc is uually expressed in "roentgens per hour"
and the total dose is usual' y expressed in "roentgens". A more
accurate method for deternin1Jg dose rate and total dose can be
obtained by use of the followlng expressions:
Dose Rate Fonwia
R1 : R TD
Where

f1 : Dose Rate one hour after detonation (H +1)
R Dose Fate at time T
T - Time (hours) after detonation
n

1.2

Dose Foruila

Do

-RI1-n

Where

1 -n
(T

-T

2

)

D :Dose from time TI to T2

RI: Dose Rate one hour after detonation (I +1)
Tl" Time of entry
T2= Time of exit
n :1.2
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T

Tlme

In hwurs
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0

tl.2

t-.

0.0631
o.145o
0.2358
0.3330
0.4352
0.5417
o.6518
o.7651
0.8812

1.586
1.381
1.273
1.202
1.149
1.110
1.0741
1.o06
1.U21

1.000

1.000

1.5

1.627

.. 922

2.0

2.300

0.871

2.5

3.0
4.0
5.0
6.0
7.0
8.0
9.0
10.0

3.003
3.737
5.2f8
6.899
8.586
10.33
12.13
13.96
15.85

0.833
G.803
0.758
0.725
(,A98
0.678
0.660
c.6111,
o.631

11.0
12.0

17.77
19.73

0.619

13.0
11.0

21.'1
23.74

15.0
16.n

25.78
2ý1.86

17.0

9.96

0.574
0.567

i8.o

32.o9

0.560

19.0

!4.23
36.41

0.550

38.61
40.82

0.539

20.0
21.0
22.0

0.555
0.544

26.0
27.o0

49.89
5.2o
54.0.,52

0.521
0.518
0 514

29.0

56.87
59.23
61.61
64.oo

25o0

30.0
31•.0
32.0
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- "

0.58?14

0.534

24.0

--

o.6oB
0.599
0.590

43.o6
45.31
47.59

23.0

A

0.530

0.525

0.510
0.506
0.503
0.500

4
4

44

2

33.0

66.41

34.0
35.0
36.0
37.0
38.0

68.83
71.27
73.72
76.18
78.66

0.497
0.494
0.491
o.488
o.486
0.483

39.0
40,o

81.15
83.67

o.08o
0.478

41.0
42.0
143.0
44.0

86.17
88.70
91.23
93.79
96-35
98.93

145.0

46.o0

0.476
0.474
0.472
0.470
u.467

0.465

4?7.o
48-•0

101.5
l04.i

o.463
o.461

149.0
50.0
55.0
60.0

106.7
109.3
122.6
1.36.1

0.459
o.457
o.449
0.441

65.0

149.8

70.0
72.0
75.o

163.7
169.4
177.8

•8o.0

o.434

0.4n7
0.425
0.2

192.2
S,85.02o6.7

0.4•17

95.o

2.11.1
ý?36.2

o.41
0.407l
o.Ao

,90.0
96.0

239.2

o.4

100.0

251.2

0.398

120.02.6
14o.o
3.44.o
16o.o
.68.o (ivk)
180.0

376.2
389.1
442.5
468.1
508.5

0.38
0.372
0.370
0.362
0.360
0.354

220.0
250.0
300.0

577.1
754.3
938.7

336.0 2 rk
501.0

720.0

3ovk
'6T2.0
vk
r
1M

144o.o 12 No.
216o.o (3 No.

1075.0

1745.0
2471.0
26311.o

6166.o
10031.0
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0.3347
0.332
0.319

0.31.3

0.288
0.272
0.268

0.234
0.216

BAWM DON AND DOOR RA21 P(5LMW
Formula )bthod
Dose Pate Problm
If the dose rate at a given location. oe hour after detonation vas

30 r/hr, vhat vould the dose rate be at this location 12 hours ateer
detonation?

Solutdct

- 30 r/hr

R,. i TA
Substitute values in the

30 -

bovt fomusIa.

R = ?

- 12 hours

(12)1.2

From pap 2:
Therefore:

n a1.2

(12)1.2.19.73
30 " R (19.73)

a-

30 19.73

1.52 r/hr

Dose Problem
What dose vou.A a civil defeise mmoitoring team receive in a radioactive
continated. area If the tema entered the area 5 hours after a nuclear
burnt and stayed for a period of 10 hours? The doe rate at H+1 wva

50 r/hr.
D o-

R3.
_._

Solution

(1-n

. T2 1-n

D - ?

n-1
Substitute values In the above formula.
D

5
1.2-1

D-

50

TI. - 3 hours

(51-1.2 _ 151-.2)

(5-.0.2' _ 15.2)

T2 - 5 + 1o
n-

From pap 2:

.-0.2
Therefore:

IR a 50 ribr

o.72

A 1-.2.

0.582

D - 25 (o.725 - 0.582)
D 2(250) (0.5143)
D

36r

1.2

1-h•
our

)

SAMP1,Z DOSS AND DOSE RATE 1'ROBLIhS
Rule of Thub Method
Dose Hate

FOR A SZVW-FOW 3CREAM IN T10N Tf
T DOSE RATE. (T:10 rule)

S A TEN-FOLD DECRSE IN

IRameles:

it,

lo0r/hr

N9
-3

and

R5

57 r/

1 r/1u
3

m0.1r/h!

24 - 0.57 r/hr

R3% - 5.T r/hr
Dose

*Do5 RT

Dw = dose to infinity.

vhere

R a dose rate as utasured
by Instrument.
T - time in hours after detonation
at vhich measurel dose rate
vas read.

Exauple:
If the dose rate at K+4
infinity?

is 45 r/hr, what vould be the dose to

Solution:
Doo - 5 e-

5(45 r/hr)(T hr) " 1575 r

EngpAle:
It the dose rate In an arem is 100 r/bar at 1+5 -ad 42 r/tar at
+10,, vbat vould be the do"e fram R+5 to P•10?
Soluti•r:

D a Dose to iniiy(Jr)
- Dose to Infiity (1.10)
D 5(oo r/br)( hr) - (42 r/hr)(1o h-)
D w 250 r - 2100r a 400 r
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Do0
w bbee

T

Rate

atH41d

3000~~a

9-0- .7

DOSE RATE

A"o.,_

NOMOGRAM

C

~

4

30

40

Tim After lint

so]

3--

-0

a0-4O,•

30o

10

*

4

00

60

4-7

60so
s00

600
-3000

3k iI

I

%

f

l

00

4.

3"t

20'

9

,9
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SAMPL

DOSE RATE - DON -

NM TIE - SM2Y TMC PROBLN4S

Dose Rate Nomoram Methc4
To use the Dose Rate Nomogram connect any vwo known quantities with
a straightedge and read the unknown quantity d.rectly.

Rample:

If the don rate in an areL is 6o r/hr at H+5, what will
be the dose rate at 1+10?

Solution:

With a straightedge, connect 60 r/hr on the "Dose Rate at
'H+t" column with 5 hours on the "Time After Burst" co1 .
The dose rate of 410 r/hr is read on the "Dose Rate at
24+1" column. Next, connect, with the straightedge, 10 hours
on the "Mm After Burst" column with i1,0 r/ir on the "Dose
Rate at 1+l" column and read the answer directly from the
"Dose Rate at 1+t" column.

Annger:

26 r/hr.
T1 TM - STAY TIME - TOTAL DOSE NONDGRAM METHOD

To use this nomoram connect two known quantities wit1A a straigh-cedge
and locate the point on the "D/R" column where the straightedge cromss
it.
Connect this point with a third known quantity and read the answer
fran the appropriate column.
Find the total exposure dose for an individual who must work
In an area in which the dose rate was 300 r/hr at H+1. Rry
will be made at H+ll and the length of stay will be 4 hours.

Dose
-

Solution:

Connect •1V on the "Entry Time" column with 4 hours on the
"Stay Time" colum and read 0.19 from the "D/R1 " column
and 300 i/hr on the '"Dose Rate at H3+" column. Finally,
read the ansver an the '"otal Dose" coltun.

Answer:

60 r.

tai

Ti

Solution:

- Entry into an area vith e dose rate of 100 r/hr at H+l
will be mads at 9+6. What will be the mu4an mission stay
tim, if the exposure dose Is not to exceed 20 r?
Connect 20 r In the 'Total Dose" columin with 100 r/hr in the

and read 0.2 in the "D/Rl" colin.
"Dose Hate at 9+1" coli
Connect 0.2 in the '!D/R" column with 6 hours in the '"Utry
wread tel anser tirectly frm the "StaMy
am,end
Tim" ca
Ans~er:

S-Se

Tim" 00ol4n.
2.1 bors.

dome rat..

is to be 5 bou

Is the earliest

-t* 9tay tim
reMat R+7 is 35 r/hr.
ha
,e gjrsoim dcst to set at 315 r.

aossible entry tiur?

me..

P

8olutin:

Find the dose rate at R'1 from the Dose Fate NCOrgma.
Connect this value on the "Do.e rte

at R+1" colam with

Does" coium and read 0.1 on the "D/Rltl"
eolum.
Connect 0.1 on the "D/R1" solurm with 5 hours on
answer from the '"ntry
the "Stay Time" colamn and read t
35 r on tVe 'otal

Answer:

TIM b colum.
9+2lI.
DOWE U-1 FROMMD

1.

If the dose iate at one hour a±-e burit is 4O r/hr, what will
be the dose rate at 2, 4,, 6, 8, andl0hxs?

2.

If the dose rate at H+l is 100 r/hr, what will be tM do6s
at 2, 4., and 10 hours?

3.

If the dose rate at H+l Is 350 r/hr, what will be the dose rate
at 5, 8; and 12 hours?

4.

If the dose rate at H+6 was 45 r/hr, what would be the dose rate
at l
9, 12, and 15 hour#?

5.

If the dose rate at H+12 was 80 r/hr, what would be the dose rpte
at 1, 8, and 24 hours?

6.

rate

If the dose rate atH+20 was 10 r/hr, wbat would be the dose rate

at 1, 20, 25, and 32 hours?
7.

If the dose rate atH430 io 10 r/hr,

when ould the dose rate be

T r/hr?
8.

At K+20 days the dose rate in an area is 3 r/hr.

Mhat will be

the dose rate at V25 days?
9.

3h a sheltered area with a protertion factor of 100, tie dose

rate is 10 r/hr at V.10. What was the umsheltered dose rate at
10.

In a shelter with a protection factor of 10000, the do"e rate

at " Is 15 r/hr.
at H+4 0?

What wiLl be the dose ratA in the shelter
D0SE PROCLD

22.

If the dose rate at K1 was 200 r/hr, whet would be the dose of
a mmitor If he entered the ama at N+12 and styed 4 hours?

12.

If
&

the dose rate at +l wa 50 r/hr, whet would be the dose nf
'•mn.tor If he stayed in this am rs m +5 to
6781
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13.

If the do". rate at hel vas 500 r/hr, wbat would be te total
dose of a nmitor who remazied in this area for a 1.5 hour "eriod
beginning at F+12

14.

What vou'A be a monitor's dose If he entered an am at R+6
and left at R+8? At the tiae of entry the do rst6 was 15 r/hr.

13.

ireman moust put out a fire in an ares wbere the dome rate was
50 r/r at T+7.
hMat mun be their mission dos iit takes 6 hours
to fight the fire and they start their mission at, 9+12?

16.

Vital medlcal sutlies mut be moved to a shelter area. Mhe task
vill require 30 minutes. If the worker enters the area at 3+6
whey the oseo rate is 200 r/br:, vhat doe will he receive?

17.

An dilvitdual left•a shelter at lH6 on a mission to a neaeby
shelter but never arrived at t.c other shelter. At K30 a rescue
teem found hi unccnscious in the con at~ 4 area outside the

original shelter.

At that time the dose rate was 14 r/hr.

dose van received by the unconscioo
18.

What

indiviml?

A rescue teea entered a contamnated ares at +12 a&W acccmlisheed
a task In 4 hour.
Wast vas their dose If the dose rate at tim

of exit was 12 r/br?
19.

No water is available In a shelter. There Is a safe supply nearby.
It Is a 45 minute walk to the water and the mission wil begin at
1•l0. If the dose rete'at 1+7 vas 30 r/hr, what dose vill be
received In obtaining the water for the shelter?

20.

fWat is the dose received ir a shelter froa v+18 to

uisheltered dos
factor is 200?

rate at 11+6 ti

",

if the

120 r/hr and the shelter protectiou

STAT ThU PRO3LIM
21.

A mdsston dose Is set at 25 r and themission vwil b~gin at1+4
.
What stay tim Is permitted, i• the done rate at 3+1 was 50 r/hrb

22.

At ]+l the dosx rate we 200 r/br.
at R+6 and th

3f entry into the are

Is smde

mission dose is set at 50 r, what Is the alloumble

stay time
23.

A family entered a c•ateminated area at R+5. Se•ir de-i should not
exCeed 35 r.*
ov l-ng ean they stay In this e if the doe rate
at tim of entry ws 20 r/br?

24.

At 1412 a msitor not start an o
pno,y mission outeld his ass igned
shelter. At 1+6 the outsi, does rate ism 75 r/hr. It hv.s missiu

dose Is not to exceed 20 r, bv 1mg can be take for the task?

AI-II

S

25.

At R+3 the dose rate In an ar %s 40 r/hr. A resew squsd
entered the area at 345. Bow long can they stay in the area iU
their dose Is not to ezaee l 25 rt

26.

ted area received
Prsonnel working in a warehouse in a contauLb
a dose of 150 r. At 8+1 the dose rate wm 1,300 r/hr anthey
entered the working area at 3+8. Bow long were they in the area?

27.

A 3essage must be hand carried to another shelter, What Is the
m
ttim for the adssion if the average d&we rate between the
shelters was 90 r/hr at 3+2? The mission dese Is set at 35 r a

the messenger is to leave uihelter at 3+6.

28.

At w+35 a Padef Officer must move to another control statim
75 xiles away. The avevage does rate over the area of travel ,w•
"75r/hr at x+6. Now fast will he bave to travel in order not to
exceed a dose of 50 r?

29.

An Ludivid•al travels at a speed of 35 uph through a contamnated
far
area where the average dose rate was 100 r/hr at 3+5. MWa
will he be able to travel before seeking shelter If he entered

the area at 3+13 and must limit his dose to 80 r?

WIN TD4 P~aBL6
31.

If the doe rate in an area W& 300 r/hr at E+ff, vhe ean a moitor
enter the area for a 3 hour stay and receive les than 50 r?

32.

A monitor must stay in an area for 1 howr. The dose rate in this
e mat limit his dose to 15 r. a'i%=
ara atR +lvasu 50 r/hr.
can he enter?

33.

Ind•rer -

keep a switor'sdo

bel

20 r for aetay tim of

2 hows, what is the earliest poesiblt .mtry tins into an area
wbe
34.

the dose rate vas 120 r/hr at .- 'V

If the does rate '
usut stay tiere 3

annam is 5 r/tlr at +20 an•an•indivitdual
Wurs, titiat Is tis earliest tim be cu enter

and not exneed a dose of 10 r?

35.

b doe rate In the area vas
A dusliam dose Ii set at 35 r.
18 r/br at R+15. When oaz vork-rv enter this area for a 3 hour
period?
£1-i.'

36.

The task of removing valuable equi•m•nt vhich is located IL a
conteainated area v 1 require 3 hours- The mission dose ILs
set at 50 r and the dose rate at H+9 was 50 r/hr. When can the

salvage crew enter the area?
37.

A monitor must iake a survey of an area which will require 2 hours.
The mission dose is set at 35 r and the dose rate in the area vas
18 r/hr at H+l days. When will the monitor be able to enter the
area?

38.

People want to move from an Improvised shelter to a t•am ity
shelter. At H+6 the route to be traveled had an average doae
rate of 85 r/hr. -Aetrip will take 2 hours and the mission dose
Is 50 r. When can they leave?

39.

A supply of drugs must be delivered as soon as possible to a
shelter. The drive takes 3 hours. The average dose rate along
the rotite to be followed was 125 r/hr at H+4. The mission dose
is 75 r. What is the earliest time that the drugs can arr.ave at
the shelter?

40.

A chelter vith a protection factor of 500 is rinning low on food.
7he nearest supply vould require 1 hour travel round trip to
The average dose rate over the route to be traveled
obtain it.
r/hr
at
H+7. The mission dose is set at 50 r. When can
was 60
the mission be started to obt&an the food?
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Answrs to Dose and Dose Rate Problems

1.
2.

18 r/hr, 7.6 r/hr, 14.7'r/hr,

21.

1 hour

3.4 r/ir, 2.6 rl/r

22.

24, hour's

23.

2.2 hours,

414 r/hri, 19 r/hr, 6.5 r/br

2

.

4. 380 r/hr, 28 r/hr, 20 r/•r,
15 r/hr

25.

1.5 hours

5. 1,600 r/bz, 58 r/hr, 35 r/hr

26.

1.6 hours

27.

1.8 hours

28.

38 n

29.

H4 1
95

3.

6.

8.
9.

51 r/hrr, 30 r/hr, 16 r/hr

370 r/hr, 10 r/hr, 8 r/hr,
6 r/hr

2.6 r/h2
T.32
500 r/hr.

11+6

3.

8 r/h5.
25r
12.

32.

152r

13.

36r

17.

25 r

1.6. go r
18.9
18.
27r

20.

2.7r

H+27
RH2

35.

R+21

38. H+17

800o r

19.

37.
36.

+22

836.
S15. 120 r

1T.

s

60

3 - H

r

H+8

or4o.

u-14.

i

